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Abstract 
 
Plant pathogens are a major threat to food security all around the world. Virulence              
genes enable the pathogens to disease the host and pose threats. We study and              
computationally model the expression of virulence in pathogens. The pel genes, a major             
virulence factor in pectinolytic bacteria which infect plants and cause soft rot disease.             
The Pel enzymes released by the pathogen result in the maceration of tissue in crops               
and facilitate pathogenesis. We model the pel genes in our model organism Dickeya             
dadantii . We study pelD/E genes which encode proteins with similar enzymatic           
activities, but also share the same set of transcriptional regulators, thus raising the             
question of the benefit of this duplication and the specific role of these two genes. We                
model their expression with respect to the KdgR repressor and CRP activator. We             
develop a quantitative dynamic kinetic model of this process that reproduces the            
observed behavior of the two genes and explains their specific role in the infection. The               
regulatory part of the model is based on experimental values, and fitted kinetic             
parameters are subjected to systematic evaluation. The model is robust and has            
multiple applications for studying the pathogenesis of pectinolytic bacteria. In addition,           
we explore the instance of carbon catabolite repression observed during the regulation            
of virulence genes Dickeya dadantii.  
The novel antibiotic seconeolitsin is characterized in the gram negative model organism            
Dickeya dadantii. Growth kinetics and MIC studies are carried out. The variations in the              
level of supercoiling in the presence of seconeolitsin and novobiocin are quantified and             
analyzed. The effect of supercoiling on the expression of genes, especially the pelE             
gene is studied using the novel antibiotic seconeolitsin. The study explores the role of              
supercoiling as a gene regulator.  
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1. Pathogenesis in plants is a global threat 

Plants, the green abundance on earth are most important for the vitality of living beings               
and balance in ecosystems. They are the lungs of earth purifying the air we breathe.               
Plants are the basis of all the food sources and a major share of the burden of food                  
security of the planet is on plant resources. Ensuring plant health ensures the             
sustenance of organisms dependent on them. Plants are attacked by pests and            
pathogens threatening their lives and posing a major food sustainability challenge all            
over the world. Plant pathogens are responsible for a significant amount of crop losses              
worldwide every year. Agricultural researchers are working on full swing to meet the             
needs of the growing human population. Production of enough food for the world             
population gets challenging due to pathogenic threat, given that there is a need of about               
50% increase production to meet the needs in coming 30 years [1]. It is essential to get                 
over pathogenic threats and help farmers feed world hunger and ensure food security. A              
study on pathogen threat on major food crops enumerates the loss caused every year              
to be over 20% and emphasizes on the prioritization of crop health management to              
improve the sustainability of agroecosystems in delivering services to societies [2]. A            
vast variety of plant pathogens exist and their effects range from mild symptoms to              
catastrophes affecting large areas of planted food crops. Raising of the resistant strains             
of phytopathogens are also causing difficulties in disease management. Especially          
bacterial plant pathogens are particularly difficult to control due to the scarcity of             
chemical control agents for bacteria with the exception of antibiotics. However, the use             
of antibiotics is restricted in many countries due to the high potential for evolution of               
antibiotic resistance in plant pathogens and its eventual transmission to human           
pathogens. In addition, bacteria show an incredible ability to disseminate and adapt to             
changing environments like colonization in a new host, geographic invasion of new            
areas, etc. Climate change is also likely to accelerate the evolution of pathogens and              
increase their diversity making it difficult to tackle them [3]. To migrate or evolve are two                
options for plant pathogens under conditions of climate change. Therefore, the ways for             
combating bacterial plant diseases are limited and it is a laborious task to prevent the               
evolving threat.  
 
Fighting plant pathogens is necessary to overcome the loss caused by them. It is              
necessary to study pathogenesis in plants, define the biological problem and develop            
measures to fight it. In addition to identification of pathogens, identification of the             
disease causing virulence mechanism is essential to understand the mode of infection            
and to estimate the level of threat posed [4]. Virulence refers to the uphand of the                
pathogen being able to break down the host barrier and establish itself in the host and                
flourish by destroying the host. Pathogens have various virulence mechanisms in order            
to fight the difficulties in the environments posing threat to their lives. Disease             
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eradication mechanisms can be developed based on our understanding of the virulence            
system of pathogens and thus ensuring their eradication.  
 
In this context, there is a critical need for comprehensively understanding the process of              
bacterial pathogenesis in plants in order to develop novel knowledge-based strategies           
to control plant bacterial diseases. Dickeya spp. are among the top 10 most important              
bacterial pathogens in agriculture limiting the crop yield and quality [5]. Dickeya are now              
considered as emergent pathogens in European countries [6]. The apoplast is a            
nutrient-limited environment that is guarded by plant defenses, so Dickeya have evolved            
with an intricate strategy to successfully colonize this niche. In the course of this thesis,               
we propose a method to study the virulence mechanism by modeling the virulence gene              
expression in the model organism of choice, Dickeya dadantii. We choose the pel genes              
as the model virulence genes to study their mechanism and develop a transcriptional             
regulation model to elucidate the dynamics. The computational model developed will be            
a unique tool that can be used in research to understand the pathogenic virulence              
system and its action mechanism.  
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2. Bacterial virulence genes 
 
Pathogenesis in plants evolves as an interactive two-way communication. Pathogens          
sense the plant environment signals and respond to establish themselves. Plants also            
sense their presence and activate the defense mechanisms [7]. Timely and appropriate            
response of pathogens to plant defense mechanisms end up in successful           
pathogenesis. Pathogens infect hosts in progressive manner. They sense the host           
environments and employ their virulence system to overcome the host defense. They            
undergo metabolic shifts to obtain their energy. Its combined action of sensing the             
environmental stimulus and adapting to the extremities leads to a successful infection 
 
Virulence is defined as an ability of a pathogenic organism to infect and propagate              
disease in the host organism. Molecules that aid the pathogen in disease and colonize              
in the host are called virulence factors. The virulence factors are cytosolic, secretory or              
membrane associated [8]. The adaptive, metabolic and physiological changes occurring          
in pathogens as a response to the host environment are facilitated by membrane             
associated cytosolic factors. The adhesion and evasion along the host epithelial cell are             
accomplished by membrane associated virulence factors. Once the pathogen confines          
itself in the host, the innate and adaptive immune response of the host is tackled by the                 
bacterial arsenal consisting of secreted factors. In extracellular pathogens, the secreted           
virulence factors act synergistically to kill the host cells [8]. Genes responsible for the              
expression of virulence factors and facilitation of pathogenicity are broadly classified as            
virulence genes. The entire pool of genes functioning with respect to virulence action             
consists of a virulome. 
 
The definition of virulence genes tend to vary from study to study, but it is evident that                 
any genes associated with the pathogenic lifestyle of the organism can be classified as              
virulence genes. More specifically, based on their connection to virulence they can be             
categorized as i) True virulence genes ii) Virulence associated genes and iii) Virulence             
lifestyle genes [9]. Figure 2.1 shows this classification. 
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Figure 1.2.1: The categorization of Virulence genes based on their functionalities [9] 

 
Based on the strict definition of virulence, fewer genes qualify to be called virulence              
genes. In Figure 2.1 concentric circles represent the classification of genes based on             
their function in virulence action. The square box represents the entire genome of a              
pathogen. The innermost circle refers to the genes coding to factors directly involved in              
pathogenesis causing pathological damage and are absent in non-pathogenic strains.          
These kinds of genes are called true virulence genes. The second circle from inside              
represents the genes indirectly involved in disease propagation are called          
virulence-associated genes. They are further classified as follows 

a. Processing virulence genes which function in post-translational modification of         
virulence factors, folding of the virulence gene proteins, secretion of virulence           
factors, etc. 

b. Auxiliary virulence gene responsible for activation of virulence factors 
c. Regulatory virulence genes helping in regulation of the true virulence genes 
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In the outermost circle an additional set of genes are referred as virulence life-style              
genes. They consist of the following type of genes 

a. Adaptive genes expressing factors enabling the colonization of the host nd the            
survival to hostile conditions encountered in the host 

b. Evasion genes expressing factors involved in evasion of the host immune system  
 
Altogether the involvement of genes with the virulence function speaks about the            
importance of the gene for the pathogenesis process. Understanding this basic           
classification increases chances at targeted disease control models. We will be focusing            
on the virulence genes in phytopathogen Dickeya dadantii which will be discussed in the              
coming section. 
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3. The Dickeya Model 

 
Dickeya dadantii is a Gram-negative bacillus belonging to the family Pectobacteriaceae           
which causes soft rot disease in plants. We chose this potential phytopathogen to be              
the model to study the regulation of virulence genes. In order to effectively study the               
model organism, understanding of its pathogenesis process is more important. Figure           
3.1 depicts the process of plant infection by Dickeya dadantii with respect to location              
and process involved. These bacteria are extracellular necrotrophic pathogens         
propagating in plant apoplast and destroying plant cell-wall resulting in soft rot disease. 
There are three main steps in Dickeya  infection process 
 

1. Adhesion to the plant surface and entry in to the tissue at an opening like               
wound 

2. Colonization in the plant cell apoplastic space 
3. Maceration of the Plant tissue and disease establishment  

 
 

Figure 1.3.1: The Dickeya dadantii infection process in Saintpaulia ionantha leaf 
 

In order to achieve each of these stages, a delicate sensing of the environment and               
accurate virulence action to overcome the difficulties is observed. The employment of            
virulence strategies must be tightly coordinated with the bacterial growth to rationalize            
the energy efficiency, disease development and evade the host defense and bacterial            
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survival [10]. Adhesion can be occurring in a leaf, stem or roots or any part of the plant                  
open to the pathogen and easy for the pathogen to live on. The exopolysaccharides              
encoding genes bcsABCD , wza-wzb-wzc are identified to be virulence genes playing a            
major role in the adhesion process [11], [12]. After adhesion, the bacteria reciprocate to              
the plant signals and invade the plant apoplast looking for energy sources and             
destroying the primary defense barrier of the plants. The sapABCDF transporter is            
responsible for specific entry of the antimicrobial peptides from the plant allowing their             
degradation by bacterial cytoplasmic proteases, The arnB-T genes involved in          
modification of the liposaccharide reduce the sensibility to the plant antimicrobial           
peptides [13], [14]. In this step, most of the incompetent bacteria fail as the plant cell                
wall renforced by callose deposition limiting bacterial invasion. The competent pathogen           
successfully invading into the plant tissue will then suit itself to proliferate on the              
available nutrient sources by colonizing and overcoming the host defense and adapt            
itself to the metabolic and environmental changes [15]. During the colonization process            
the bacterial population density increases, bacteria overcome the plant defense and           
cause plant tissue maceration resulting in soft rot disease. Thus the cycle of             
pathogenesis is complete with the bacteria establishing itself in the host and diseasing             
the host. Bacterial virulence factors enable the bacteria to propagate pathogenesis.           
Expression of virulence and adaptive genes in accurate time breaks the host defense             
and sets in the bacterial attack and helps the bacteria in growing in the host               
environment.  
 
In order to achieve each of these stages, a delicate sensing of the environment and               
accurate virulence action to overcome the difficulties is observed. The virulence genes            
action at correct timing is vital for establishing pathogenesis. There are various stages             
of onset of virulence action depending on the stress or threat experienced by the              
bacteria. After the adhesion on plant surface, continuous monitoring of change in            
environment is required to identify an opening into the plant cell apoplast [12]. Motility              
related genes eg motAB, cheAWDRBYZ and flagellar genes are expressed at this            
instance of time and entry in plant apoplast is mediated by jasmonic acid, which is               
produced by wounded tissue and may enable the bacterial cells to move toward plant              
wounds and facilitate systemic invasion [16]. In the plant apoplast, multiple efflux pumps             
are activated to enable the survival of bacteria and to over the plant defense system.               
Bacteria also adapt to the change of environment inside the apoplast for example the              
type VI secretion system and type 6 effectors like impBCGHJKAL, rhsABC are triggered             
by the sensed acidic stress signals [17]. Reactive oxygen species, the first line of plant               
defense reaction are overcome by sodAC, katGE, ahpCF, indABC, msrA virulence           
genes [18]–[21]. Finally, the bacteria establishes themself in plant apoplast utilizing the            
energy from the macromolecules like pectins degraded by their metabolic changes           
acquired in the host environment. The degradation of macromolecules tends to           
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breakdown of the plant cell wall and thus resulting in an osmotic stress which is               
sensed by the bacteria that respond by producing the osmoprotectant molecules           
glutamine, glutamate and α-glucosylglycerate [22]. The table below lists out the various            
virulence and adaptive genes involved in various stages of infection 
 
Table 1.1. Selected virulence genes involved at various stages of interaction [10] 
Gene 
ID 

Gene name Stage of  
interaction 

Description References 

ABF001
7612 

bcsABCD Epiphytic Cellulose microfibrils synthesis,   
adhesion to plant surface 

(Jahn et al.,   
2011 ) 

ABF002
0470 

wza-wzb-wz
c… 

Epiphytic Exopolysaccharide synthesis,  
adhesion to plant surface 

(Condemine et  
al., 1999) 

ABF002
0788 

hecBA2/ 
cdiBA2 

Epiphytic Type V autotransporter contact    
dependent inhibition system   
contributing to bacterial adhesion    
to plant surface 

(Aoki et al., 2010) 

ABF001
7267 

rhsA Epiphytic Intercellular competition system  

 

(Koskiniemi et al.,   
2013 ) 

ABF001
8746 

rhsB Epiphytic Intercellular competition system 

ABF004
6548 

rhsC Epiphytic Intercellular competition system 

ABF001
5869 

impBCGHJK
AL 

Epiphytic Type VI secretion system    
involved in Rhs secretion 

ABF001
9839 

rhlA Epiphytic Biosurfactant synthesis,  
colonization of plant surface 

(Hommais et al.,   
2008 ) 

ABF001
8761 

motAB-cheA
WDRBYZ 

Epiphytic and  
other 

Flagella motor and chemotaxis,    
entry into plant apoplast 

(Antunez-Lamas 
et al., 2009a) 

ABF002
0713 

cfa Early Cyclopropane fatty acid   
synthesis, resistance to acidic    
pH 

 

Reverchon et al.,   
unpublished 

ABF001
4750 

asr Early Acid shock periplasmic protein,    
resistance to acidic pH 

ABF001
6248 

arnB-T Early Enzymes involved in LPS    
modification, resistance to   
cationic antimicrobial peptides 

(Costechareyre et  
al., 2013) 
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ABF001
9265 

sapABCDF Intermediate Antimicrobial peptide import   
system, resistance to   
antimicrobial peptides 

(Lopez-Solanilla 
et al., 1998) 

ABF001
5241 

ohr Intermediate Thiol peroxidase, resistance to    
lipid hydroperoxide 

(Reverchon et al.,   
2010 ) 

ABF001
6112 

sodA Intermediate Superoxide dismutase,  
resistance to oxidative stress 

 

(Santos et al.,   
2001 ) ABF001

7092 
sodC Intermediate Superoxide dismutase,  

resistance to oxidative stress 

ABF001
5800 

katG  Intermediate Catalase-peroxidase, resistance  
to oxidative stress 

 

(Miguel et al.,   
2000 ) ABF001

9342 
katE Intermediate Catalase-peroxidase, resistance  

to oxidative stress 

ABF001
8570 

ahpCF Intermediate Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase,   
resistance to oxidative stress 

ABF001
6084 

indABC Intermediate Indigoidine biosynthesis,  
resistance to oxidative stress 

(Reverchon et al.,   
2002 ) 

ABF001
8996 

ibpS Intermediate Secreted metal binding protein,    
resistance to oxidative stress 

(Liu et al., 2019) 

ABF001
4816 

msrA Intermediate methionine sulfoxide reductase,   
resistance to oxidative stress 

(El Hassouni et   
al., 1999) 

ABF001
8866 

acsF-A Intermediate Achromobactin synthesis, iron   
scavenging 

 

(Franza and  
Expert, 2013) ABF001

8856 
cbrABCD Intermediate Achromobactin transport system,   

iron scavenging 

ABF001
9156 

fct-cbsCEBA
P 

Intermediate Chrysobactin synthesis and   
receptor, iron scavenging 

ABF001
4651 

ftnA Intermediate Maxi-ferritin, iron storage, iron    
homeostasis 

 

(Boughammoura 
et al., 2008) ABF004

6787 
bfr Intermediate Maxi-ferritin, iron storage, iron    

homeostasis 

ABF001
8914 

dps Intermediate Mini-ferritin, iron storage, iron    
homeostasis 

(Boughammoura 
et al., 2012) 
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ABF002
0090 

sufABCDSE Intermediate Iron-sulfur cluster assembly   
system 

(Expert et al.,   
2008 ) 

ABF001
8171 

iscRSUA Intermediate Iron-sulfur cluster assembly   
system 

(Rincon-Enriquez 
et al., 2008) 

ABF001
9593 

hrpA-hrpE Intermediate Type III secretion system  

 

(Yang et al.,   
2002 ) 

ABF002
0784 

hrpN Intermediate Harpin secreted by the type III      
system 

ABF001
9009 

hrpW Intermediate Harpin secreted by the type III      
system 

ABF001
9012 

dspEF Intermediate Type III effectors 

ABF001
8072 

budAB Intermediate Butanediol fermentative pathway (Effantin et al.,   
2011 ) 

ABF001
6562 

iaaMH Intermediate 
Late 

Auxin production (Yang et al.,   
2007 ) 

ABF001
9643 

pelA-pelE-p
elD 

Late Pectate lyases involved in pectin     
degradation 

 

(Robert-Baudouy 
et al., 2000) ABF002

0840 
pelB-pelC Late Pectate lyases involved in pectin     

degradation 

ABF001
8773 

pelL Late Pectate lyases involved in pectin     
degradation 

ABF001
8192 

ganEFGAB
C 

Late Degradation of galactan, a major     
component of the ramified    
regions of pectin 

(Delangle et al.,   
2007 ) 

ABF001
8772 

celZ Late Cellulase involved in cellulose    
degradation 

(Py et al., 1991) 

ABF001
8229 

outC-outO Late Type II secretion system    
required for pectate lyases and     
cellulase secretion 

(Condemine et  
al., 1992) 

ABF001
7123 

prtG-inh-prt
DEFBCA 

Late Proteases G, A, B, C and their       
type I secretion system PrtDEF 

(Letoffe et al.,   
1990 ) 
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Pectin metabolism a major virulence mechanism in dickeya 
Pectin metabolism helps the bacteria to derive energy and establish itself in the             
apoplast. We study the pectin degrading enzyme Pels as virulence factors since they             
are very essential for obtaining energy. The apoplast is scarce in easy forms of energy               
like glucose and Dickeya can use pectin present in plant cell-wall as a carbon source.               
Degradation of the pectin of the plant tissue results in the symptoms of soft rot. 
 
Bacterial Pectin metabolism  
Pectin is a complex polygalacturonic acid polymer found in plant cell walls and is              
considered as the plant cell wall ciment. In the plant cell wall, pectin is mostly found in                 
the primary cell wall intercalated between the cellulosic fibers which can be observed in              
Figure 3.2. Given that cellulose is organized in macro-fibrils and is very complex to              
break down, pectin is an easier molecule to be targeted and broken down by pathogens               
[23].Degradation of pectin destroys the intactness of the plant cell wall and also serves              
as an energy rich carbohydrate source  [24], [25]. Pectin is sequentially de-esterified            
and depolymerized into oligosaccharides using pectinases including pectate lyases         
enzymes as depicted in Figure 3.3. Oligosaccharides are uptaken into the cell and             
converted to 2 keto-3 deoxygluconate (KDG) for energy synthesis.. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.3.2: The cross sectional depiction of the plant cell wall and its components [24] 
 
The metabolite KDG is found common to the energy derivation from pectin as an energy               
source [25]. In herbivorous animals, anaerobic bacteria sustaining the fermentation of           
pectin are found in the gastrointestinal tract [26]. Various microbes are known to derive              
their energy from the degraded pectin products in plants and herbivorous animals.            
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron breaks down pectin in the herbivorous gut [27]. Ramen           
pectinolytic bacteria Lachnospira multiparus, Prevotella ruminicola and Butyrivibrio        
fibrisolvens assists in degradation and fermentation of pectin products [28]. 
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Pectin degradation by Dickeya dadantii 
Dickeya is a well studied species of phytopathogen with pectin degradation capacity.            
Different classes of pectinases are produced by the Dickeya species assisting pectin            
degradation and causing soft rot disease in plants. We study the pectin degradation in              
our model organism, pectin degrading phytopathogen Dickeya dadantii. Pectin is mainly           
a polymer of galacturonic acid with ramifications. The breakdown of this complex            
polymer is a multistep process achieved by different enzymes with specific functions. A             
first set of enzymes comprising the PaeX, PaeY esterases (pectin acetylesterases) and            
PemA, PemB (pectin methylesterases) aims to remove these ramifications to allow           
effective action of other enzymes [29]. The linear polymer accommodating the enzymes            
efficiently is then degraded by several pectate lyases as well as minor enzymes such as               
pectin lyases and polygalacturonases. There are about 9 extracellular pectate lyases in            
Dickeya dadantii. These extracellular enzymes are secreted by two type two secretion            
systems, Stt (which secretes only pectin lyase PnlH) and Out (which secretes all the              
other enzymes [30]. Pectate lyases are more or less recent acquisitions by horizontal             
transfer and duplication events. For example, pelB and pelC are present in            
Pectobacterium and Dickeya while pelA, pelE and pelD exist only in Dickeya [31]. The              
pelBC are located adjacent to each other and pelAED are located together in the              
Dickeya chromosome. The diversity of pectate lyases is believed to be responsible for             
the board host spectrum for D. dadantii , allowing it to cope with different pectin              
structures and breaking them down easily [32]. 
The degradation then continues intracellularly as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 1.3.3: The enzymes in the pectin metabolism pathway [33] 
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4. Regulation of pectinolysis in Dickeya dadantii 
 
 In this study, the pel genes in Dickeya dadantii are our main virulence genes to be                
studied for their regulations and then modeled for their expressions by the regulators.             
Since pectin degradation sets the disease in plants when infected by Dickeya dadantii             
they are one of the main virulence genes for the infection. The production of              
extracellular Pel enzymes is finely regulated to ensure the success of the infection. The              
infection strategy for Dickeya dadantii is indeed to start with an asymptomatic phase,             
multiplying in intercellular spaces, until upper hand in infection conditions are met with             
respect to the plant defense mechanism [34]. Then Dickeya dadantii suddenly induces            
massive production of pectinases to degrade plant cells before an effective response            
from the host plant has been established [34]. Thus, this timing when the plant immune               
system is compromised is very important for the maceration by pels and successfully             
establishing the disease. Although pectinases are the most numerous and most           
important in virulence of Dickeya dadantii, 4 proteases and one cellulase enzymes are             
also identified in Dickeya species acting in the cell wall breaking down process             
[10]. This regulation is carried out by many transcription factors and nucleoid associated            
proteins (NAPs) in a timely manner to facilitate pathogenesis. There are numerous            
regulators for the virulence factors in Dickeya dadantii. They vary in their functions and              
mode of actions. The major factors of pel regulation are KdgR, PecS, PecT, CRP,              
H-NS, FIS, IHF, Fur, GacA, SlyA,MfbR, the Vfm quorum sensing system [30]. HFQ,             
ProQ and IHF are also essential for the virulence of Dickeya dadantii. The different              
levels of virulence gene regulation in Dickeya dadantii is discussed below. 
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Figure 1.4.1 The various gene regulation instances in Dickeya dadantii [30] 
 
Dickeya virulence gene regulation is achieved mainly at transcriptional and post           
transcriptional levels. The various common regulations are showed in the Figure 3.4            
which are explained in the following paragraphs. 
The different instances of transcriptional level regulations are 

● NAP’s 
● Global transcriptional regulator: CRP 
● Specific transcription factors: KdgR, PecS, PecT 
● Two component system: GacA/ GacS 
● Sigma factors 
● Supercoiling 
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NAP’s 
Nucleoid architectures determined by NAPs have a significant impact on gene           
transcription and DNA replication [35], [36]. Recent findings have highlighted one of the             
NAPs, Factor for inversion stimulation (Fis), as a key regulator of virulence in several              
pathogenic bacteria such as pathogenic Escherichia coli strains, Shigella flexneri,          
Salmonella, Vibrio cholerae and Dickeya dadantii [37]–[39]. Fis acts as global regulator            
of growth by enhancing synthesis and transfer of ribosomal RNAs [40]. It is also known               
to vary the topological state of DNA by repressing DNA gyrase, stimulating            
topoisomerase I and binding on to the DNA [41]. Thus, Fis is known to have a role in                  
maintaining local supercoiling state of DNA [42]. Moreover, the synthesis of fis is very              
growth dependent, increasing its weight as a regulator acting dependent to the growth             
stage of bacteria [43]. Hence, Fis is responsible for a sequence dependent or growth              
phase-dependent regulation of its target genes. Fis appears to be a versatile regulator             
that is very efficient in controlling basic cellular processes and specific genetic programs             
such as virulence programs in Dickeya dadantii. H-NS is a global modulator of gene              
expression in Dickeya dadantii, responsive to environmental conditions including         
temperature, pH osmolarity and oxidative stresses [44]. H-NS is often referred to as a              
‘universal repressor’ or a ‘modulator of environmentally regulated gene expression’ [36].           
pel gene expression is repressed by H-NS upon binding to the regulatory regions [45].              
H-NS modulates the expression of pel genes in response to acidic and oxidative stress              
[10]. 
 
Global transcriptional regulator: CRP 
CRP (Cyclic Amp Receptor Protein) is a key transcription factor in bacteria and a major               
global regulator. CRP is known to be one of the very important global regulators in               
bacteria. In Escherichia coli transcriptomic analysis many genes linked to metabolism           
are known to be regulated by CRP. CRP mainly activates sugar catabolism [46]. CRP              
is also known for the heavy role in virulence gene regulation [47]. In Dickeya dadantii it                
is known to be one of the main activators of virulence genes. CRP is extensively studied                
in Escherichia coli in terms of Carbon catabolite repression (CCR). It is studied for its               
reagulational activity in Dickeya species and identified as a primary activator of            
pectinolysis genes [48]. CRP binds to one or two cAMP molecules to form a functionally               
active complex [49]. Upon binding to cAMP the conformation of CRP changes and it              
acquires the ability to bind to the DNA regulates the gene transcription [50]. The              
regulation of the activity of CRP is controlled at the post-translational level via the              
control of the level of cAMP molecules available to activate CRP. The level of cAMP is                
very dependent on the glycolytic flux and growth of the bacteria making it a very good                
regulation mechanism of CRP. The cAMP molecule also relays environmental signals to            
regulatory outcomes [51]. It gets activated up on receiving environmental signals which            
then activates the genes corresponding to the signals. The regulation of cAMP            
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concentration is carried out at its level of synthesis and degradation [52]. cAMP is              
degraded by single phosphodiesterase CpdA which converts cAMP to AMP which can            
later be converted to ATP [53]. This elucidates the role of energy linked to the               
CRP-cAMP regulation and metabolism. 
CRP was initially studied for its activating function which consists of two possible             
mechanisms. The first mechanism requires contact with the C-terminal domain of the α             
subunit of RNA polymerase. Presence of CRP binding site on the DNA double helix on               
the same side as RNA polymerase binding site. RNAP binds between the binding sites              
of CRP and the transcription initiation site. The second one needs a contact between              
both N and C terminal domains of the RNAP α unit and is only possible with a distance                  
of about 41.5 bp between the CRP site and the transcription initiation site [54]. CRP is                
also capable of bending DNA with a 90° to 130° angle, which can be used in activation                 
mechanisms. On the pel genes studied in Dickeya dadantii, pelD and pelE, both             
mechanisms of CRP activation are present. Thus, in Dickeya dadantii, CRP is also a              
central regulator of virulence. The increase in cAMP levels indicates the depletion of             
sugar resources and thus the need to initiate degradation of pectin. CRP therefore             
regulates the majority of pectin degradation pathway genes encoding both extracellular           
enzymes (pel, pemA) and intracellular enzymes (ogl, kdu,kdg) [48]. Though CRP mostly            
acts as an activator, it is a self repressor of crp gene and known to suppress a few                  
enzymes [46]. Although catabolic repression is an almost universal mechanism in           
bacteria, it is not always CRP that is responsible for this. The regulator CcpA is also                
known to play the role of CRP in a few bacteria especially Gram-positive bacteria              
Bacillus subtilis. In Pseudomonas, a ortholog of CRP is called Vfr (Virulence factor             
regulator) which acts regardless of cAMP [55]. In conclusion, the CRP protein may have              
been a regulator of virulence before to also become a regulator of metabolism [56]. Like               
in many bacteria, CRP displays virulence-metabolism regulation in Dickeya dadantii . 
 
Two component system: GacA/ GacS 
Two component system is the most known gene regulation mechanism helping the            
bacteria to adapt to a frequently changing environment. It consists of a sensor with              
kinase activity, and a responding regulator. The kinases are generally integral           
membrane proteins, which senses specific environment signals and modulates the          
activity of cognate regulators by reversible phosphorylation. The regulator upon          
phosphorylation has its DNA affinity modulated and can act as a trans-activator protein             
for the target genes. The name two compartment symbolizes the extracellular detection            
of environmental stimuli and kinase mediated intracellular signal transduction of gene           
regulation. The advantage of this system is that it is possible to simultaneously regulate              
unlinked genes and their expression to target the stimulus. Two component signal            
transduction systems regulate the stress responding virulence genes in a global           
manner. The GacS/GacA two component system in Dickeya dadantii is an example of             
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two component systems responding to organic acids [57]. GacA is the response            
regulator of the putative sensor kinase GacS. GacA is activated by autophosphorylated            
GacS. Activated GacAworks as a transcriptional activator and is responsible for the            
activation of pectate lyases production etc. [58], [59]. GacA is also known to regulate              
the biofilm-pellicle formation. Studies also show that the GacA/GacS system is involved            
in regulation of type III secretion systems (T3SS). T3SS is controlled by the Gac-Rsm              
regulatory network and is crucial for establishment of virulence mechanism of bacterium            
within the plant host [75].  
 
Transcription factors 

● KdgR 
KdgR is a transcriptional factor of the IclR family acting as a major regulator of virulence                
in D. dadantii [60]. It’s a repressor which directly controls about 50 genes accounting for               
1% of the total genes in this bacterium. Target gene products of KdgR are almost               
exclusively linked to the breakdown of pectin including pels [61]. In the absence of              
pectin, KdgR binds to DNA at the level of the promoter sequences and prevents              
transcription in general by occlusion of the RNA polymerase binding site [62]. The             
intermediate product of pectin degradation 2-keto 3-deoxygluconate (KDG) binds on          
KdgR and prevents its interaction with DNA. KdgR is therefore the central player in              
response to the presence of pectin. KdgR regulator is also present in other bacteria like               
Salmonella, Escherichia, Xanthomonas, etc. Contrary to Dickeya and Pectobacterium in          
Xanthomonas oryzae KdgR controls the type III hrp secretory system helping the            
bacteria in infection process [63]. KdgR is also an important regulator in Zoo Pathogenic              
Enterobacteria [61]. KdgR is also identified to be one of the regulators involved in the               
virulence function in S. enterica surviving in soft rot induced by Dickeya and             
Pectobacterium [64]–[66]. This makes the KdgR regulators to be an important factor            
regulating the phytopathogenic virulence.  
 

● PecS 
PecS is a transcription factor of the MarR family which prevents the early expression of               
numerous virulence factors in Dickeya dadantii [67]. In the process of pathogenesis, it is              
vital to express virulence factors at right to fight the host defense. Thus, the PecS factor                
plays an important role in the timing of expression of virulence factors. PecS targets are               
varied. PecS is known to suppress the production and export extracellular enzymes            
[68]. In Dickeya dadantii about 140 genes responding to PecS have been identified             
Including a variety of virulence genes like pelE and pelD. PecS is also thought to be a                 
sensor of stress like oxidative stress and in response regulating corresponding virulence            
genes [69]. 
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● PecT 
PecT is a transcription factor of the LysR family involved in the virulent thermoregulation              
of Dickeya dadantii [70]. Classical genetics approaches have identified a relatively large            
number of important genes regulated by PecT, including the genes of extracellular            
enzymes like pelE and pelD. It is also known to have an effect on synthesis of                
exopolysaccharides [11]. The action of pecT on pel genes is dependent on the level of               
DNA supercoiling. PecT has a higher affinity towards relaxed DNA. However, at high             
temperature, DNA becomes loose by changes in supercoiling and PecT's affinity for pel             
regulatory regions increases, which helps suppress the expression of pel at high            
temperature [71]. In addition, the expression of pecT is repressed by H-NS, allowing it              
to serve as an intermediary in the regulation of pel genes by the global regulator H-NS                
[72].  
 
Sigma factor mediated regulation 
Sigma factor mediated regulation is an important mechanism of transcriptional          
regulation. The regulation of T3SS is an example of alternative sigma factor mediated             
regulation of virulence factors. HrpL is a master regulator and alternative sigma factor             
controlling the expression of structural and effector genes of T3SS [73]. RpoN (σ54) in              
conjugation with enhancer protein HrpS activates the hrpL expression [73], [74] . The             
transcription of hrpS is upregulated by the two component signal transduction system            
(TCSS), HrpX/HrpY [73]. The hrpL transcription is down regulated by PNPase by            
reducing the stability of hrpL mRNA [75]. 
 
Supercoiling 
We have discussed the transcriptional regulation based on the interaction between           
transcriptional factors, metabolites, transcriptional elements and the DNA in the above           
sections. Another peculiar kind of regulation is observed in recent years based on the              
structure of the DNA. The transcriptional regulation gene is influenced by the physical             
state of the chromosome, i.e. supercoiling level on the chromosome. The supercoiling            
level of the bacterial chromosome seems to be modified by severe environmental            
changes in pH, temperature, osmolarity and oxidative stress, as well as nutritional            
deprivation. Under these stressful conditions, the nucleoid in bacteria is organized           
differently by certain NAPs (Nucleoid Associated Proteins) which also protect the           
bacterial genome and regulate transcription in order to survive through these           
growth-limiting and potentially lethal conditions [76]. NAPs organize and mediate the           
Packaging of genomic DNA, thus the chromosomal architecture. They act by binding            
directly on DNA and are abundantly present in the bacterial nucleoid [77]. The DNA              
supercoiling levels determined by the chromosomal organization of NAPs is also known            
to have a role in regulating specific genes. Many examples of virulence genes regulated              
by supercoiling have come to light in recent times [78]. In Dickeya dadantii supercoiling              
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is known to play a role in regulating virulence genes like pelE, etc . In the motive to                 
understand the regulation of virulence genes, understanding the role of supercoiling is            
also very important. Since virulence genes are spread out in a chromosome and have              
different regulators acting on them, searching for a central regulator which could            
globally modify genes is very justified. It is because of the time constraints on bacteria               
to reciprocate to a stressful situation in a host and react by synthesizing essential              
adaptive factors to overcome the stress. Supercoiling being a fundamental          
characteristic of any bacteria it can be a suitable factor fulfilling the role of a regulator.                
There has also been proof that various stress conditions have changed the supercoiling             
levels of bacteria. A detailed study on the role of supercoiling has been discussed in               
chapter three of this thesis.  
 
Post transcriptional level regulation  
Virulence genes in Dickeya dadantii are often observed to be regulated at post             
transcriptional level. It is one of the main gene regulatory mechanisms. Rsm system is              
an example of post transcriptional gene regulatory mechanisms consisting of RsmA,           
rsmB and RsmC. It regulated the expression of genes for the extracellular enzymes as              
well as the type 3 secretory system. RsmA is a small RNA-binding protein, up on               
binding lowers the half life of mRNA species where as rsmB is an untranslated                 
regulatory RNA that binds to RsmA and neutralizes its negative regulatory effect by                         
forming an inactive ribonucleoprotein complex [79]. RsmC controls the production of                     
RsmA and rsmB RNA by positively regulating rsmA and negatively controlling rsmB [80].                         
The expression of hrpL the sigma factor regulator discussed earlier is also controlled at                           
the post-translational level by the RsmA/rsmB system [57]. 
 
As we have seen so far, Dickeya dadantii is equipped with a large number of efficient                
regulators modulating and managing the expression of virulence factors. Dickeya          
dadantii has also acquired a few virulence genes by horizontal transfer to sustain itself              
in the host environment. The regulators that control these virulence factors are also of              
various origins. Some are global virulence regulators who have mostly continued to            
regulate the same genes (KdgR, PecT). Others are ancestral regulators including the            
regulon which has undergone major modifications to adapt to the constraints of the             
plant host (FIS, CRP). Finally, Dickeya dadantii has also integrated new regulators            
acquired by horizontal transfer (PecS). 
 
We focus on the regulation of the two pel genes pelD and pelE known to be the result of                   
gene duplication [81]. The corresponding enzymes PelD and PelE have indeed highly            
similar sequences (78% amino acid identity, 89% amino acid similarity) and are            
biochemically nearly identical [82]. It was found that the expression of pelE and pelD is               
regulated by the same set of TFs, the main ones being the activator CRP and repressor                
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KdgR [62], [83]. pelD is most strongly inducible by pectin but has a very low               
pectin-independent expression, while pelE , although inducible by pectin, has a high           
expression level even in the absence of pectin, pelE acts as an initiator of pectin               
degradation generating the initial inducers of pel gene expression (DKI, DKII, KDG)            
required to prevent the binding of the repressor KdgR to its operators [84]. In this study,                
the necessity of the presence of two same functional genes in the model organism              
Dickeya dadantii and the varying expression pattern in spite of having the same             
transcription factors is investigated using the transcriptional model developed with          
respect to repressor KdgR and activator CRP. This model can also be used to study the                
instance of carbon catabolite repression where CRP acts as a virulence gene regulator.             
The dynamics of switching in carbon source from glucose to pectin is also illustrated in               
the model. This model is then used as a tool to extrapolate to different other pathogens                
to study the transcriptional regulation of their virulence genes.  
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5. Carbon catabolite repression  
 

In gram-negative bacteria a well known instance in the glucose+lactose medium in            
Escherichia coli preferring glucose first is a classic example of CCR, called lac operon              
model [85], [86]. The presence of glucose inhibits the lac operon accessorizing genes             
required for lactose uptake by the bacteria. Thus, this phenomenon where the presence             
of one kind of carbohydrate represses expression of certain genes or operons, making it              
difficult to uptake the latter carbon source constitutes the process of CCR. It generally              
refers to the repression of certain genes by the presence of particular carbon sources in               
the medium [52]. CCR is studied extensively in Escherichia coli but the mechanism is              
not completely understood. In Escherichia coli, CCR is explained by the Inducer            
exclusion model [87] and the cAMP model [88]. Figure 3.3 depicts the lac operon in               
Escherichia coli. 
 

 
Figure 1.5.1: The lac operon in Escherichia coli and the different instances of the              
regulation of lac operon [89] 
 
The cAMP model 
The cAMP model accounts for the absence of cAMP inside the cell to activate CRP, the                
central regulator of the lac operon. In the abundance of glucose, the phosphorylated             
form of enzyme EIIAglc binds and thereby inhibits the sugar transport system            
preventing the entry of inducing sugar. Depletion of glucose leads to the emergence of              
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phosphorylated form of the enzyme EIIAglc activates adenylate cyclase leading to the            
formation of metabolite cAMP [90]. Upon binding, cAMP activates the regulator CRP            
providing the activating boost for the LAC operon expression. By this theory, it is              
expected to have an activation of the gene when exogenous cAMP is added to the               
medium at any point during the presence of glucose. But the experiments have shown              
otherwise [91]. Hence the quest for further explanation continued.  
 
Inducer exclusion model 
The Inducer exclusion model explains the exclusion of inducer molecule, lactose, from            
entering the cell due to the lack of permease enzyme LacY [91]. In the abundance of                
glucose, the phosphorylated form of EIIAglc enzyme binds to carbohydrate permease           
enzymes and inhibits it [91]. Thus, the presence of EIIAglc enzyme inhibits the sugar              
transport system preventing the entry of inducing sugar. The presence of inducible            
sugar inside the cell leads to gene expression. In the case of lac operon, the preferable                
source of carbon is glucose as expected in most CCR instances and an inducible              
secondary source of carbon is Lactose. The inhibited lactose permease is incapable of             
importing lactose from the extracellular region. Thus, only glucose is consumed and            
when glucose is depleted the phosphorylated form of EIIAglc enzyme activates           
adenylate cyclase leading to the formation of metabolite cAMP which activates the gene             
responsible for the consumption of secondary sources of carbon lactose.  
 
Induction of the lac genes is caused by the absence of glucose. Glucose is also               
responsible to have an effect on the import of exogenous cAMP for the CRP activator to                
be active and induce the gene. Thus, glycolytic flux, conversion of glucose to glucose-6-              
phosphate is also known to have an effect on the CCR mechanism [92]. Interestingly,              
the bacterial phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP): carbohydrate phosphotransferase system       
(PTS), which catalyzes the uptake and concomitant phosphorylation of numerous          
carbohydrates, plays a major role in bacterial CCR [90]. The repression of lacZ             
expression by glucose is not due to the reduction of the cAMP-CRP level but due to an                 
inducer exclusion mechanism which is mediated by the        
phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent sugar phosphotransferase system [93]. Thus, it is        
significant that the metabolic state of the cell and global physiology is somehow linked              
to the optimized carbon utilizing mechanism. This concludes that CCR is controlled by             
the presence of the primary source of carbon, activation of CRP and metabolic flux. 
 
Carbohydrate metabolism is very crucial for bacterial survival. It determines the energy            
availability for the ongoing metabolic activities of the bacteria. The switch in carbon             
sources is interconnected to a complex regulatory network which eventually results in            
gene regulation. Thus, this crucial metabolic regulation can be exploited to regulate            
genes involved in optimizing the bacterial growth in difficult environments. For example,            
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Cyclic AMP receptor protein (CRP) regulates the expression of cold shock responsive            
genes cspA, cspB, cspG and cspI, members of the cspA family, in Escherichia coli [94].               
Some specific bacteria have evolved to utilize the regulatory action of CRP in the              
absence of cAMP to make it an evolutionary choice and effective regulator. Evidence             
suggests the utilization of global regulator CRP as a general regulator for acquired             
horizontal genes with no prior regulatory mechanism in the acquired organism [95]. This             
makes CRP an important regulator for the acquired virulence genes due to the             
evolutionary traits observed in bacteria and thus for bacteria survival in the new             
environmental niche. In the instance of CCR by CRP regulations cAMP acts as a              
cofactor activating CRP up on binding, making cAMP an important metabolite in CRP             
regulation. 
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6. Transcriptional regulation models 
 
The gene regulation models effective tools to understand the gene expression and            
control. Computational tools are used to best represent the system and utilize them in              
understanding gene expression and regulation systems. A successful model should          
incorporate all the input parameters and fit to the experimental known system data and              
give new biological insight to the system. The prevalence of the model depends on the               
new insights obtained based on the existing data and not merely recapitulate what is              
already known. 
 
Various approaches are used to model gene expressions based on the system being             
subjected. Broadly, they can be categorized as discrete or continuous expression           
regulatory models. Discrete models represent time, space and state as discrete sets of             
values, for example, Boolean models. Discrete models have a predefined number of            
states for the regulation. Continuous models represent the behavior of a system over             
continuous values of time, for example, differential equation models utilize continuous           
values and provide smoother representation of dynamical changes occurring in the           
gene regulatory system [96].  
 
Based on the data available to describe the gene expression system, statistical or             
analytical techniques are employed to develop the gene regulatory models. Statistical           
models are more suited for data sets comprising the transcriptome data, representing            
the expression levels of several thousand genes. Probabilistic models such as Neural,            
Boolean and Bayesian network models are used to represent graph based regulatory            
links between the gene regulation interactome [97], [98]. Possible regulatory relations in            
different conditions are correlated by statistical analysis over the transcriptome and           
highlighted over the set of similar function genes. Shared motifs involved in            
transcriptional control and co expressing genes are identified as a part of this analysis.              
Statistical analysis ultimately reveals the regulatory networks underlying the expression          
mechanism of the given data. It covers a large fraction of genes documented in the               
transcriptome data and provides a bigger picture of gene regulation in the            
transcriptome. Given the recent advances in gene annotations, statistical models are           
fairly developed and studied [99]–[101]. The limitations of transcriptome statistical          
models is that they are not capable of explaining the complex relation between             
transcription factors, RNA polymerase and other regulator proteins involved in gene           
regulation. Statistical models are well appreciated in DNA sequence based modeling of            
gene regulation. 
 
Analytical approach of gene regulation represented by a variety of mathematical models            
generally focuses on a smaller number of genes. These kinds of models include data              
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regarding binding of RNA polymerase and transcription factors to the DNA site on the              
gene along with inhibitory, enhancing and cooperative interactions between         
transcription factors and other regulatory factors like mRNA, protein degradation and           
mRNA dynamics like translation and degradation parameters. This approach needs          
extensive knowledge of the system components and their interactions and good           
understanding of the system structure to formulate well-educated hypotheses.  
 
These models summarise the experimental data, represent relation between model          
components and infer new scientific testable hypotheses and enable the scientists to            
find new properties of the system that can add scientific values to the whole              
understanding and lead to the development of new experimental techniques to obtain            
further insight into the system and incorporating novel elements to the existing model             
[102]–[104]. The difference between different mathematical models describing        
regulation of genes have specific features characterizing them. Deterministic and          
stochastic nature of the model is one of the often observed characteristics. The change              
to an independent variable in the deterministic model has predictable yet reproducible            
impact on the dependent variables. Stochastic models are structured to capture the            
erratic behavior of biological systems influenced by intrinsic or extrinsic influencer noise            
signals. There is less uniformity in terms of model constituents in analytical models             
since they describe different individual gene expression systems [96].  
There are three major classes of analytical approach models of gene regulation namely  

a) Thermodynamic model 
b) Differential equation model 
c) Boolean model 
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The three approaches are represented in Figure 4.1 and explained below. 
 

 
 

Figure1.6.1: Different mathematical models of gene regulation [96] 
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b) Thermodynamic or fractional occupancy model of gene expression 
The image A represents a simplified enhancer region with two binding sites. One for              
repressor (R) and another for activators (A). Binding efficiency for the repressor site is              
represented by the mathematical equation PR(bound). All possible four states of this            
enhancer region are shown in the second column. The probability of these states             
occurring as a function of protein concentration and affinities to the binding site is              
represented in the third column. The fourth column represents the efficiency of gene             
expression with respect to four individual states. The last column represents the total             
expression occurring due to individual state. 
 

c) Differential equation model of gene expression 
This particular system of gene expression is modeled with respect to gene 1 (G1)              
involves expression of mRNA (M1) and translation of protein (P1), which regulates gene             
2 (G2). There are parameters with respect to mRNA turnover and protein diffusion. 
mRNA and protein synthesis, degradation and diffusion events are shown at left. The             
equations representing the model are in the right. Each equation represents the            
dynamics of each molecular constituent. s1 is the rate of transcription, 𝝉 is the rate of                
translation and 𝛌 is the rate of degradation of the protein.  
 

d)  Boolean model of gene expression 
The Boolean model of gene expression generally describes the gene regulatory network            
involved in regulation. P1, P2, P3 and P4 represent the four different proteins involved in               
the network. The direct arrows indicate activation and blunt arrows depict repression.            
There are two states of gene expression and components namely active and inactive             
leading to the regulatory action of the circuit. 
 
Traditionally most of the gene regulatory models are ODE representing the gene            
expression as a function of protein dynamics and effect of factors involved. This needs              
a vast accumulation of knowledge of the system under consideration . When there is not               
enough information about the system to develop an ODE, an approach of randomization             
is used to develop regulatory models. Randomized parameter values are used to obtain             
a model representing a little known system at its best. For example, a tool named               
RACIPE employs a self-consistent scheme to randomize all kinetic parameters for a            
mathematical model [105]. Randomized parameter models employ parameter sensitivity         
and parameter space estimation analysis to obtain an idea about the range and relation              
between different parameters [106]–[108]. Randomized parameter models help us to          
interrogate the dynamical property of a gene circuit by randomization and extracting            
further insights of the system from the developed model. 
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Modeling gene expression with differential equations 
The modeling of gene expression with differential equations is employed to develop the             
transcriptional regulation model of virulence genes in this study. The differential           
equation model is explained in Figure 4.2 below. It consists of three processes. The              
gene transcription to synthesize mRNA, translation of mRNA to synthesize proteins and            
the process of degradation of mRNA and proteins. There are rate constants at which              
mRNA and proteins are synthesized C and L, respectively. The degradation rate            
constants for mRNA and protein are V and U, respectively. Depending on the kind of               
gene being modeled there is always an involvement of feedback loop considered for             
autoregulation by the proteins. It could be negative if the protein synthesized is an auto               
repressor and positive if the synthesized protein causes activation of genes. In the             
differential equation model the process is differentiated with respect to time to obtain a              
rate factor for example rate of expression of genes. We will look into the detailed               
modeling approach in the coming chapters. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.6.2: The differential equation gene expression model [109] 
 
Transcriptional regulation models 
Bacteria have devoted 10% of their genes to regulatory proteins to control the regulation              
of the genes [110]. Due to the extreme instability of mRNA most of the gene regulation                
occurs at a transcription level [111]. Such form of regulation has to be highly energy               
efficient and effective. Transcriptional regulation is most often carried out by proteins            
and metabolites binding to DNA and RNA. The success of regulation depends on how              
these regulators perceive the signal delivered to them by the recognition system. The             
three main mechanism of signal perception by transcriptional regulators  
 
i) Small molecule messengers interaction with regulation proteins  
The lac operon is an example of signal perception by the CRP regulators by the small                
molecule cAMP.  
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ii) Regulation by protein phosphorylation 
There have been vast examples for the control exerted by the phosphotransferase            
enzymes on the DNA or RNA binding transcription factors [112], [113]. 
 
iii) Regulation by protein interactions with sensory proteins  
The examples of control of sigma factors by their dedicated antagonists and            
anti-antagonists derived from the bacterial sensory systems  
 
Understanding the interaction of transcription factors and knowing their functions is the            
basis to any transcriptional models. It can be predicted based on the sequence similarity              
approach. Various databases have documented these information like RegulonDB         
version 9.0: High-level integration of gene regulation, co-expression, motif clustering          
and beyond, coCyc: Fusing model organism databases with systems biology,          
PRODORIC: Prokaryotic database of gene regulation, RegTransBase: a database of          
regulatory sequences and interactions based on literature and resource for investigating           
transcriptional regulation in prokaryotes, CollecTF: a database of experimentally         
validated transcription factor-binding sites in bacteria.  
 
The key to successful modelling is to obtain all the useful information from the data               
sources to transform them to understanding and working knowledge. Figure 4.3 shows            
an image of all the related sources of data with respect to transcription regulation. It               
hints on the usefulness of various data sources and their utilization in developing             
various aspects of a gene transcriptional model.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.6.3: Technologies, tools and resources for transcriptional regulatory network          
modeling and reconstruction [114] 
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The information provided by these vast stored data helps in interpreting and predicting             
the relationship between various components involved in any gene transcription.          
Developing transcription regulatory networks to indicate all the connections and          
relations has been a main tool in developing transcription regulation models.  
 
So far, the transcriptional regulatory models developed can be categorized as two            
types: Sequenced based models and Transcription network based models. Sequence          
based models depend on the very content of gene sequence and probable interaction             
with respect to the sequence and properties of DNA sequence. The binding of             
transcription factors to the sequence is based on the defined site on the sequence and               
its affinity [115]. The revolution in the DNA sequencing has led to significant             
development in the sequence based transcription models and their applications          
[116]–[118]. Predictions of transcription factor binding to specific sequences as well as            
resulting DNA conformations and their effect on the transcription is also studied and             
employed in therapeutic use [119], [120]. 
 
The transcription regulatory network based models are very specific to a gene            
expression system and incorporate all the components of the gene expression system            
compared to the sequence based system. Genetic regulatory networks consist of a set             
of genes, proteins, small molecules, and their mutual regulatory interactions. There are            
three approaches to developing a transcriptional gene regulatory model based on the            
genetic regulatory network [114]. 
 
Template based modeling  
Template based modeling works with the sequenced DNA template and its properties.            
Based on the known minimal information a template is drawn which includes the             
number of genes and possible transcription factors involved. Any known interaction           
between the genes is also documented. Then search algorithm tools like blast and other              
data repositories are used to derive more information based on the sequence similarity.             
The available information is used to draw a more realistic regulatory network which is              
then validated with experiments. 
 
Transcription factor binding site (TFBS) based modeling 
Transcription factor binding site based modeling of transcriptional regulation depends          
on the prediction of sequence binding site for possible transcription factors and their             
involvement in the regulation process. Orthologous search in the known similar species            
predicts the possible sites for transcription factors. Then the whole genome is searched             
for known transcription factors and a regulatory link between the genes is drawn.  
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Denovo reverse engineering 
Denovo reverse engineering is based on the gene expression data and identifying the             
relation between the gene expression patterns. The link between up and down            
regulation of genes and transcription factor is reverse engineering to obtain a gene             
regulatory network to understand the transcriptional regulation of expression. 
 
We attempt to develop a simplified transcriptional regulation model partially based on            
the gene regulatory network and we introduce the growth dynamics into the system.             
The thermodynamic relation between the transcription factors and gene expression is           
modeled along with the known understanding of metabolic networks involved in the            
gene regulation system. In reality the metabolic networks are complex, we consider the             
known simplified network relevant for the model construction.  
 
The functional properties of a transcriptomic circuit is defined by the interactions            
between its components. The level of cooperativity among components of the           
transcription unit is described in terms of binding efficiency and priority given to             
functional interactions. When it comes to transcriptional regulation, the aspect of           
cooperativity is defined by the affinity of transcription factors interacting with DNA. Most             
of the binding sites for the transcription factors are located in the cis (the region in the                 
proximity of promoter of the gene) regulatory region. Thus, cis-regulatory region           
formulates the regulation with respect to the interaction and affinity of transcription            
factors to the DNA. The binding affinity varies with respect to the DNA architecture and               
molecule. This variation describes the mechanism of transcriptional regulation. The          
transcription factors can either activate or repress the gene. The fold change in the              
gene expression as a result of activation or repression by transcription factors can be              
thermodynamically modeled and represented in the form of an ordinary differential           
equation (ODE).  
  
Thermodynamic models have proved efficient in quantitative analysis of bacterial          
transcription regulation [121]. We use a thermodynamic modeling approach to obtain           
the transcriptional regulation model with the integration of transcription factors in the            
form of ODE. Intending to keep the model as simple and efficient we have incorporated               
a simple repression and activation as a part of regulation.  
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Simple activator model 

 
Figure 1.6.4: Depiction of a simple activator in transcription process [122] 

 
Simple activator molecule represents the activation of gene expression when the           
activator molecule binds on the designated binding site in the promoter region as shown              
in Figure 4.4. The activator molecule can enhance the recruitment of RNA polymerase             
and enable boosting to the gene transcription. Simple activator model defines the            
activation obtained to be proportional to the activator molecules bound on to the site.              
The regulation factor is given by the term  

[ ]
1+ A[ ]

KA

1+ KA
A f[ ]*

 
Where [A] represents the concentration of the activator molecules and the KA            
represents the dissociation constant for the binding of activator molecules at the DNA             
binding site. It is defined as the concentration of molecules required to bind half of the                
available capacity of activator binding sites. The activator factor f represents fold            
change in the expression of genes when compared to the absence of activator to the               
complete activation.  
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Simple repressor model 
 

 
Figure 1.6.5: Depiction of a simple repressor in transcription process [122] 

 
Simple repressor model consists of a single repressor binding in the vicinity of the              
promoter region and repressing the expression of genes as shown in Figure 4.5. The              
extent binding of the repressor molecules define the extent of repression on the gene.              
The binding factor is represented by the binding affinity of the repressor molecule to the               
binding site in the DNA molecule. The regulation factor is given by the term 

-1 1[ + R[ ]
KR]  

Where [R] is the concentration of repressor molecules. The dissociation constant KR is             
defined as the concentration of repressor molecules required to bind half of the capacity              
of repressor binding sites available. The repressor factor is not applicable to the simple              
repressor model since the ratio of unbound to the completely bound gene expression is              
mathematically infinite, but in actual biological situations there is some residual           
expression possible but cannot be quantified.  
 
The model also studies the relation between the gene expression and the growth of the               
bacteria. The dependability of the transcription factors and the growth dynamics is            
incorporated into the model.  
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Chapter II: Computational modeling of regulation of 
pelE and pelD genes with respect to local 
transcription factor KdgR and global  transcription 
factor CRP 

1.Introduction  
Modeling and simulation of microbial cell processes is an important aspect in biological             
studies. Combination of experimental works with mathematical modeling makes it          
possible to provide meaningful and quantitative interpretation of the experimental results           
and also reveal new aspects of microbial physiology. As we have discussed in the              
previous chapter, we intend to model the expression of virulence pel genes in Dickeya              
dadantii . The ability of the model organism to utilize pectin present in the plant cell wall                
makes it a competent phytopathogen. Initiation of pel gene expression is a key step in               
triggering the virulence of Dickeya dadantii providing a source of energy as well as              
helps the bacterium break down the primary defence layer of the plant cells, the cell wall                
[1]. The de-polymerization of pectin is accomplished by a variety of pectinases            
produced by pathogens. Among these pectinases, endo-pectate lyases (Pels) are          
known to play the major role in the soft rot disease caused by this bacterial species.                
PelABCDEILNZ are the extracellular acting pels, they act on the long chain            
galacturonate polymers. PelX acts on the oligogalacturonides in the periplasm of the            
bacteria and PelW acts on smaller galacturonates in the inner cell membrane [2].            

 
Figure 2.1.1: The locations of pel genes along the Dickeya dadantii  chromosome 
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Locations of the pels are spread across the Dickeya chromosome as shown in Figure              
2.1.. pelAED and pelBC are located together in the chromosome [3]. Multiple PAIs are              
located in the Dickeya dadantii chromosome which is unusual to PAIs generally found in              
plasmids [4]. It can be inferred that these virulence genes are essential for this              
pathogen as they are integrated within the chromosome unlike certain opportunistic           
pathogens having them in their plasmids. Expression of all these the pel genes involved              
in pectin degradation is controlled by a complex regulation system. Previous studies            
have led to the identification of several regulators (KdgR, PecS, PecT, CRP, H-NS and              
ExpR) controlling the synthesis of Pels in response to various signals, such as the              
presence of pectin [5]–[13]. The pel genes are strongly repressed by KdgR, a protein              
regulating most of the genes involved in pectinolysis and activated by a cAMP receptor              
protein (CRP) activator [14]. 
 
An earlier study in our lab modeled the pel expression with respect to KdgR repressor               
[15]. The model defined the dynamics of pel expression and pectin degradation. The pel              
enzymes randomly cleave pectic polymers such as polygalacturonate (PGA),         
de-esterified pectin, or low esterified pectin to unsaturated oligo-galacturonates (UGA).          
into the cell and is converted to 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate (KDG) [15]. KDG binds to             
KgdR, a main repressor of pel genes and forms a complex [KdgR.KDG] and relieves the               
pel gene repression. The model presented a few drawbacks with respect to certain             
assumptions made. One of the main drawbacks is that the previous model assumed             
the import of UGA to be a very slow process, thus, predicting the accumulation of KDG                
to be slower and reaching a peak simultaneous to the pel expression peaks. This              
assumption was inferred from the hypothesis that KdgR is the only regulator of pel              
expression, which interacts with the metabolite KDG. In reality, the slow intake of             
primary carbon sources in a pathogenic environment becomes suspicious, the pathogen           
is always in search of carbon sources to meet the energy required during pathogenesis              
progression. In order to clarify this doubt we developed an inhouse method to quantify              
KDG over time and understand the mystery in dynamics of UGA uptake. The paper next               
explains the quantification technique of KDG using a HPLC platform. 
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2. Quantification of KDG using HPLC 

Separation and quantification of 2-Keto-3-deoxy-gluconate (KDG) a major 
metabolite in pectin and alginate degradation pathways, previous derivatization 
with 0-phenylenediamine (OPD) using HPLC with photometric and fluorimetric 
serial detection 
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Highlights 
A novel HPLC method is reported for quantification of KDG, a metabolite originating             

from alginate and pectin polysaccharide degradation pathways.  
 
 
 
Abstract 

A rapid and sensitive High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) method with           
photometric and fluorescence detection is developed for routine analysis of          
2-Keto-3-deoxy-gluconate (KDG), a catabolite product of pectin and alginate. These          
polysaccharides are both used for biofuel production and to generate high-value-added           
products. HPLC is performed, after derivatization of the carbonyl groups of the metabolite with              
O -phenylenediamine (OPD), using a linear gradient of trifluoroacetic acid and acetonitrile.           
Quantification is accomplished with an internal standard method. The gradient is optimized to             
distinguish KDG from its close structural analogues such as 5-keto-4-deoxyuronate (DKI) and            
2,5-diketo-3-deoxygluconate (DKII). The proposed method is simple, highly sensitive and          
accurate for time course analysis of pectin or alginate degradation.  
 
Keywords: KDG, HPLC, O-phenylenediamine, fluorescence, pectin or alginate degradation  
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Introduction 
 
The major obstacle to use plant biomass for the production of fuels, chemicals, and              

bioproducts, is our current lack of knowledge of how to effectively deconstruct cell-wall polymers              
for their subsequent use as feedstocks. Pectin plays an important role in biomass recalcitrance              
[1]. Pectins are complex branched polysaccharides containing high amount of partly           
methyl-esterified galacturonic acid and low amount of rhamnose and carry arabinose and            
galactose as major neutral sugars. Due to their structural complexity, they are modifiable by              
many different enzymes, including polygalacturonases, pectate lyases, and esterases.         
Pectin-degrading enzymes and -modifying enzymes may be use in a wide variety of applications              
to modulate pectin properties or produce pectin derivatives for food industry [2], as well as for                
pharmaceutical industry. Pectin and pectin-derived oligosaccharides acts as anti-metastatic [3],          
cholesterol inhibiting [4], prebiotic and probiotic encapsulant [5]. In addition, pectin is being             
widely used as a component of bio-nano-packaging [6,7]. 

In this context, numerous plant pathogenic microorganisms such as soft-rot bacteria           
(Dickeya species and Pectobacteriumspecies) or necrotic fungi (Aspergillus species, Botritys          
species) are effective in pectin degradation and represent a large resource of pectinases that              
generated KDG metabolite [8-10]. In addition, novel metabolic pathways for hexuronate           
utilisation in various proteobacteria have been recently described and all converge to the KDG              
metabolite formation [11,12].  

Similarly, algae are a large group of marine vegetation that also immerge as feedstock              
for biofuel production [13,14]. Alginate is a unique structural polysaccharide in algae, abundant             
in the cell wall ensuring resistance to mechanical stress. It is a linear copolymer of               
α-L-guluronate and its C5 epimerβ-D-mannuronate [15]. Alginate degrading enzymes include           
different types of alginate lyases generating various alginate oligosaccharides which are further            
converted to KDG. Alginate lyases are present in a wide range of marine and terrestrial bacteria                
[16]. In addition to biofuel production, alginate derivatives can be used as therapeutic agents              
such as anticoagulants [17] and tumor inhibition [18]. Furthermore, alginate lyase also shows             
great potential application in treatment of cystic fibrosis by degrading the polysaccharide            
biofilm of bacterium [19]. KdgF was identifed as the missing link in the microbial metabolism of                
uronate sugars from pectin and alginate|20] (Figure 1) 

Therefore, quantification of KDG is of wide interest to analyse the metabolic flux of              
hexuronate, pectin and alginate from numerous microorganisms. 

 
In this paper, we took advantage of our expertise on the plant pathogenic bacteria              

Dickeya dadantii and the availability of both chemical and genetic resources in order to develop               
methods for monitoring and optimizing the breakdown of pectic polymers into oligomers or             
monomers of interest. This bacterium attacks a wide range of plant species, including many              
crops of economic importance. Soft rot, the visible symptom, is mainly due to the degradation               
of pectins by pectate lyase (Pel) activity generating unsaturated oligogalacturonate [21,22].           
Dickeya also produces low amount of polygalacturonases generating saturated         
oligo-galacturonates (pehN, pehVWX, pehK) [23], |24]. D. dadantii can utilize pectin as its sole              
carbon and energy source (Figure 1) [21]. The catabolic pathway of pectins (pectinolysis) has              
been characterized at the genetic and biochemical level. These studies have revealed that KDG,              
a catabolite product of pectin, plays a key role in pectinolysis by inactivating KdgR, the main                
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repressor of this catabolic pathway [25-27]. The positive feedback loop between the            
extracellular pectin degradation by Pels and Pehs and the intracellular inactivation of KdgR by              
the metabolite KDG has been modeled [7,28]. Refining this type of model requires a precise               
determination of the concentration of KDG present in the bacteria's growth environment. The             
conventional technique to determine the concentration of KDG so far is thiobarbituric assay             
[29]. Detection of KDG can be carried on by cellulose thin-layer chromatography by spraying              
with either periodate-thiobarbituric acid or o -phenylenediamine [30] . These methods are not           
very accurate for biological application since they are not very specific to KDG alone, but rather                
quantify DKI, DKII and KDG indistinctly. Here, we present a new method to quantify this               
metabolite using HPLC. The novel technique presented here allows quantifying KDG with            
increased precision and specificity with respect to functionally related compounds, as required            
for further regulatory models. 

 
Materials and Methods 
 
Chemicals 
 
KDG (95%), OPD (O-phenylenediamine), HPLC grade Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were from Sigma            
Aldrich (France). Partially purified DKI and DKII (90%) was a gift by Guy Condemine. Optima               
LC-MS acetonitrile (ACN) was from Fisher UK. Polygalacturonate dipecta (PGA) was from Agdia             
laboratory (France). All HPLC elutants, standards and assays were prepared using MilliQ pure             
water with a specific resistance of at least 18 mΩ. 
 
Bacterial strains and culture conditions  
Table 1: Dickeya dadantii  strains used in the study 
 

Strain Genotype Reference 

 3937 Wild Type [31] 

A2395 kduI::kan [32] 

A797 kduD::kan [33] 

A3999 kdgK::kan [34] 

 
 
 
Dickeya dadantii (strain 3937) and its derived kduI , kduD and kdgK mutants were used for all                
the experiments [21] (Table 1). Bacteria were grown at 30°C in M63 minimal medium              
supplemented with a carbon source: glucose (0.2% w/v) alone or in addition with PGA (0.4%               
w/v). Cells were harvested in the late exponential growth phase when the bacterial population              
has reached its maximum.  
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Sample collection 
Bacteria were separated from the medium by centrifugation at 5000 g for 8 minutes. Cells and                
cultures medium samples were freeze dried with liquid nitrogen and stored separately at -80°C.              
Bacterial pellet was resuspended with a 10 ml cold solution of 2.5 % (v/v) TFA, 50% (v/v)                 
acetonitrile. The dissolved lysed pellet was maintained at -80°C for 15 minutes and thawed at               
room temperature. The solution was then centrifuged at 20000 g for 5 minutes. The clear               
supernatant containing the metabolites (10 ml) was separated from the pellet and then             
lyophilized overnight. The dry powder was dissolved in 1 ml of 0.1 M HCl and centrifuged again                 
to remove particles. Culture medium (10 ml) was lyophilized and re-suspended in 1 ml 0.1 M                
HCl. 
 
Sample derivatization 
200 μL of sample was incubated for 60 minutes at 60°C with 20 μL solution of 100 mM OPD                   
prepared in 0.1 M HCl with agitation in an Eppendorf thermomixer as described previously [35],               
(Figure S1). Samples turn yellowish. Appropriate amounts of the metabolites-adduct were then            
injected into HPLC for analysis.  
 
HPLC system and gradient elution 
The HPLC system consisted of an Alliance HT Waters 2795 separation module and detection              
was performed with a Waters 2996 photodiode array detector interconnected with a            
fluorimeter SFM25 (Kontron). The OPD-adducts to be determined were passed through a            
4.6x250-mm Uptisphere 5 μM HDOC18 column (Interchim) at 35°C and a flow rate of 1 mL/min.                
The elution protocol employed linear gradient as follow: initial 0 to 5 min, 100%A; 5 to 12 min,                  
75%A, 25%B; 12 to 20 min, 75%A, 25%B; 20 min to 30 min 75%A, 25% B to 100 %B; 30 min to                      
35 min, 100%B, then, 35 min to 37 min 100%B to 100%A and re-equilibrated for 3 min in 100%A                   
before a new run. Solvent A consisted of 0.005% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and solvent B               
contained 60% acetonitrile. The OPD adduct(s) was detected using a photodiode array detector             
(Waters 2996) set up at 338 nm, and with a SFM25 fluorimeter (Kontron) equipped with a 8 µL                  
flow cell. Emitted fluorescence of the OPD adduct(s) was measured with an excitation             
wavelength of 338 nm and an emission wavelength of 414 nm (slit sizes, 15 and 10 nm                 
respectively, and lamp power of 400 W). Quantification of metabolites was carried out by              
measuring peak areas using the chromatography data system Mass-Link software and assigned            
intensity to the peak (Waters). 

 
Results and discusssion 
The derivatization and subsequent HPLC procedure described here represents a successful           
improvement over the thiobarbituric method developed previously [24]. We used OPD as a             
probe for the carbonyl groups of metabolites such as KDG, DKI and DKII (Figure S1). Figure 2                 
shows a representative chromatogram of KDG standard solution. The standard KDG has a             
retention time of around 16 minutes. From the estimated area of the respective peaks, the               
fluorescence intensity is approximately 2500-fold more sensitive than the UV absorbance           
intensity. Thus, fluorescence is more accurate for the resolution and quantitation of the             
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metabolite of interest. The ODP adduct of the carbonyl group of KDG is characterized by a                
typical spectrum with a maximum absorption in the limit of the visible range at 338 nm. Upon                 
excitation at this wavelength, a maximum emission is measured at 414 nm (Figure 3A and B).  

 
The unsaturated digalacturonate pathway has DKI and DKII as intermediate metabolites before            
the formation of KDG (Figure 1). The properties of derivatization based on the presence of a                
carbonyl group led us to hypothesize that these metabolites would be derivatized also in our               
experimental conditions. We performed the same procedure of analysis starting from a partially             
pure DKI/DKII mixture (obtained by purification from kduI/kduD mutants, G. Condemine,           
personal communication). The closeness of the structures of DKI and DKII makes it difficult to               
differentiate them. Consistently, the corresponding chromatogram reveals a major single peak           
with a retention time of about 21 minutes for these compounds (Figure 4). We hypothesized               
that the signature spectrum of the KDG molecule would be comparable to that of DKI or DKII                 
since the molecular structures are closely similar (see Figure 1). Only the predominant peak              
present in the absorbance chromatogram (Figure 4A) shows the typical spectrum signature of             
KDG as described in Figure 3A. We therefore optimized the gradient to discriminate the KDG               
from other similar structured metabolites produced in the media culture like DKI and DKII,              
allowing quantification from the intensity of a single specific peak (Figure 2). 
 
Linearity 
 

Linearity of the method was confirmed by preparing KDG standard curves for the             
analytical range of 0-5 nanomoles (Figure 5). Statistical analysis using Least Square Regression             
(LSR) indicated excellent linearity in the mentioned range, with a correlation of R2 ≥ 0.993 for all                 
standard curves with fluorescence detection and R2 > 0.988 for the UV detection. The slopes of                
the calibration curves were 0.0026 and 6.64 for absorbance and fluorescence intensity            
detection, respectively (Figure 5). From the respective slopes, the fluorescence intensity           
detection is more sensitive than the absorbance intensity detection, with a ratio of around              
2500-fold. 

 
Limit of Detection and Limit of Quantification  
 
The range of application of the method was verified by analyzing replicate samples containing              
the metabolite at various concentrations. The Limit of Detection (LOD) and Limit of             
Quantification (LOQ) were calculated by the linear regression method: the LOD is given by 3Sa/b               
and LOQ is given by 10Sa/b, where Sa is the standard error of the intercept and b is the slope of                     
the calibration curve [36]. Based on these equations for absorbance and fluorescence detection             
(Fig. 5), the calculated LOD values were found to be 0.093 nanomoles and 0.077 nanomoles               
respectively, and LOQ values were found to be 0.28 nanomoles and 0.23 nanomoles             
respectively, in our experimental condition settings. 
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Biological Sample Analysis 
In order to test the method for KDG quantification, we used the Dickeya dadantii wild type                
strain 3937 and its kduI , kduD and kdgK mutant derivatives. Bacteria were grown on a glucose                
minimal medium supplemented or not with polygalacturonate (PGA), and samples were           
collected after 10 hours of growth, corresponding to the transition to stationary phase. The              
characteristic peak of KDG appeared only in the presence of addition of PGA in the medium,                
and was absent in cultures performed in glucose, as expected. Figure 6 depicts the              
chromatogram for the wild type bacterial samples with and without PGA in the isocratic phase               
of the gradient to amplify the image resolution of KDG-OPD adduct molecule. The full              
chromatogram for the wild type strain is depicted (Figure S2). KDG is eluted at around 16 min in                  
a symmetrical peak while DKI and DKII accumulated in the kduI , and kduD mutants, respectively               
at 21 min (Figure S3 and S4). As expected, in the kdgK mutant, a unique peak at 16 min is                    
highlighted in presence of polygalacturonate in the medium (Figure S5).  
 
Quantitation of metabolites 
The KDG concentration was quantified in the wild type D. dadantii strain and the three mutant                
derivatives (kduI , kduD and kdgK) to study the formation of intracellular concentration of KDG              
(Figure 7). The intracellular quantification was carried out based on the assumption of a cell               
volume to be 3.6 µL.mL-1.OD-1 where optical density (OD) is measured at 600 nm [37]. In the                 
medium supplemented with a PGA source the maximum quantification of KDG is observed in              
the kdgK mutant, as expected since it accumulates the KDG metabolite (up to 233 mM). The                
kduI and kduD mutants accumulated KDG at higher level than wild type cells (10- to 30-times                
respectively), due to the increased catabolism of saturated galacturonate in the hexuronate            
pathway. The Pel enzymatic activities assayed in the mutants also are consistent with the              
elevated levels of KDG (Table S1). 
 
DKI and DKII could not be further differentiated on the chromatogram due to their structural               
similarity and unavailability of pure DKI and DKII compounds. We quantified DKI and DKII based               
on the KDG calibration curve considering that the absorbance and fluorescence slopes would be              
similar. In kduI mutants DKI is not converted into DKII, and its concentration was quantified               
around 15mM. In the kduD mutant the combined concentration of DKI+DKII was 31mM. The              
kdgK mutant had no detectable DKI or DKII molecules.  
.  
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Conclusion 
 
To demonstrate that our technique is specific for KDG alone, we showed that the retention               
time for the derivatives DKI/DKII is 21 minutes whereas the retention time for KDG is around 16                 
minutes. Nonetheless, this method is solid enough to eliminate the suspicion of cross             
derivatization between KDG and DKI/DKII. We do not consider galacturonate pathway since the             
similarity in the structure of compounds are not significant for the possibility of cross              
derivatization.  
 
The fluorescent technique was 2500-fold more sensitive over the absorbance detection. The            
results also indicate the higher reliability of the fluorescence technique over the absorbance             
detection method since it has a lower coefficient of variation. Nonetheless, the combination of              
the two techniques provide further validation of the results and stronger quantification.  
 
Thus, we describe a robust method for the quantification of the metabolite KDG from biological               
samples. This method will help in the analysis and quantitative modelling of gene regulatory              
networks where KDG is known to have any effect [7,28]. Moreover, quantifying metabolite KDG              
flux is critical for biofuel production during pectin and alginate degradation or for other high               
value products derived from these two polymers [20]. There is also potential scope for the               
industrial application of this technique in metabolic engineering of compounds like Vitamin C             
from KDG [38].  
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Figure 1: Schematic metabolic pathways leading to KDG (2-Keto-3-deoxy-gluconate)         

production from pectin and alginate degradation.  
Pectin degradation involved pectate lyases and polygalacturonases that cleaved the          

polygalacturonate, the demethylated pectin, into unsaturated and saturated digalacturonate,         
respectively. Inside the bacteria, these coumpounds are converted by Ogl enzyme into            
galacturonate and unsaturated galacturonate (for saturated digalacturonate) and into two          
molecules of unsaturated galacturonate (for unsaturated digalacturonate). KdgF converts         
unsaturated galacturonate into DKI. KduI enzyme then converts DKI to DKII and KduD             
subsequently converts DKII to KDG, 2-Keto-3-deoxy-gluconate. This compound is then          
phosphorylated by a specific kinase KdgK and finally cleaves by KdgA to yield pyruvate and               
phospho-glycerate. The galacturonate is degraded to KDG by the enzymes UxaC, UxaB, UxaA in              
the hexuronate pathway. 

Alginate degradation involved alginate lyases that cleaved the corresponding polymer          
into unsaturated dimannuronate and unsaturated diguluronate. Inside the bacteria, these          
compounds are converted by oligouronide lyase Oal into unsaturated mannuronate and           
unsaturated guluronate monomers. These 4,5-unsaturated monouronates are converted to         
DEH (4-deoxy-L-erythro-5-hexoseulose uronate) by the enzyme KdgF. DEH is then reduced into            
KDG by the Sdr enzyme. 

Enzymes stand for: Pels, pectate lyases; Pehs, polygalacturonases; Ogl,         
oligogalacturonate lyase; KdgF, responsible for linearisation of 4,5-unsaturated monouronates         
to linear ketonized forms; KduI, 4-deoxy-L-threo-5-hexosulose-uronate ketol-isomerase; KduD,        
2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate 5-dehydrogenase; KdgK, 2-dehydro-3-deoxygluconokinase;    
KdgA, 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-phosphogluconate aldolase; UxaC, D-galacturonate isomerase; UxaB,       
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Altronate oxidoreductase; UxaA, Altronate dehydratase; Agls, alginate lyases; Oal, oligouronide          
lyase; Sdr, 4-deoxy-L-erythro-5-hexoseulose uronate reductase.  

 
 
Figure 2 : Chromatogram for the detection of 1 nanomole of standard KDG-OPD            

molecule adduct. A) Absorbance and B) Fluorescence detection.  

 
 

Figure 3 : A) Characteristic of the absorbance spectrum of 1 nanomole of the KDG-OPD              

molecule adduct derived from the peak previously isolated by HPLC. B) Excitation and emission              

peaks of the purified KDG-OPD molecule adduct purified above. Spectra were performed in the              

elution buffer using a SFM25 spectrofluorimeter (Kontron). 
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Figure 4 : Chromatogram of the partially pure DKI or DKII samples. A) Absorbance and B)               

Fluorescence detections. Inserts showed spectra of the DKI or DKII –OPD, and of the minor               

unknown metabolite. Only, the peak eluted at 21 min, based on the similarity of the structure                

with KDG showed the typical spectrum as reported in figure 3. It should be noticed that the                 

unknown metabolite adduct is characterized by a greater yield in fluorescence emission upon             

excitation at 338 nm. 

 

Figure 5: Standard curves for the pure KDG metabolite. A) Absorbance intensity at 338              

nm and B) Fluorescence intensity at 414 nm upon excitation at 338 nm. Inserts reported the                

value of the linear slope (a) with R2 being the regression coefficient. As noticed, the               

fluorescence intensity is more accurate than the absorbance intensity detection in our            

experimental set-up of the fluorimeter (2500-fold more sensitive).  
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Figure 6: Chromatogram of sample from wild-type bacterial cells grown in the presence             

(continuous black line) and absence (gray dotted line) of pectin. The chromatogram is in the               

isocratic phase of the gradient to amplify the image for resolution of KDG-OPD adduct              

molecule. A) Absorbance intensity at 338 nm and B) Fluorescence intensity at 414 nm.  

 

Figure 7: Logarithmic representation of KDG concentrations measured in wild type           
Dickeya dadantii and kduI , kduD, kdgK mutants affected from steps of the pathway of              
unsaturated digalacturonate (Figure 1). Error bars indicate the standard error observed in            
experimental quantifications over biological triplicates.  
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Supplementary Information 
 
Table S1 : Pel activity in WT, kdgK, kduI, kduD mutants 
 

Strain 
 

Growth medium 
 

Pel activity 
 

WT 
  

Glucose 0.3 

Glucose +PGA 7.4 

kdgK 
  

Glucose 0.5 

Glucose +PGA 37.0 

kduD 
  

Glucose 0.2 

Glucose +PGA 15.0 

kduI 
  

Glucose 0.2  

Glucose +PGA 12.0 

 
Representative pectate lyase production of Dickeya dadantii wild type strain and mutant strain             
grown in minimal medium supplemented with glucose or glucose + polygalacturonate. Samples            
were taken in late stationary phase. Pel specific activity is expressed as µmol of unsaturated               
product liberated per min per mg of bacterial dry weight. These values were reported from               
literature and measures performed in this study. 
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Conclusion 
 
KDG metabolite can initiate the expression of the pel gene by relieving the KdgR              
repressor but there has to be another regulator tuning the pel expression. Looking             
closely into the process of Pel synthesis, it combines metabolic and genetic regulations             
with respect to switch in carbon source and virulence action. In order to obtain the peak                
expression around the growth transition period, there had to be an activator to provide              
the necessary boost in the level of expression. Based on the literature, we hypothesized              
CRP to be the regulator responsible for the timing of pel expression. The presence of               
dual sugar sources and metabolic switch between sugar sources added up more weight             
to our choice. In order to incorporate the regulation by CRP we had to measure the                
dynamics of cAMP concentrations. So we developed a HPLC mediated method to            
quantify cAMP using fluorescence detection. We have developed a direct measurement           
technique for cAMP metabolites using the HPLC-fluorescent detection platform. The          
method developed is quick, easy and doesn't involve harmful exposure to toxic            
substances. The advantage of the method is it doesn't involve any pre-separation or             
tagging of the samples and can be applied on the crude sample extract. Though, there               
is another HPLC method reported earlier measuring the traces of cAMP from locust             
samples employing the 2 chloroacetaldehyde derivatization [16], in our technique of           
separation of cAMP, the signature chromatogram is very precise. It is defined by its              
specific elution time. The possibility of cross interference of similar compounds are ruled             
out by the symmetry and separation of the peak in the chromatogram. The             
distinguishable separation of the peaks is achieved by using two different buffers            
methanol and trifluoroacetic acid and the optimization of their gradient. 
 
pelA,B,C,D,E, etc. are the various divergent types of the pectinolytic genes present in             
pectinolytic bacteria Dickeya dadantii among which pelE, pelD and pelA are known to             
play important roles in the virulence mechanism [2]. Several mechanisms contribute to            
the divergence in the gene regulation process. pelE and pelD genes are the product of               
a recent gene duplication event and are the most important among the group of pels on                
the account of virulence. Though gene duplication plays key roles in organismal            
evolution, presence of two similar genes with the same set of regulators and function is               
questionable. The corresponding enzymes PelD and PelE have indeed highly similar           
sequences (78% amino acid identity, 89% amino acid similarity) and are biochemically            
nearly identical. It was found that the expression of pelE and pelD is regulated by the                
same set of TFs, the main ones being the activator CRP and the repressors KdgR. We                
chose paralog genes pelE and pelD genes as our model genes because of their              
peculiar similarity in function and strong virulence effect. We had experimental insights            
to the differential expression of pelE and pelD in spite being regulated by the same set                
of transcription factors [17]. pelD is most strongly inducible by pectin but has a very low                
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pectin-independent expression, while pelE , although inducible by pectin, has a high           
expression level even in the absence of pectin. pelE acts as an initiator of pectin               
degradation generating the initial inducers of pel gene expression (DKI, DKII, KDG)            
required to prevent the binding of the repressor KdgR to its operators [17]. We look into                
the necessity of the presence of two same functional genes in the model organism              
Dickeya dadantii and the varying expression pattern in spite of having the same             
transcription factors is investigated using the transcriptional model with respect to           
repressor KdgR and activator CRP. The paper describes the model and the model             
results. 
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Introduction 
Dickeya dadantii is a soft rotting Gram-negative bacterium that attacks a wide range of              
plant species, including many crops of economical importance. In a first asymptomatic            
phase of infection, D. dadantii colonizes the intercellular space (apoplast) where it            
grows on available simple sugars produced by the plant. The symptomatic phase,             
maceration, is characterized by the degradation of pectin present in the plant cell walls,              
resulting in soft rot, the main visible symptom [1]. The success of the infection process               
crucially depends on D. dadantii’s ability to switch from glucose to pectin catabolism in a               
timely and efficient manner, in order to overcome attacks by the plant’s defense             
systems [2]. Thus the pectin metabolism plays an important role in the virulence action.              
With degradation of pectin the plant cell wall disintegrates allowing access to the             
bacterium causing pathogenesis.  

The depolymerization of the pectin polysaccharide is achieved by a variety of            
pectinases. Among these, endo-pectate lyases (Pels) are known to play a prominent            
role and considered as major virulence factors [3], especially those encoded by the pelD              
and pelE paralogous genes [4]. In presence of pectin, the expression of pel genes is               
induced via a positive feedback loop: the binding of the main repressor KdgR at their               
promoters is relieved in presence of its cofactor KDG, itself resulting from the             
degradation of pectin by Pel enzymes [5]. This nonlinear mechanism has been formerly             
proposed to explain the strong boost in pel expression required for a fast switch to the                
maceration phase [5]. However, culture experiments showed that pectin is degraded           
early during bacterial growth (Kepseu et al., 2010 [5] and Fig. 1), whereas pel              
expression peaks only hours later, close to the transition to stationary phase (Fig. 1D).              
In this paper, we propose a new model for this regulatory loop, where the expression of                
pel genes is triggered not by the degradation of pectin alone, but rather by the shift in                 
metabolic uptake from glucose to pectin. We show that this shift is controlled by a               
carbon catabolite repression (CCR) mechanism that presents many similarities but also           
interesting differences with the classical glucose/lactose example in Escherichia coli, in           
particular regarding dynamical properties required for a successful infection.  
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Salmonella enterica [6], Vibrio cholerae [7], Helicobacter pylori [8], Pseudomonas          
aeruginosa [9], Escherichia coli and Shigella spp [10] are known to have virulence             
genes assisting in their pathogenicity propagation as a response to metabolic changes.            
Studies with these examples have revealed the evidence that virulence and metabolism            
have an interconnection with respect to pathogenic action [11]. In order to understand             
the propagation and establishment of infection, it is necessary to unravel the regulatory             
link between metabolism and virulence. In this context, the D. dadantii model under             
study constitutes an attractive model to study the relationship between pathogenic           
growth and metabolism [12]. The proposed novel modelling integrates the localized           
action of transcription factors at virulence gene promoters with global metabolic           
pathways into a single dynamical and quantitative framework.  

Although the regulation of pectin degrading pel genes involves the combined action of             
at least a dozen different transcription factors and nucleoid-associated proteins [12], the            
strongest of these regulators monitored in the cell are KdgR and cAMP receptor protein              
(CRP) [13], [14]. Since the latter is also the main catabolite activator protein controlling              
the glucose metabolic switch in E. coli , we hypothesized that the combined action of              
these two regulators could explain the time course of pel expression through variations             
in the concentration of their respective metabolite co-factors, KDG and cAMP. To            
validate this hypothesis, we developed a new highly sensitive method to measure the             
latter concentrations, based on a derivatization of the compounds followed by HPLC            
quantification, which are presented in the first sections. We then present a quantitative             
dynamical model of the regulation pathway. The binding affinities of both regulators with             
their cofactors as well as pel operators were formerly measured [5], [15] as well as other                
key parameters of the system, requiring only 5 adjustable parameters in the model. The              
latter explains the dynamics of Pel production during bacterial growth when both            
glucose and pectin are available, and the specific role of the recently diverged             
paralogous genes pelE and pelD in pectinolysis, explaining why this divergence could            
constitute an evolutionary advantage for pathogenesis.  
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Results 
Pectin degradation and KDG concentration peak occur before Pel production          
boost 

 

Figure 1. (A) Growth curves of D. dadantii in M63 minimal medium supplemented with              
glucose (gray) or glucose+PGA (black). (B) Time course of PGA degradation (data from             
Kepseu et al 2010) and intracellular KDG concentration measured by HPLC. The            
dashed horizontal line (0.4 mM) indicates the KDG-KdgR affinity: above this level,            
repression is relieved and pel expression is strongly induced. (C) Time course of             
measured extracellular cAMP concentration (dashed line) and inferred intracellular         
cAMP concentration (solid line, with shaded confidence area), for cells grown in glucose             
(gray) or glucose+PGA (black). The dashed horizontal line (10 µM) indicates the            
cAMP-CRP binding affinity: above this level, pel expression is activated. Raw data            
points are shown in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3. (D) pelE expression measured             
by qRT-PCR (dashed line) and total Pel enzymatic activity in glucose (gray) or             
glucose+PGA (black) media.  

The production of pectate lyases was monitored during D. dadantii growth in minimal             
medium supplemented with glucose or glucose+polygalacturonate (PGA), a simple form          
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of pectin (Fig. 1). The latter acts as an inducer, boosting the production of enzymes by a                 
factor of around 30, which was attributed to the indirect activation of pel genes by the                
metabolite KDG resulting from PGA degradation: when KDG binds the regulator KdgR,            
it relieves transcriptional repression by the latter, thus triggering a positive feedback            
loop of pectin degradation (Fig. 2). However, this scenario is challenged by the             
dynamics of PGA degradation (Fig. 1B, data from Kempsey), which occurs extremely            
rapidly after around 5h of growth, hours before most Pel enzymes are produced (close              
to transition). To explain this delay, a very slow import of the extracellular pectin              
degradation products (oligogalacturonides, UGA) and/or subsequent intracellular       
conversion into KDG inducer was invoked (Fig. 2, the detailed pathway of pectin             
degradation is shown in Supplementary Figure S1); yet this scenario seems unrealistic,            
since depolymerisation rather than import is thought to be the rate-limiting step of this              
pathway, and because such a slow kinetics would be a major obstacle for the fast               
activation of pel genes by pectin required for efficient plant infection .  

Resolving this discrepancy required a direct measurement of intracellular KDG          
concentration. This was achieved using a new method based on the derivatization of             
the carbonyl group of the molecule with o-phenylenediamine and subsequent HPLC           
quantification. Elution with a nonlinear increasing gradient of trifluoroacetic acid and           
acetonitrile allows separating KDG from its close structural analogues, as described in            
[16]. Samples collected at regular time intervals clearly indicate that the KDG inducer             
peak occurs almost immediately after PGA degradation, after around 6h of growth (Fig.             
1B), confirming that the import of oligosaccharides and further degradation steps into            
KDG are extremely fast and cannot be the limiting steps for strong pel expression. Most               
strikingly, the lifetime of KDG is also quite short in the cell, since the concentration has                
already dropped to half its value one hour after its peak time (the growth rate is by far                  
insufficient to explain this decrease through a dilution effect). This profile should be             
compared to the expression profile of the major pectate lyase gene pelE measured by              
qRT-PCR (Fig. 1D), which peaks almost entirely after the concentration of KDG inducer             
has dropped. Since the cellular concentration of the KdgR repressor does not vary             
considerably with time [17], these observations show that the timing of pel expression             
cannot be explained by the KDG-KdgR regulatory pathway alone. The question then            
arises to propose an alternate or additional regulatory mechanism. 
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A new method for measuring the concentration of cAMP 

 

Fig 2 : Diagram of the components and reactions considered in the model. The two              
metabolites, cAMP and KDG, indirectly activate the expression of pel genes by binding             
their associated regulators: cAMP allows CRP to bind and activate the promoters,            
whereas KDG relieves KdgR repression, respectively. Pel enzymes are instantaneously          
exported and degrade PGA (pectin) into UGA, which is imported and converted into             
KDG, triggering a positive feedback loop. KdgR is synthesized at a constant rate.  

pel genes exhibit a particularly complex regulation, probably optimized for the specific            
requirements of virulence where any error in their expression time and strength results             
in the detection, attack, and ultimately, destruction of the pathogen by the host’s             
defense systems [18]. This regulation involves global transcription factors (CRP) and           
nucleoid-associated proteins (Fis, H-NS, IHF), which act in combination with DNA           
supercoiling [19], as well as more classical regulators of the pectin catabolic pathway             
(KdgR, PecT, PecS, MfbR) [3]. Several of these regulators might contribute to relate pel              
expression to the metabolic state of the cell, such as the Fis repressor that is mostly                
present in early exponential phase or DNA supercoiling [19]. However, the latters’            
quantitative effect on pel expression is known to be significantly milder than that of CRP               
and KdgR [20], [21], which are considered as the main regulators and whose binding              
and regulatory properties on several pel promoters were therefore analysed with much            
detail, both in vitro [15], [22] and in vivo [13]. We took advantage of this accumulated                
knowledge to develop a quantitative modelling of the regulatory dynamics of the system.             
This started by quantifying the second main contribution of the regulatory signal, i.e. , the              
concentration of metabolite cAMP, which triggers a conformational change in CRP that            
allows it to bind most of its operator sites and play its activating role (Fig. 2 and Tutar et                   
al., 2008 [23]).  

cAMP measurements are carried out widely using accumulation assay kits with           
fluorescence or radio detection, using probes such as antibodies [24]. FRET techniques            
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are also employed to increase the real time precision [25], as well as various reporter               
gene assays [24]. However these techniques are indirect; some of them have limited             
sensitivity as well as specificity due to cross reactivity of the antibodies [26]. Instead, we               
adapted the strategy used above for KDG, in order to develop a new HPLC              
methodology for direct cAMP quantification, which can be carried with usual lab            
equipment, is less time-consuming and avoids the toxicity associated with radioactive           
probes, while allowing good sensitivity and precision. We used 2-chloroacetaldehyde to           
derivatize the amino group on the cAMP molecule, as already proposed in an earlier              
study [27]but with elution carried in a specifically developed buffer of trifluoroacetic acid             
(TFA) and methanol, where cAMP can be separated from other compounds of similar             
structures. It can either be detected based on UV emission resulting from derivatization,             
but also based on its fluorescence emission at 418 nm after excitation at the absorption               
wavelength 278 nm, ensuring both maximal sensitivity and specificity (see Materials and            
Methods for all details).  

Samples were collected at regular time intervals during growth, and cAMP           
concentrations were quantified in the extracellular medium. Internal cAMP         
concentrations were then inferred from these latter by means of a kinetic model of              
cAMP export and import, as previously proposed ([28], see Supplementary Information).           
The resulting intracellular cAMP concentration profile (Fig. 1C) entirely matches          
previous values obtained by both direct (Makman 1965, Kao 2004) [29], [30] and             
indirect measurements in E. coli [28], with a very low level during exponential growth in               
glucose, a sharp peak at the transition to stationary phase, and lower but nonzero              
concentrations in the latter.  

Combined regulation of pel genes through KDG and cAMP metabolites 
The cAMP concentration time course was monitored during growth on glucose with or             
without PGA (Fig. 1C). The profiles are qualitatively similar, except that the peak is              
somewhat sharper when glucose is the only sugar source present, as we expected. In              
both conditions, the binding of a significant fraction of CRP proteins present in the cell               
(the affinity is indicated as a dashed horizontal line), subsequent promoter binding by             
the cAMP-CRP complex and Pel enzyme production boost are thus expected to occur             
around the transition to stationary phase, as indeed observed (Fig. 1D). In summary,             
while KDG acts as an inducer of Pel production (as visible in the relative amounts of                
enzymes produced in the two media), the timing of this production is thus rather mostly               
controlled by cAMP, in contrast with previous hypotheses [5]. Note that, for the             
concentration of PGA used in these experiments, the levels of internal KDG            
concentration reached in the cell are around 40 times higher than those required to bind               
KdgR and relieve the repression (0.4 mM, horizontal dashed line in Fig. 1B), explaining              
why the inducing effect can last hours after KDG concentration has started to decrease.              
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In other words, only a tiny fraction of Pels, produced very early, is sufficient to degrade                
the whole amount of pectin present in our culture medium.  

We now translate these qualitative observations into a quantitative model, schematised           
in Fig. 2, which explicitly incorporates two pel genes with major virulence effect, pelD              
and pelE. To facilitate the understanding, we first describe the model without            
distinguishing these two genes which share the same regulators and produce enzymes            
of similar activity, leaving the analysis of their differential effects to the next section.  

The dynamics of all components (bacterial cell density and concentrations of enzymes,            
regulators and metabolites inside/outside the cells) are simulated over time, according           
to a set of coupled differential equations (see Supplementary Information). Most           
parameters were obtained from experimental knowledge (Supplementary Table 2), and          
the 5 remaining parameters (Pel production rates and kinetic parameters controlling           
KDG synthesis and degradation, see Supplementary Table 3) were numerically tuned to            
reproduce the observations of Fig. 1.  
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Fig 3 : Modelling of pel regulatory pathways and expression in bacteria grown in minimal              
medium supplemented with glucose+PGA (left column, A-G) or glucose (right, H-N).           
Model results are shown as solid lines, and experimental data as dots. The transition              
time is shown as a dashed gray vertical line. (A) KDG intracellular concentration             
superposed with HPLC direct measurement data exhibiting a peak after around 6 hours             
of growth; (B) concentration of intracellular free KdgR dimer, with horizontal dashed            
lines showing the binding affinities of the dimer for the pelE (red) and pelD (green)               
promoters, indicating the thresholds of repression; (C) pelE and pelD (depicted in red             
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and green respectively throughout the figure) activation curves based on KdgR binding,            
exhibiting a de-repression in the middle of exponential phase due to high intracellular             
levels of KDG; (D) intracellular concentration of the cAMP-CRP complex inferred from            
HPLC measurement of cAMP in the medium (Fig. 1B); the gray area is the 95%               
confidence interval due to experimental variations, and dashed horizontal lines indicate           
the binding affinities for pelD/E promoters; (E) pel activation curves based on            
cAMP-CRP binding, with a boost occuring at transition; (F) pel expression time course             
based on combined regulation by KdgR and CRP, superposed with qRT-PCR data            
points peaking short before transition time; (G) extracellular concentration of Pel           
enzymes, either from individual genes (red and green) or the combination of both             
(black), superposed with measurements of enzymatic activity (dots) reflecting total Pel           
enzymes, including those not considered in our modelling. (H-N) Same legends as A-G:             
in absence of PGA, the dilution of KdgR during growth is sufficient to partly relieve pelE                
repression, while cAMP induces expression of both pels close to transition. The timing             
and expression levels of both genes is accurately reproduced by the model in both              
conditions, as well as the inducing effect of PGA.  

The essential steps and results of the modelling are illustrated on Fig. 3. The KDG               
profile results from the degradation of PGA by Pel enzymes previously produced and             
exported (A). While KdgR is synthesized in the cell at a constant rate, it is mostly bound                 
by KDG when the latter is present in sufficient quantity (over 0.4 mM), resulting in the                
unbinding of pel gene promoters (B) and relieve of KdgR repression (C) compared to              
cells grown with glucose only (J). The expression of pel genes is computed based on a                
thermodynamic model of transcription [31], with experimental values of KdgR/CRP          
affinities and activation factors (Table 1). To illustrate the effect of each regulatory             
signal, we compute activation profiles (Fig. 3 C, E, J, L), representing the gene              
expression fold-change due to repressor (<1) or activator (>1) binding, and proportional            
to the statistical weight of the unbound or bound state of the corresponding regulatory              
protein (here KdgR and CRP) respectively. Because the KdgR-KDG regulatory system           
involves a positive feedback loop of highly nonlinear behaviour, reproducing the           
measured KDG peak is the most sensitive step in the numerical tuning procedure, since              
it depends on several kinetic parameters of unknown value (Supplementary Table S3),            
whereas the regulatory part of the model entirely relies on knowledge-based parameter            
values.  

In order to keep the modelling as simple as possible, we considered the internal cAMP               
concentration profile as an input information obtained by the method described above            
(Fig. 1C). cAMP binds CRP with a measured affinity, assuming a constant concentration             
of the protein in the cell, resulting in a concentration peak of the cAMP-CRP complex at                
the transition (Fig. 3D). In turn, this complex binds and activates pel gene promoters              
based on measured affinities and activating factors [15] (Fig. 3E).  
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The peak in pel expression thus results from the combination of the two latter regulatory               
signals, which are separated in time but exhibit a short overlap after around 7-8 hours of                
growth, in relatively good agreement with our qRT-PCR data both in presence and             
absence of pectin (Fig. 3 F and M). Similarly, the production level and timing of total Pel                 
enzymes match the experimental profiles, with an approximate 30-fold induction by           
PGA (Figs. 3 G and N). Note that the measured Pel enzymatic activity exhibits a slow                
accumulation already at earlier time than in the model, and matching with weak early              
peaks of pelE/D expression after around 4h. Although this activity profile contains            
contributions from various pel genes not considered explicitly in the model and            
responding to similar regulatory signals [32], this discrepancy may be due to additional             
regulators modulating pel  expression and disregarded here (see next section).  

Quantitative differences in regulatory sequences underpin qualitatively different        
roles for paralogous genes 

Promoter pelD pelE 

KdgR binding affinity (nM) 0.9 10 

cAMP-CRP binding affinity   
(nM) 

0.3 0.6 

cAMP-CRP activation factor 181 62 

PGA induction factor (exp) 330 83 

PGA induction factor (model) 324 93 
Table 1: Experimental regulatory parameter values, and expression levels measured          
and obtained by the model after optimisation, for pelD and pelE .  

In our modelling, we explicitly considered two separate pel genes, pelD and pelE , which              
play a major role in virulence as observed from pathogenicity assays [33], and were              
therefore studied extensively [34]. These paralogous genes result from a recent           
duplication event from a common ancestor present in other Dickeya species [4], they             
respond to the same regulators and encode proteins of similar enzymatic activity, yet             
were shown to play different roles during bacterial growth and plant infection [4]. Since              
the regulatory parameters are experimentally available and differ between the two           
promoters (Tab. 1) due to point mutations [4], we addressed the question, whether the              
modelling could help understanding their respective effect.  

The main known difference between these genes is the level of induction by pectin.              
Whereas they exhibit a comparable expression level in presence of PGA, pelE still has              
a significant level of expression in absence of inducer, whereas that of pelD is              
undetectable [4], [35]. In the modelling, any observed difference in behaviour results            
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primarily from the respective binding affinities of the KdgR repressor, which differ by a              
factor of ten (1 nM for pelD, 10 nM for pelE promoter). With a cellular concentration of                 
KdgR in the micromolar range as measured in vivo [5], both promoters are mostly              
bound by the repressor in absence of PGA in the medium (Fig. 3I); however, because of                
the affinity difference, unbinding events are then far more frequent at the pelE than pelD               
promoter, hence the relatively higher basal expression level of the former (Fig. 3J). Still              
in the glucose medium, at mid-exponential phase, fast growth results in KdgR dilution             
by cell divisions, thus weakening its repressive effect on pelE and favouring an             
expression peak before transition time (Fig. 3I). In the presence of PGA, most of KdgR               
is bound by KDG in the mid-exponential phase, which reduces the concentration of free              
KdgR below the levels required for the binding of both promoters, and fully activates              
their expression (Fig. 3C). The very different induction rates of the two genes thus result               
from their different basal activity in absence of inducer.  

Activation by CRP is also different at the two promoters, but the binding affinities differ               
only by a factor of 2 (Table 1 and Fig. 3D), resulting in profiles with a similar shape                  
characterized by a sharp peak at transition to stationary phase; however, this peak has              
a much stronger magnitude for pelD due to the three-fold higher activation factor of              
CRP compared to pelE .  

Altogether, the combined regulation by KdgR and CRP induces both genes almost            
simultaneously, as observed, shortly before transition, i.e., when induction by KDG is            
still significant while the exhaustion of glucose has already triggered the induction by             
cAMP. The reader may note a small discrepancy in pelE expression time, which is              
predicted 1-2 hours too late. Such a deviation was not unexpected though, since pel              
promoters are sensitive to many regulators disregarded in our simplified model [12], as             
said above. In particular, we note that pelE is one of the D. dadantii promoters most                
strongly repressed by DNA supercoiling relaxation [19], [35] which occurs precisely at            
the transition to stationary phase (revue) and is thus expected to displace the pelE              
expression peak toward earlier time, as observed.  

Discussion 
Regulation of pel gene expression during plant infection 
The presented model quantitatively reproduces the expression dynamics of pel genes           
and pectin degradation, in a culture medium composed of a combination of glucose and              
pectin. One of the most surprising features of our observations is that most Pel              
enzymes are produced after pectin has been entirely degraded, and they remain            
therefore unused. This behaviour might be rationalized, if we consider the differences            
between the growth conditions in our stable culture and in the course of plant infection,               
which is the main context of evolutionary selection.  
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Fig. 5 : Schematic depiction of the successive steps of plant infection by D. dadantii :              
invasion, colonisation, maceration (top to bottom). During colonisation (asymptomatic),         
the bacteria grow on glucose in the plant apoplast. Maceration is characterised by a              
sudden and massive production of Pels responsible for pectin degradation (visible as            
soft rot).  

The availability of carbon sources in this process is summarised in Fig. 5. After invading               
the plant, e.g. through a wound, the bacterium experiences a long asymptomatic stage             
of colonisation of the apoplast (intercellular space) where it mostly grows on simple             
sugars produced by the plant. The maceration phase starts when the available glucose             
is exhausted, and pectin from the plant cell walls starts to be degraded, resulting in a                
sudden and rapid extension of soft rot in the plant tissues associated with the Pel burst.                
The efficiency of this drastic transition is critical for the success of the infection, since               
oligogalacturonates (UGA), the product of Pel enzymatic activity, are the main signal            
inducing the plant defense reactions. Any production of Pels in significant amounts thus             
triggers a survival race between the plant and the bacteria; if this event occurs before               
reaching sufficient bacterial density, or if the production boost is not sufficient, bacterial             
cells will ultimately be destroyed. Does our model give insights into the regulation             
events associated with this intrinsically dynamical process?  
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Our culture conditions mimic quite closely those encountered during the colonisation           
stage, with bacteria mostly growing on simple sugars, with a level of Pel production              
remaining sufficiently low to avoid a significant reaction from the plant. Crucially, we             
have shown that the transition to a high Pel production regime (and thus to the               
symptomatic phase) is triggered, not by an initial event of pectin degradation as             
suggested earlier [5], but rather by the exhaustion of glucose in the medium (and              
possibly of other simple sugars in the plant), resulting in a peak of cAMP and pel                
expression boost. The expression of key virulence factors is thus intrinsically related to             
a metabolic switch of the bacteria.  

In the second stage of infection however, the conditions in the plant deviate from those               
of our stable culture medium. While in the latter, as said above, the low amount of                
available pectin was already entirely consumed way before the main peak of pel             
expression, in the plant the production of Pels induces a sustained supply of additional              
pectin as the soft rot propagates in the plant tissues, more similar to the conditions of a                 
continuous bioreactor [36]. Based on our modeling, this difference has a significant            
regulatory consequence for pel genes.  

Here, the activating effects of KDG and cAMP were essentially separated in time (6h              
and 10h, Fig. 3 C and E), with KDG activation already very weak at the time of pel                  
expression (8-9h). In contrast, with a sustained supply of pectin, KdgR would remain             
unbound when cAMP peaks, and the simultaneous activation by the two pathways            
would then induce a considerably stronger expression boost, as required for an efficient             
infection. Additionally, the different regulatory properties of pelE and pelD imply that            
they will be differently affected by this boost. pelE always plays a crucial role as an                
inducer of the Pel/KDG feedback loop, because of its higher basal expression level in              
absence of pectin compared to pelD [4], whereas in our data, the two genes have a                
comparable maximal expression level (Fig. 3F). However, in the case of a simultaneous             
activation by both pathways, we expect pelD to be expressed at a much (approximately              
three-fold) higher level than pelE , because it is much more inducible by CRP (Fig. 3E),               
and thus to play the major role in the massive production of Pels during the maceration                
phase. In summary, in contrast to our culture conditions where pelE plays a             
predominant role, we expect the two genes to play a qualitatively distinct but equally              
crucial role in the plant, which is fully consistent with the observation that both pelD and                
pelE mutants exhibit phenotypes with strongly reduced virulence [33]. The coexistence           
of these two genes may thus provide a significant evolutionary advantage, possibly            
explaining their conservation in several Dickeya species (D. dadantii, D. solani , D. zeae ,             
D. dianthicola) compared to close relatives (e.g., D. paradisiaca ).  
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Carbon catabolite repression in Dickeya dadantii 
The competitive uptake of either carbon source presents many similarities, but also            
interesting differences with the classical example of carbon catabolite repression (CCR)           
involved in the glucose/lactose switch of E. coli  [37], [38].  

The first apparent and previously identified difference is the monotonous aspect of the             
growth curve in the mixed medium (Fig. 1A), which contrasts with the diauxic growth of               
E. coli in glucose+lactose [37]. Even though pectin is a complex polysaccharide, the             
consumption of which depends on the production, export and activity of many degrading             
enzymes, this more continuous pattern previously suggested that pectin consumption          
starts while glucose is still available [5], whereas E. coli uses lactose only after glucose               
exhaustion [37]. Our KDG quantification data confirm this hypothesis, and even           
demonstrate that in our culture conditions, pectin is already converted into KDG after 5              
hours, only half the entire duration of growth. Can we relate this behaviour to the               
underlying regulatory properties of the pel genes, and extend the comparison to those             
of the lac  operon in E. coli?  

 

 

Fig. 4 : Schematic depiction of the lac operon regulation in E. coli (left) and pelED               
regulation in D. dadantii (right), in presence of glucose, lactose/pectin, or both sources             
of carbon, illustrating carbon catabolite repression in both systems. Promoters are           
shown as arrows, with expression levels indicated by arrowhead sizes (and full            
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repression by ⊣). Genes are indicated along the DNA double helix, and regulator binding              
sites are shown as coloured boxes.  

Fig. 5 gives a schematic depiction of the regulatory systems of these operons             
controlling the catabolism of the secondary sugar sources in both species (lactose and             
pectin, respectively). These systems present a conspicuous similarity, with an activation           
by cAMP-CRP and repression by a pathway-specific regulator, LacI and KdgR           
respectively, which can be driven away by the degradation product of the sugar,             
allolactose or KDG respectively. On the other hand, the modes of action of the enzymes               
involved in the two catabolic pathways are very different, since pectin is a             
polysaccharide degraded outside the cells by Pels, whereas lactose is a disaccharide            
and is imported when LacY is present at the cell membrane [39].  

In presence of glucose alone (top), the activator CRP is unbound, but the repressor              
inhibits the expression of pel/lac genes. In D. dadantii however, the presence of a              
promoter with low repressor affinity (pelE) results in a low basal expression and a less               
drastic repressive effect. When both sources of carbon are present simultaneously           
(middle), a moderate level of expression can be sustained by the release of the              
repressor. When only the secondary source is present (bottom), the expression is            
boosted by the binding of cAMP-CRP.  

As visible in Fig. 4, among the two pel genes considered in this study, pelD is the one                  
with a regulatory system most comparable to the lac promoter, exhibiting a strict             
dependence on the availability of the secondary carbon source. In this figure showing a              
stationary behaviour in each medium, the difference between the two pel genes            
appears quite limited however, and their coexistence would probably not constitute a            
key advantage if the bacterium lived in a stable or slowly changing environment, as              
non-pathogenic E. coli does most of the time. On the other hand, when both sources of                
carbon are present (middle panel), the depicted partial expression requires an initial            
expression event, in order to start producing allolactose/KDG and sustain subsequent           
transcription. In E. coli , because of the absence of a significant basal level of lac               
expression, this initiation step may be very long, partly explaining why glucose is             
entirely consumed first (diauxic growth). In D. dadantii , the basal expression of pelE             
drastically reduces this initiation time, facilitating the switch in carbon source and            
resulting in continuous growth. Interestingly, measurements in a pelE mutant strain           
indeed exhibited a severe delay in the expression of pel genes, due to a much longer                
initiation step of the pectin degradation feedback loop [4]. As discussed in the previous              
section, the evolutionary advantage of having coexisting pelD and pelE genes is thus             
intimately related to the dynamical requirements of pel expression in the context of             
pathogenesis. This expression is part of a race with the host’s defense systems where              
time plays a prominent role compared to the requirements of non-pathogenic bacteria            
which are rather selected for resource optimisation [12].  
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Materials and Methods 
 
Bacterial Strain and Culture Conditions 
Wild type strain of D. dadantii 3937 was used for all of the experiments described. The                
cultures were grown at 30 °C in M63 minimal salt medium supplemented with 0.2%              
(w/v) glucose as primary carbon source and 4% (w/v) PGA for pectin degradation             
studies. Liquid cultures were grown in a shaking incubator (125 r.p.m.).  

Gene activity assays 
pelE and pelD expression were measured by qRT-PCR as described in [5]. Pectate             
lyase enzymatic activity assays were performed on tokenized cell extracts in 1 mL cell              
culture harvested at predetermined time points along the growth of the bacteria. The             
degradation of PGA is monitored by absorption spectrometry of unsaturated          
oligogalacturonides at 230nm [40]. Pel activity is expressed as µmol of unsaturated            
products liberated per minute and per ml of enzymatic extract, as described in Kepseu              
et al [5]. All experiments were carried with two biological replicates.  

Bacterial samples preparation for KDG and cAMP quantification 
The bacterial culture samples were harvested at predetermined time points after           
measuring the optical density (OD), centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 6 minutes to separate              
cells from supernatant medium. Bacterial pellet was freeze dried with liquid nitrogen for             
storing. Cells and medium samples were stored separately at -80°C. In order to process              
for quantification the cell pellet was resuspended in 10 ml cold solution of 2.5 % (v/v)                
TFA, 50% (v/v) acetonitrile. The dissolved lysed pellet was maintained at -80°C for 15              
minutes and thawed at room temperature. The solution was then centrifuged at 20.000g             
for 5 minutes. The clear supernatant containing the metabolites (10 ml) was separated             
from the pellet and then lyophilized overnight. The dry powder was dissolved in 1 ml of                
0.1 M HCl and centrifuged again to remove particles. Culture medium is directly made              
up to .1 M HCl with 1 M HCl. The measurements were carried in two biological                
replicates in glucose+PGA medium (and one in the glucose control medium).  
 
KDG quantification using HPLC 
KDG metabolite is quantified using a novel HPLC technique developed inhouse as            
described in [16]. The carbonyl group is derivatized with o-phenylenediamine and eluted            
with buffers consisting of 0.005% trifluoroacetic acid and 60% acetonitrile.  

cAMP quantification 
Bacterial cell and suspension medium samples extracts are suspended in 0.1 M HCl.             
Equal amount of sample in 0.1 M HCl and 1 M sodium acetate is mixed and 10% v/v of                   
2-chloroacetaldehyde solution is added to the mixture and incubated at 80°C for 30 min              
with continuous shaking (Fig. S4A and sanoki 1989 derivatization of adenine with CAA).             
The appropriate amounts of incubated sample are injected onto an Uptisphere C18            
column (Interchim) for separation of the purine derivative adducts using the following            
procedure: Buffer A was composed of 0.005 % trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water and              
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Buffer B of 100% methanol. The flow rate was set-up at 35 °C, and run at 1 ml/min                  
using the following gradient: initial 90% A, 10% B; linear gradient from 0 to 20 min up to                  
70% A, 30% B; 22 min 100% B; 25 min 25% B then re-equilibration to initial condition                 
from 28 to 30 min (see the profile in Fig. 6). The mean retention time for cAMP was                  
between 13.04 to 13.10 min. The associated peak is well-separated from neighbor            
peaks characteristic of other compounds of similar structure (Fig. 6B), and can be             
further distinguished by its characteristic absorption/emission spectrum identical to that          
of the purified molecule (Fig. S4B). The quantification is performed from a standard             
curve (Supplementary Figure S4C). The model used to infer intracellular cAMP           
concentrations is described in Supplementary Information.  

 

Figure 6: Elution profile for cAMP quantification by fluorescence detection at 418 nm             
after specific excitation at 278 nm. (A) Purified cAMP sample (XX nanomoles). (B)             
Sample from bacteria grown on M63 medium supplemented with glucose and PGA. The             
black dashed line indicates the proportion of buffer B (right axis).  

Model 

The system dynamics is simulated with a set of deterministic ordinary differential            
equations relating the concentrations of all species (see Supplementary Information).          
Bacterial growth follows a logistic equation where the maximal growth rate and final             
density depend linearly on the available nutrients (sucrose and/or PGA) [5]. All binding             
reactions are described as thermodynamic equilibria, in particular those between the           
metabolites (KDG and cAMP) and the regulatory proteins (KdgR and CRP dimers,            
respectively), and between the latter and the two pel promoters. Promoter activities            
follow a thermodynamic model of transcription (Bintu) involving the activator cAMP-CRP           
and repressor KdgR (Table 1). All enzymatic reactions are treated with           
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Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The list of model parameters is provided in Supplementary           
Table S2. All thermodynamic and regulatory parameters were obtained experimentally          
[5], [15], [21], [41] as well as most kinetic parameters. The 5 remaining parameters              
(Supplementary Table S3) were numerically estimated by fitting a set of observed            
quantities (pel expression peak time and ratio in presence and absence of PGA, KDG              
concentration peak time and magnitude) using the truncated Newton method. The           
dynamical system is simulated with the Euler algorithm, using a constant timestep of 0.3              
min ensuring numerical stability. All data analyses and computations were carried in            
Python using NumPy, Scipy and Pandas libraries.  
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Supplementary Information  

1. Transcriptional regulatory model for pel expression 

The transcriptional regulatory model for pel expression and PGA degradation is defined            
by the set of following ordinary differential equations, based on a previous model of the               
KDG/KdgR pathway (Kepseu et al, 2010): 

 dt
dρ = σ * ρ * 1( − ρ

ρs )  (1) 

 

 dt
dy = β2 − α( 2 + ρ

ρo ) * y  (2) 

 

 dt
dXE = β1E *

ρ
1−ρ *

Kd6E
K +yd6E d

* K +CARaE

K +CAR faE * E − α( 1 *
Km

K +sm * XE)  (3) 

 

 dt
dXD = β1D *

ρ
1−ρ *

Kd6D
K +yd6D d

* K +CARaD

K +CAR faD * D − α( 1 *
Km

K +sm * XD)  (4) 

 

−  dt
ds = ϵ * kcat * (X )E + XD * s

s+Km
 (5) 

 

ϵ  dt
dz = 2 * kcat * (X )E + XD * s

s+Km
− γ * ρ * z  (6) 

 

 dt
dw = γ * (1 )− ρ * z − k5 * ( w

w+kw ) + ρ
ρo

* w  (7) 

 

y  y = 2 d * 1( + w2

k2
d3
)  (8) 

 

CAP ][ = cAMP[ ]
cAMP +K[ ] cAMP

* 2
CRP[ ]  (9) 
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Supplementary Table 1 : List of variables in the dynamical system 

Variables Description 

ρ Bacterial volume fraction 

y Total intracellular concentration of KdgR monomer 

XE Concentration of extracellular PelE enzyme 

XD Concentration of extracellular PelD enzyme 

s Concentration of extracellular PGA substrate 

z Concentration of extracellular UGA (end product of PGA degradation) 

w Concentration of KDG 

yd Concentration of free KdgR dimer 

[CAP] Concentration of CRP.cAMP complex, inferred from the measured values of          
cAMP concentration (Fig. 1C) 

 
Note that each KdgR monomer is able to bind a KDG molecule (Kepseu et al , 2010) ,                
whereas we consider only the dominant form of the cAMP-CRP complex involving a             
CRP dimer and one molecule of cAMP (Eq. 9).  

Supplementary Table 2 : Parameters of the model 

Parameter Description Value Unit Source 

α1 Degradation rate of PelE protein 0.049
4 

h-1 Kepseu, 
2010 

α2 Degradation rate of KdgR protein 0.034
7 

h-1 Kepseu, 
2010 

β2 Maximum rate of synthesis of KdgR 0.3 µM.h
-1 

Kepseu, 
2010 

ε Ratio of the enzymatic rate constant of Pel        
reactions in the culture medium and buffer 

1/3  Kepseu, 
2010 

Kd6E Equilibrium dissociation constant of the     
KdgR dimer at the pelE  promoter 

0.01 µM Nasser 
1997, 
Lautier 2007 
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Kd6D Equilibrium dissociation constant of the     
KdgR dimer at the pelD  promoter 

0.000
9 

µM Nasser, 
1997 

KaE Equilibrium dissociation constant of the     
cAMP-CRP complex at the pelE promoter 

0.000
6 

µM Nasser, 
1997 

KaD Equilibrium dissociation constant of the     
cAMP-CRP complex at the pelD  promoter 

0.000
3 

µM Nasser, 
1997 

Km Michaelis-Menten constant for Pel.PGA    
complex 

6800 µM Kepseu, 
2010 

kcat Rate constant of the enzymatic Pel      
reactions in purified conditions 

36000
00 

h-1 Kepseu, 
2010 

[CRP] Effective intracellular concentration of CRP     
monomer 

0.005 µM arb 

Kd3 Equilibrium dissociation constant of the     
KdgR-KDG complex 

400 µM Nasser, 
1994 

fE pelE activation factor by cAMP-CRP     
complex 

60  Nasser 1997 

fD pelD activation factor by cAMP-CRP     
complex 

180  Nasser 1997 

KcAMP Equilibrium dissociation constant of cAMP     
and CRP dimer 

10 µM Anderson 71 

 
Supplementary Table 3 : Unknown parameters subjected to optimization 

Parameter Description Value Unit 

γ Cell membrane import rate 700 h-1 

β1E Maximum rate of synthesis of PelE 20.0 µMh-1 

β1D Maximum rate of synthesis of PelD 15.0 µMh-1 

k5 Phosphorylation rate of KDG 3.0 h-1 

kw Phosphorylation constant of KDG  5000 µM 
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Supplementary Table 4: growth parameters 

Parameter Description 

ρo Initial bacterial volume fraction 

ρs Maximum bacterial volume fraction 

s0 Initial substrate concentration  

σ Bacterial growth rate 
 
In this study, the medium contains a fixed quantity of glucose, and the effect of varying                
PGA is studied. The dependence of parameters on bacterial growth on the initial             
amount of PGA substrate s0 was obtained to be linear (Kepseu) and given by  

.59 .56 s  σ = 0 + 0 o  (10) 
 

1.75 1.71 s ) ×10  ρs = ( +  o
−3  (11) 

 

2. Kinetic model of cAMP import/export 

As expected from earlier studies, the cAMP concentrations directly estimated from the            
cell pellets were not reproducible and differed from the expected increase at the             
transition to stationary phase (Fig. S2B). We inferred the intracellular concentrations           
from the reproducible values obtained in the extracellular medium (Fig. S2A) using the             
kinetic import/export model from (Hans). The effective equation relating the          
intracellular/extracellular concentration is:  

                           cAMP AMP in = C1
OD(t) * dt

d(cAMP )out + C2 * c out  (12) 
 
 

where C1 and C2 are two constants related to the total culture volume, cell volume, and                
cAMP import and export rates (Hans). The extracellular cAMP concentrations measured           
in our conditions are significantly higher than those measured in the original experiment             
with E. coli in microplates, but the in vitro regulatory properties of the purified CRP               
proteins from both species are indistinguishable on pel genes (Nasser 1997). We            
assumed that the kinetic import/export parameters could differ because of differences in            
species or growth conditions (batch culture vs microplates), and we adjusted their            
values based on those estimated in E. coli , so that the peak magnitude in internal cAMP                
concentration approximately matches the affinity of the metabolite for CRP (10 μM,            
dashed horizontal line in Fig. 1C), and thus triggers the regulatory action of the latter, as                
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expected for this signaling molecule. As a result, the intracellular concentrations are            
given by:  

AMP .20 AMPc in = 22
OD * dt

d(cAMP )out + 0 * c out  (13) 

 

and are computed after a spline interpolation of the extracellular measures to reduce             
noise. We note that the absolute magnitude (but not the timing) of the intracellular              
concentration peak depends on the adjusted import/export parameters and thus          
remains imprecise, but these quantitative variations are buffered in the resulting           
cAMP-CRP concentration pattern, and do not change the timing of cAMP activation.  

3. Supplementary Figures 

 
Supplementary Figure S1: Detailed pectin degradation pathway 
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Supplementary Figure S2 : (A) Raw datapoints of extracellular cAMP concentrations in 
M63 Glucose PGA medium. (B) Intracellular cAMP concentrations estimated from the 
direct measurements of cell pellet samples deviate from the expected values and are 
not reproducible, as previously observed (Berthoumieux et al., 2013).  

 

Supplementary Figure S3: Raw data points of cAMP quantifications in M63 Glucose 
medium, either in the extracellular medium (triangles) or in the cells as estimated from 
the cell pellet samples (dots).  
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Supplementary Figure S4.a:  Derivatization of cAMP with 2-chloroacetaldehyde. 

 

Supplementary Figure S4.b: cAMP absorbance/emission spectrum.  
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Supplementary Figure S4.C: The standard curve of the cAMP quantification on HPLC.            
The value of each point is the area under the cAMP peak from the corresponding               
standard sample.  
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4.Conclusions 
 
The above papers describe a combination of metabolic quantification, computational          
model and experimental validation. The developed HPLC quantification technique by far           
complements the developed transcriptional quantitative model very well. It gives the           
possibility of quantitative gene regulation modeling. The model has reproduced the           
differential expression of paralogs pelE and pelD and given insight into their regulatory             
mechanism. The measure PGA degradation kinetics agrees with the KDG accumulation           
quantified which resolves the drawbacks of the previous model and adds in the             
activation mechanism by CRP-cAMP pointing out the CCR mechanism observed in           
pectin degradation in Dickeya dadantii. 
 
The expression pattern of pels gives us certain insights into the different roles of pelE               
and pelD in the virulence mechanism of Dickeya dadantii. The occurrence of peak             
expression of pels even after the complete degradation of PGA reflects on the pectin              
anticipatory property of Dickeya dadantii in plant environment. The expression of pectin            
dependent pelD might vary in the real plant environment depending on the pattern and              
concentration of pectin availability during the course of pathogenesis. This could be            
further looked into future perspective by conducting experiments in real plant           
environments and measuring pelD expression and pel activity analysis. The growth of            
model organisms in plants can be monitored by inoculating a known number of bacteria              
into the host leaf. Various stages of infection can be studied and the corresponding level               
of expression pelD and pelE can be quantified with qRT-PCR experiments. As            
discussed earlier, pelD expression pattern is predicted to be different in plant            
environment with more progressive availability of pectin unlike in the batch growth            
cognition in conical flask. The strong dependency of pectin should be facilitating higher             
expression of pelD in the plant environment defining it’s virulence role during infection in              
breaking down the cell wall. In addition to the pel expression, we predict a higher pel                
activity observed in a real host environment due to increased stimulus by the increased              
pectin availability.  
 
The CCR mechanism can be explored to cellular level with modification in the level of               
cAMP and measuring its effect on pel expression. Since Dickeya dadantii can            
simultaneously consume glucose and pectin, intermittent glucose addition to the          
medium could also reveal further insights into the catabolite repression mechanism.           
Addition of glucose at a time point when the existing glucose in the medium is depleted                
and at late transitional phase to observe the variation in the level of pel expression.               
Addition of glucose at the transitional phase should be reducing the boosting effect of              
CRP activator since presence of glucose would suppress the availability of cAMP to be              
bound to the CRP activator. In the same context, variation of level of cAMP is expected                
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to vary the gene expression level. Addition of cAMP at the beginning exponential phase              
should be able to provide the boost to the pel genes by binding to the CRP activator.                 
Would this be observed in the experiment or will the presence of glucose suppress the               
effect of added cAMP. Model predicts the activation obtained in pel expression is             
proportional to the concentration of CRP-cAMP complex binding to the DNA. It would be              
interesting to verify this theory. How would a sudden increase in cAMP at a late               
exponential phase affect the expression of genes?  
 
In the chromatogram from the cAMP quantification from bacterial cell samples, we            
observe multiple peaks adjacent to the identified cAMP peak, this could possibly            
indicate the presence of eluted purines similar to cAMP. Since the derivatization            
compound CAA is known to act on purine compounds, we assume the adjacent peaks              
being similar purine compounds like cGMP, ppGpp, etc. Thus, this quantification           
technique could be extended and adapted to identify possibly present purine           
derivatives. 
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Abstract 
DNA supercoiling acts as a global and ancestral regulator of bacterial gene expression.             
In this review, we advocate that it plays a pivotal role in host-pathogen interactions by               
transducing environmental signals to the bacterial chromosome and coordinating its          
transcriptional response. We present available evidence that DNA supercoiling is          
modulated by environmental stress conditions relevant to the infection process          
according to ancestral mechanisms, in zoopathogens as well as phytopathogens. We           
review the results of transcriptomics studies obtained in widely distant bacterial species,            
showing that such structural transitions of the chromosome are associated to a complex             
transcriptional response affecting a large fraction of the genome. Mechanisms and           
computational models of the transcriptional regulation by DNA supercoiling are then           
discussed, involving both basal interactions of RNA Polymerase with promoter DNA,           
and more specific interactions with regulatory proteins. A final part is specifically            
focused on the regulation of virulence genes within pathogenicity islands of several            
pathogenic bacterial species. 

Keywords : DNA supercoiling; transcription; pathogenesis; genetic regulation 
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Introduction 
DNA supercoiling (SC) has received considerable attention in recent years as a global             
and ancestral actor in genetic regulation. This is especially conspicuous in bacteria            
[1–3], where the chromosome is maintained at an out-of-equilibrium level of negative            
SC by a finely controlled balance of topoisomerase activity. And yet, in contrast to              
classical regulation based on transcription factors, quantitative models of the regulatory           
mechanisms by SC are essentially lacking. A possible explanation for this shortcoming            
is that SC affects transcription at several stages of the process, and can also be               
involved in various and complex interactions with regulatory proteins. As a result,            
virtually every investigated promoter exhibits a distinct SC response, making it difficult            
to dissect and model the underlying mechanisms. In this review, we wish to summarise              
existing evidence and models suggesting a widespread role of SC in bacterial genetic             
regulation, and more specifically in bacterial virulence. This topic has already been            
addressed in previous extensive reviews focused either on its role in bacterial growth [4]              
or on specific promoters that were analysed in detail [5]. Here, we propose a              
complementary focus on proposed mechanistic and computational models of         
transcriptional regulation by SC as well as accumulating information obtained from           
transcriptomic data, which together underline the broad relevance of the investigated           
phenomenon in bacterial virulence and call for a combined experimental-theoretical          
research effort. 

1. DNA supercoiling: a global regulator of bacterial gene expression 
1.1. DNA supercoiling : a relay of environmental signals to the bacterial           
chromosome 
As observed immediately following the discovery of the double-helical structure of DNA,            
virtually all DNA transactions face substantial topological constraints [6]. In mechanical           
terms, the latter give rise to an ubiquitous torsional stress, which in turn results in DNA                
supercoiling (SC), i.e., the deformation of the molecule either by rotation around its             
helical axis (over- or under-twisting) or by the winding of this helical axis itself (writhing),               
as illustrated in Fig. 1 [4,7]. 
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Fig. 1 . DNA supercoiling acts as a sensor of environmental stress in the bacterial              
chromosome. Environmental cues are transduced by different mechanisms into global,          
stress-specific variations of the SC level. At a smaller scale, SC is distributed as twist and                
writhe deformations, which directly affect the transcriptional activity.  

Topoisomerases are the global regulators of SC and more generally, the solvers of             
topological problems associated with DNA transactions [8]. In bacteria, the two main            
topoisomerases are topoisomerase I (topo I) and DNA gyrase. The latter maintains the             
chromosomal DNA in an underwound state by introducing negative supercoils in an            
ATP-dependent manner, while conversely, topo I relaxes the DNA (i.e. removes negative            
supercoils) without any ATP requirement. The global negative SC level of the chromosome is              
thus primarily determined by the dynamic equilibrium between these two enzymes (Fig. 1).             
Additional actors play a more specific role: the ATP-consuming topoisomerase IV is primarily             
involved in solving topological problems associated with DNA replication and cell division [9],             
and abundant nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) contribute in distributing SC along the           
bacterial chromosome [4,10].  

The negative SC level of chromosome is finely controlled by the cell in response to               
environmental conditions, since almost all types of environmental challenges have been           
associated with SC variations, and in particular those most commonly encountered by            
pathogens during infection (Tab. 1). Depending on the applied stress, the chromosomal DNA             
experiences either a partial relaxation (+) or an increase in negative SC (-), which is usually                
rapid and transient. In spite of strong differences in terms of phylogeny or lifestyle, response               
to each specific stress is qualitatively similar in all investigated species, although these exhibit              
quantitatively different SC levels in standard growth conditions [3]. This observation suggests            
that SC is used in a wide range of bacteria to quickly transduce environmental signals toward                
the chromosome, with ancestral control mechanisms. Interestingly, environmental stresses         
have also been correlated with SC changes in archaeal species [11], suggesting that this              
notion could be extended to an even wider range of microorganisms.  
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Shock Phylum Species SC 
change  Mechanism Ref 

Heat 
P 

Escherichia coli 

Rel (+) 

Gyrase and topoI   
activities 

[12] 

Yersinia 
enterocolitica 

Gyrase activity  
decrease 

[13] 

Dickeya dadantii  [14] 

F Bacillus subtilis  [15] 

Cold 
P Escherichia coli 

Hyp (-) 
 

Gyrase activity  
increase / HU 

[16] 

F Bacillus subtilis  [15] 

Acidic P 

Escherichia coli 

Rel (+) 

 [17,18] 

Salmonella 
typhimurium 

Gyrase activity  
decrease 

[18,19] 

Dickeya dadantii  [20] 

Osmo 
tic 

P 

Escherichia coli 

Hyp (-) 

[ATP]/[ADP] increase [21] 

Salmonella 
typhimurium  [22] 

Dickeya dadantii  [23] 

F 
Bacillus subtilis  [15] 

Staphylococcus 
aureus  [24] 

A Streptomyces 
lividans  [25] 

Oxida 
tive P 

Escherichia coli 
Rel (+) 

TopA activation by   
Fis 

[26] 

Dickeya dadantii  [23] 
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Anae 
robic 

P 
Escherichia coli 

Rel (+) 

[ATP]/[ADP] 
decrease 

[27] 

Salmonella 
typhimurium  [28] 

F Bacillus subtilis  [15] 

Tab. 1 . Chromosomal supercoiling response to environmental stress conditions is conserved           
in distant bacterial species. Phyla: P: Proteobacteria, F: Firmicutes, A: Actinobacteria. SC            
variations:  Rel (+): relaxation, Hyp (-): hyper-supercoiling 

What are the underlying mechanisms? The most clearly described pathway involves the            
modulation of gyrase activity by the energy charge of the cell through the [ATP]/[ADP] ratio               
[21,27,29]. When the latter is increased, gyrase introduces supercoils in the chromosomal            
DNA more actively and its negative SC level increases. Environmental stresses usually alter             
cellular metabolic fluxes and the energy charge in various ways [30], and this relatively              
simple, quick and general mechanism is indeed involved in the chromosomal response to a              
variety of conditions (Tab. 1). Other invoked mechanisms include (1) the action of NAPs (e.g.               
HU, FIS) either by direct interaction with DNA or as modulators of topoisomerase activity; (2)               
the regulation of topoisomerase expression (topA, gyrA and gyrB genes encoding topoI and             
gyrase subunits respectively); (3) the modulation of topoisomerase activity through          
post-translational modifications [31]. 

It should be underlined that most bacteria from Tab. 1 are pathogenic or have pathogenic               
serotypes. Since the infection process can be assimilated to successive environmental           
changes to which the pathogen needs to adapt quickly, SC appears as a general candidate               
for the efficient transmission of stage-specific environmental signals toward the bacterial           
chromosome and thus also for its transcriptional response, which in turn is critical for the               
subsequent steps of the infection. 

1.2. Global transcriptional response to variations in DNA supercoiling  
The transcriptional response to various stress conditions can be readily analysed from            
transcriptomic data, but it is then difficult to disentangle (1) the generic effect of the               
stress-induced SC variation on transcription and (2) the transcriptional effect of stress-specific            
pathways. The former contribution can however be analysed separately in transcriptomes           
obtained with gyrase inhibiting antibiotics. These are either aminocoumarins (novobiocin,          
coumermycin) which block the ATPase activity of topoisomerases II (gyrase and           
topoisomerase IV), or quinolones (ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, nalidixic acid, oxolinic acid)          
which block their ligase activity, the latter resulting in many double-strand breaks and             
triggering a SOS response of the cell with pleiotropic effects [32]. When applied at a sublethal                
dosage, these drugs induce a sudden global relaxation of the chromosomal DNA, and the              
transcriptional response is then measured after a short time (usually 5-30 minutes), assuming             
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that the latter then mostly reflects the direct effect of SC, rather than indirect effects               
influenced by the cell’s response. Such data were obtained in many organisms (Tab. 2). Note               
that the reported number of affected genes is strongly variable; this variability might partly              
reflect actual differences between organisms, but is strongly affected by the experimental            
conditions and methods (relaxation level, transcriptomics technology, statistical analysis).         
Altogether, these data consistently demonstrate a very broad response to chromosomal           
relaxation, with a significant effect on more than one quarter of the genes. This response is                
complex, with some genes being upregulated and others downregulated. These affected           
genes are functionally diverse, including genes involved in essential functions (e.g. DNA            
replication, cell division), stress responses and metabolic pathways (e.g. stringent response,           
DNA repair pathway), as well as virulence. They are also usually scattered throughout the              
chromosome, highlighting that SC-mediated regulation acts in a global way, but follows a             
spatial organisation pattern involving large-scale responsive domains related to structural          
properties of DNA [20,33]. 

Since this global transcriptional response is observed in a wide range of species from              
different phyla (Tab. 2), SC might be considered as an ancestral and widespread mode of               
regulation in bacteria. This notion can be related to the fundamental and highly conserved              
character of topoisomerase enzymes themselves [8], and may even be extended to            
eukaryotes, albeit with different rules [7,34]. It does not mean however that the        
mechanism is identical in all bacteria. The longest-running evolution experiment [35]           
emphasized that mutations affecting SC constitutes a “quick and efficient” way to modify the              
global expression pattern and gain substantial fitness, in this case by a mutation reducing              
topo I efficiency in less than 2000 generations [36]. It is therefore no surprise that fluctuations                
in topoisomerase structure and SC level were pointed in the close relatives E. coli and S.                
typhimurium [3] which have different lifestyles, and this is probably also frequent in different              
strains of the same species [19]. Changing the chromosomal SC level is thus a fundamental               
and generic way by which bacteria adapt to new environmental challenges, according to             
common ancestral rules. This extends in particular to genome-reduced bacteria almost devoid            
of TFs such as Mycoplasma or Buchnera [37–39], where transcriptional regulation remains            
poorly understood.  
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Phylu
m Species SC 

change Method 
Genes 

significantly 
affected  

(% genome) 

Tech
nolog

y 
Ref 

P 

Escherichia coli 

Rel (+) Norfloxacin 613 (15%) M [40] 

Rel (+) Novobiocin /  
pefloxacin 1957 (48%) M [41] 

Rel (+) Genetic 
engineering 740 (18%) M [42] 

Rel (+) 
Genetic 
engineering /  
norfloxacin /  
novobiocin 

306 (7%) M [43] 

Salmonella 
typhimurium Rel (+) Genetic 

engineering 499 (10%) M [44] 

Dickeya dadantii 
Rel (+) 

Novobiocin 
1461 (32%) M [20] 

Rel (+) 1212 (27%) S  
[45] 

Haemophilus 
influenzae Rel (+) Novobiocin /  

ciprofloxacin 640 (37%) M [46] 

F 

Streptococcus 
pneumoniae 

Rel (+) Novobiocin 290 (14.2%) M [47] 

Hyp (-) Seconeolitsin 545 (27%) S [48] 

Staphylococcus 
aureus Rel (+) 

Novobiocin 
280 (11 %) M [49] 

Bacillus subtilis Rel (+) 1075 (24 %) M [50] 

A 

Streptomyces 
coelicolor Rel (+) 

Novobiocin 
121 (1.5 %) S [51] 

Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis Rel (+) Not provided M [52] 

T Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae Rel (+) Novobiocin 469 (43 %) S [37] 
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C 
Synechocystis Rel (+) 

Novobiocin 

Several 
genes M [53] 

Synechococcus 
elongatus Rel (+) Not provided M [54] 

Tab. 2 . Transcriptomic response to variations of DNA supercoiling in bacteria. Phyla: P:             
Proteobacteria, F: Firmicutes, A: Actinobacteria, T: Tenericutes, C: Cyanobacteria. SC          
variations : Rel (+): relaxation, Hyp (-): hypersupercoiling. Transcriptomics technology: M:          
DNA Microarray, S: RNA Sequencing 
 
2. Mechanisms and models of transcriptional regulation by DNA supercoiling 
The abovementioned transcriptional responses induced by SC variations differ qualitatively          
from those induced by classical transcriptional factors (TFs). The latter recognize, bind and             
regulate a specific subset of the genome defined by a well-defined (although often             
degenerate) target sequence motif, and their action can be modelled using classical            
thermodynamic models of activation or repression [55]. In contrast, as noted above, SC             
affects the transcriptome of all investigated species globally, without any identified promoter            
sequence determinant. And yet strikingly, regulatory models comparable to those involving           
TFs are essentially lacking. There are two reasons for this: first, experimentally, SC regulates              
gene activity in a continuous “more or less” manner as opposed to the stronger “on or off”                 
mode of regulation by TFs [56]; second, SC can modulate transcription in a variety of ways,                
making them difficult to decipher. In the following, we discuss such mechanisms, most of              
which will be illustrated on the promoter of pelE , one of the major virulence genes of the                 
phytopathogen Dickeya dadantii  where SC-mediated regulation was studied extensively.  

2.1. Basal regulation of the RNA Polymerase - DNA interaction 
The ancestral and global mode of regulation by SC results, in the first instance, from it                
affecting the interaction between DNA and RNA Polymerase (RNAP) itself, independently           
from any additional regulatory protein. But this basal regulation already involves distinct            
mechanisms occurring at successive steps of the complex process of bacterial transcription:            
closed-complex formation, open-complex formation, promoter clearance, and elongation [57].  

The most clearly identified – and possibly strongest - effect of SC on transcription initiation               
results from the requirement for RNAP to open the DNA strands and stabilize a “transcription               
bubble”, in order to gain access to the DNA bases in the template strand. In torsionally                
unconstrained DNA, this melting transition represents a substantial free energy cost of around             
10 kBT (6 kcal/mol), which in eukaryotes is provided through ATP hydrolysis by the basal               
transcription factor TFIIH [34]. Crucially, this cost reduces drastically when the double helix is              
destabilised by negative torsion at SC levels physiologically relevant in bacteria (Fig. 2A,             
upper panel), thus providing the physical basis for the bacterial transcription process that             
does not require any external energy consumption [57]. Interestingly, the same can become             
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true of eukaryotic RNA Polymerase II when operating on a comparably negatively supercoiled             
template [34], whereas temperature may replace SC as the source of melting energy in              
thermophilic archaea relying on reverse gyrase [58,59]. This strong regulatory effect of SC             
can be observed in well-controlled in vitro transcription assays (Fig. 2A, lower panel), where              
plasmids carrying a model promoter are prepared at different supercoiling levels, resulting in             
a drastic variation of expression strength without any modification of the DNA sequence or              
regulator concentration. This activation curve is quantitatively reproduced [45] using          
thermodynamic models of DNA opening [60–62] relying on knowledge-based enthalpic and           
entropic parameters for base-pairing and stacking interactions of all base sequences.  

How may this mechanism lead to transcriptional regulation, i.e., the selective activation of a              
subset of promoters by global SC variations? The opening curve is strongly dependent on the               
promoter base sequence (mostly though its GC content) in the -10 region and that              
immediately downstream referred to as the “discriminator” [4,63–65]. Remarkably, although          
the latter region does not harbour any consensus binding signal for RNAP, mutation studies              
showed that it plays a predominant role in the SC-sensitivity of promoters: GC-rich             
discriminators are typically more activated by negative SC than AT-rich ones, the canonical             
example being those of stable RNAs strongly induced during exponential growth [4,64,65].            
And yet, a systematic model of this regulation mechanism is still lacking. A possible obstacle               
is that the thermodynamic description used above might be insufficient, if the expression level              
of investigated promoters is limited not by the rate of promoter opening but of promoter               
escape. As an example, some promoters might attract RNAP and easily form an             
open-complex, but still exhibit low expression levels if the latter is too stable, resulting in               
abortive rather than processive transcription [4,66,67]. Since the influence of SC on these             
subtle kinetic steps was not dissected in detail, little can be predicted from such a scenario                
that may explain why promoters respond differently to SC variations [68], and some even in               
opposite ways [69–71]. Yet we still note that many in vitro investigated promoters do follow               
the behaviour expected from thermodynamic modelling (Fig. 2A, lower panel), which might            
thus account for at least a significant fraction of transcriptomic responses to SC variations.  
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Fig. 2 . Mechanisms of transcriptional regulation by DNA supercoiling. (A) Opening free            
energy of the pelE promoter of D. dadantii (upper panel) and expression level of three               
promoters from different species (lower panel, solid line for the model prediction) [23,45]; (B)              
Various mechanisms involving SC and NAPs/TFs at the pelE promoter [14,23,72]; (C) Local             
SC-mediated regulatory interaction: transcription from a given gene (left) can activate (top) or             
repress (bottom) its neighbour depending on their relative orientation [45].  

A regulatory action of SC was proposed at least at two other transcription steps. RNAP binds                
promoters by recognising the -10 and -35 elements, which are separated by a spacer of               
variable size (15-20 nt, with an optimum at 17 nt). Because of the helical structure of DNA,                 
these variations are associated with different relative angular positions of the recognition sites             
around the helical axis, possibly placing them out-of-phase for RNAP binding and            
closed-complex formation. A suitable (spacer length-dependent) level of torsional stress could           
then modulate this binding rate by untwisting the spacer DNA toward a favourable orientation              
[73,74]. This scenario was invoked to explain the response of several promoters to SC              
variations, including ribosomal RNAs which usually exhibit a suboptimal spacer length of 16 nt              
[73].  

SC may also affect transcription at the elongation stage, where positive torsion hinders the              
progress of RNAP, as demonstrated from single-molecule experiments [75]. Such positive SC            
levels are not observed in vivo by usual techniques involving plasmids, but might be              
transiently generated locally downstream of transcribed genes (see paragraph 2.3 below).           
However, most E. coli genes were found to be transcribed at a comparable speed [76],               
suggesting that positive supercoils are readily eliminated by topoisomerases and do not play             
any regulatory role during elongation of these moderately expressed genes, whereas           
mechanical stalling of RNAP might occur at the most strongly expressed genes such as those               
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of ribosomal RNAs [77].  

2.2. Specific regulation involving DNA regulatory proteins 
SC affects transcription via RNAP itself, but also via promoter-specific regulatory proteins            
(TFs). In classical thermodynamic regulation models [55], the latter act (as activators or             
repressors, depending on their action on RNAP activity) at distinct binding sites characterised             
by their affinity, the latter being inscribed in the genomic sequence and usually described by               
sequence motifs. In this simplistic view, the cell has limited regulatory freedom, since the only               
tunable parameter is the TF concentration. In the classical example of the global regulator              
CRP which binds (and usually activates) hundreds of promoters in E. coli , increasing its              
concentration (or rather that of its cofactor cAMP) may activate many of these target              
promoters, but in this model, the relative amount of CRP bound at these promoters, and thus                
also their relative activities, is out of the control of the cell. This view is increasingly                
challenged since additional layers of complexity were identified, including epigenetic          
modifications of the regulators or promoter DNA and post-transcriptional regulation. However,           
we note that many regulatory proteins recognise not only the base sequence, but also the               
DNA shape, a mechanism often referred to as indirect readout [78]. In that case, the activity                
of classical regulators is intrinsically modulated, not only by chemical (epigenetic)           
modifications requiring dedicated enzymes, but also by the ubiquitous mechanical          
deformations. A computational estimation of this recognition mode suggests that, in the case             
of CRP, the latter may in fact be the strongest determinant of its loose sequence selectivity                
[79]. Crucially, in contrast to the classical “static” sequence model, this selectivity is now              
dependent on the mechanical state of chromosomal DNA, and thus subjected to cellular             
control through SC. Considering that the SC distribution itself is non-uniform and locally             
affected by NAPs, this additional mechanical dimension is probably a key contributor in the              
complexity of the binding selectivity of regulatory proteins. 

This mechanism has not been investigated experimentally in many systems. One example is             
the thermoregulation of pelE by the repressor PecT, which is achieved not by a change in                
regulator concentration but rather by an increase of its binding affinity for the promoter              
resulting (at least partly) from temperature-induced chromosomal DNA relaxation (Fig. 2B,           
top) [14,80]. PecT belongs to the LysR-like family of TFs relying on indirect sequence              
readout, which is the largest TF family in enterobacteria [81], and similar mechanisms are              
used by other families [81–83]. Altogether, the role of DNA mechanics in TF binding              
selectivity is thus likely much more important than generally considered, although the precise             
mechanisms remain to be identified and modelled. Because most dimeric TFs are smaller             
than RNAP, they are probably less sensitive to the untwisting of bound DNA than the latter                
[79], but this sensitivity might be augmented substantially in the case of several binding sites               
arranged in helical phase. For example, H-NS was found to repress pelE on relaxed DNA (as                
most of its targets), but it is not the case on negatively supercoiled DNA [23]. A proposed                 
explanation is that H-NS traps RNAP in a small loop at this promoter by bridging its two                 
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binding sites, which in the latter condition is prevented by their unfavourable helical phasing              
(Fig. 2B, middle). On the other hand, regulatory proteins also exert twist deformations             
themselves; a spectacular example is MerR, which in the presence of Hg2+ binds and untwists               
the 19-bp spacer of the mercury resistance operon of Tn501 (a transposable element isolated              
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa), thus enabling RNAP binding [84].  

In our opinion, the interplay between regulatory proteins and local SC may mostly rely on 3D                
modifications of the promoter conformation, i.e., writhe rather than twist. On the one hand,              
writhe could facilitate the formation of loops required for many regulatory interactions. The             
latter are favoured by the distinct mechanical properties of promoter DNA sequences [85],             
and were already included in regulatory models based on the transfer matrix formalism [86].              
SC-dependent reduction of looping free energies can thus strongly modify the binding            
landscape of regulatory proteins, as already described [87,88]. Conversely, many regulatory           
proteins induce strong bends in DNA [83], e.g., CRP (~ 90°), LexA (~ 35°), as well as the                  
NAPs FIS (~ 45°) and IHF (~ 180°). Since such deformations drastically reduce the energetic               
cost of DNA loops [89,90], they are expected to displace the twist-writhe equilibrium within the               
bound region in favour of the latter, and may thus induce local topological changes similar to                
those induced by SC [91]. In summary, just like the NAPs are involved in a complex                
double-sided interaction with SC that shapes the global structure of the chromosome, a             
comparable effect probably occurs with many more regulatory proteins at the more local scale              
of gene promoters, with direct consequences for local transcription.  

A final important ingredient is the widespread occurrence of structural transitions in genomic             
DNA. The latter can switch from double-stranded B-DNA to, among others, denaturated,            
Z-DNA, G-quadruplex or cruciform states. The rates of these different transitions can be             
computed by thermodynamic modelling [92], and depend not only on the DNA sequence, but              
also on torsional stress that destabilises B-DNA and can be accommodated more favourably             
in alternate states. It was also shown that these transitions occur predominantly at bacterial              
gene promoters [60] which they regulate according to various mechanisms, some involving            
TFs. Denaturated AT-rich regions located 50-200 bp upstream of the TSS can act as “sinks”               
for negative SC and impede the proper opening of the promoter by thermodynamic             
competition. This was shown to occur for pelE , which in vitro is not expressed in absence of                 
CRP due to such upstream strand opening; when present, CRP not only favours the correct               
binding of RNAP, but also “closes” the upstream AT-rich tract, possibly by bending DNA (Fig.               
2B, bottom) [23]. Since denaturation bubbles are extremely flexible, they may also strongly             
facilitate the formation of loops [89] required by TFs [86]. Additionally, some regulatory             
proteins may selectively bind non B-DNA regions, as occurs at the mammalian oncogene             
cMYC where negative SC triggering DNA melting is provided by adjacent transcription            
[60,93]. Finally, since rho-independent termination of transcription involves RNA hairpin          
structures, SC might also favour structural transitions in the DNA template itself at the              
transcription termination site, which could then modulate the termination rate, as already            
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observed for the B-Z transition [94]. Since transcriptional read-through was highlighted as a             
widespread feature in bacterial genomes in recent years [95], an additional underestimated            
layer of regulation might thus also occur at this later stage of the transcription process.  

2.3. Spatial heterogeneities of DNA supercoiling : the Transcription-Supercoiling        
Coupling 
The intimate relationship between SC and transcription is not single-sided. In the elongation             
step, the helical structure of DNA imposes a fast rotation of the bulky RNAP relative to it                 
(around two turns per second), but this movement is strongly hindered by the viscosity and               
crowding of the surrounding medium, resulting in an asymmetric accumulation of torsional            
stress from back to front, as recognised more than 30 years ago [96]. This phenomenon thus                
leads to an intrinsic dynamical coupling between SC and transcription highly dependent on             
gene orientations (Fig. 2C). This coupling regained significant interest in recent years since it              
was shown to underpin transcriptional bursting in bacteria [97], i.e., the nonlinear            
auto-induction of a promoter that can typically give rise to phenotypical heterogeneities            
among isogenic populations of cells [98]. Several theoretical models were proposed           
[45,77,99–101], most of them focusing on biophysical properties of transcription. A strong            
obstacle for their application in genomic regulation is the lack of experimental knowledge of              
the distribution of SC along a bacterial chromosome. A promising method involving the             
intercalating agent psoralen was developed in eukaryotes [7,102] but did not yet provide             
high-resolution data in bacteria [1]. Recently, indirect information was provided from binding            
distributions of topoisomerases obtained by ChIP-Seq at different resolutions [2,103]. These           
data, together with a systematic analysis of bacterial transcriptomes, confirmed that the            
distribution of SC along the chromosome is highly heterogeneous and strongly affected by             
gene orientations [104], leading to a fine-tuned and ancestral regulation of promoters            
depending on their genomic context [45]. In summary, the local level of SC experienced by a                
given promoter can strongly differ from the global (average) level of the chromosome, and              
depends on the orientation and activity of adjacent genes, providing a strong mechanistic             
basis for the co-regulation of co-localised operons [105]. Direct evidence for these effects was              
obtained from experiments involving supercoiling-sensitive promoters inserted on the         
chromosome in different artificial configurations [70,104]. Comparable evidence is more          
difficult to establish for native promoters, but was highlighted in at least two examples of               
divergently organised operons: the ilv promoters of E. coli [106] and the leu-500 promoter of               
S. typhimurium [107]. Interestingly, in these two examples, the local nature of SC (generated              
by the divergent genes) is combined with a complex regulatory mechanism involving DNA             
binding proteins. In the first example, the activation of ilvPG is prevented by the denaturation               
of an upstream AT-rich tract, except when the NAP IHF closes that region and favours the                
opening of the promoter (like CRP at the pelE promoter, Fig. 2B). The pattern is similar for                 
leu-500, although the repression is here achieved by H-NS binding at an AT-rich tract, and               
relieved by the TF LeuO in presence of locally generated negative SC [5,108]. Since              
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divergent genes involved in the same function and simultaneously expressed are commonly            
found in bacteria, including among those involved in pathogenicity (see below), these            
examples may only be the first of a large unexplored class.  

The high density of bacterial genomes implies that the interaction between neighbour could in              
fact give rise to a collective behaviour along larger distances, forming “topological domains”.             
Indeed, when promoters were displaced over the chromosome, their expression and           
supercoiling sensitivity were found to change depending on their location and neighbouring            
activity [109–112]. These domains, shaped by transcription and architectural proteins, remain           
a poorly defined notion in bacteria. Proposed lengthscales vary from 10-20 kb [109], to 50 kb                
[112] and up to hundreds of kilobases [20]; while the former may underpin an extension of the                 
notion of operons [105,113], the latter probably reflect a higher order folding of bacterial              
chromatin involving different actors, and this hierarchical organisation remains to be           
characterised.  

3. DNA supercoiling and the coordination of virulence programs 
3.1. An argument for DNA supercoiling being an important actor in virulence genetic             
regulation 
Most pathogenic bacteria exhibit close genomic proximity to nonpathogenic strains, with           
differences located at well-defined genomic regions (of a few up to hundreds of kilobases in               
size) called pathogenicity islands (PAIs), which contain the virulence genes involved in            
pathogenesis. These regions are harboured either on the chromosome or on plasmids, and             
are usually acquired by horizontal gene transfer (transformation, conjugation or          
phage-mediated transduction). As a result, different strains of a single species can present a              
remarkable diversity of pathogenic phenotypes (more than 10 for Escherichia coli), whereas a             
given virulence factor can be shared between different species [114]. This mechanism            
explains the rapid evolution of bacterial pathogens, but also raises the question as to how the                
transferred genes are properly expressed after their integration into the distinct transcriptional            
regulatory network of the recipient cell. This problem is particularly acute for the bacterium,              
since any error in the expression time or strength of virulence factors immediately leads to the                
recognition and, ultimately, to the destruction of the invader by the host defence system              
[115,116].  

At first glance, such drastic regulation of a few specific promoters seems to deviate from the                
global and non-specific regulation mode characteristic of SC. However, it appears equally            
incompatible with the sole action of strongly sequence-specific TFs, which would then be             
highly unstable during horizontal transfers between species, where these TFs are often            
evolutionarily distant [117]. As a matter of fact, many TFs involved in virulence indeed exhibit               
a weak sequence-specificity and are sensitive to the mechanical state of DNA [78], owing to               
an original regulatory mechanism affecting PAIs. Like other horizontally transferred regions,           
these usually exhibit a lower GC-content than the chromosomal average, and are therefore             
normally repressed by extensive binding of the NAP H-NS. Regulators can then activate the              
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genes without any specific contact with RNAP, by competing with H-NS for promoter binding              
[114,118], which can be strongly dependent on the topological state of the region.  

P
h
y
l
u
m 

Family Species Tissue 
Lif
est
yle 

Stress 
encounte
red 

Gene 
involve
d in  
virulen
ce 

Rel
ax 
res
po
ns
e 

Ref 

P 

Enterobacteria
ceae 

Salmonella 
enterica 

gastrointest
inal tracts FIP acid 

hilD, 
hilC,ssr
AB 

+ [91] 

Enterobacteria
ceae 

Shigella 
flexneri 

intestinal 
epithelium FIP temperat

ure virF + [119] 

Enterobacteria
ceae 

E. coli  
(EHEC) 

intestinal 
epithelium FIP temperat

ure 
espAD
B - [120] 

Pectobacteriac
eae 

Dickeya 
dadantii 

plant 
apoplast EP acid,oxid

ative pelE - [23] 

Pseudomanad
aceae 

Pseudomon
as syringae 

plant 
apoplast EP oxidative avrPph

B + [121] 

Vibrionaceae Vibrio 
cholerae 

small 
intestine EP acid acfA, 

acfD - 
[122,
123] 

Alcaligenaceae Bordetella 
pertussis 

lung 
epithelial 
cells. 

IP temperat
ure ptx - [124] 

Campylobacter
iceae 

Campylobac
ter jejuni 

digestive 
tract IP temperat

ure, pH momp - [125] 

F 

Staphylococca
ceae 

Staphylococ
cus aureus 

respiratory 
tract, skin EP osmolarit

y spa, eta + 
[49, 
126] 

Streptococcac
eae 

Streptococc
us 
pneumoniae 

respiratory 
tract, skin EP oxidative fatD - [127] 

A Mycobacteriac
eae 

Mycobacteri
um 
tuberculosis 

respiratory 
tract, skin IP oxidative virR, 

sodC - [128] 
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Tab. 3 . Virulence genes are regulated by DNA supercoiling in various pathogenic species.             
Phyla: Proteobacteria (P), firmicutes (F), actinobacteria (A). Lifestyles: F= facultative,          
I=intracellular, E=extracellular, P=pathogen. Response to chromosomal DNA Relax ation by         
antibiotics: repressed (-) or activated (+), with corresponding reference(s).  

In most investigated species, the key signals triggering a quick activation or repression of              
virulence genes are precisely those environmental stress conditions that were shown to            
modulate the chromosome topology in various species (Tab. 3), e.g., a sharp acidity variation              
when S. enterica is transferred from the stomach to the intestine, or oxidative stress when D.                
dadantii leaves the plant apoplast. It is therefore no surprise that virulence genes from an               
increasing number of zoopathogenic or phytopathogenic species were shown to be directly            
regulated by SC, as summarized in Tab. 3. Does this mechanism play a role during the                
infection process, as these data suggest? In our opinion, based on the complex regulatory              
mechanisms illustrated above, SC is a good candidate to play the role of a basal and robust                 
coordinator of virulence gene expression, by (1) modulating the simultaneous action of many             
(more specific) regulators at virulence promoters, such complexity being a characteristic           
feature of the latter, (2) co-regulating the adjacent genes of a PAI through the evolutionarily               
conserved transcription-supercoiling coupling. We present below some examples supporting         
this hypothesis, keeping in mind that existing results mostly concern individual genes,            
whereas the topological organisation of entire PAIs and its effect on their expression remains              
poorly understood [129].  
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3.2. Widespread evidence for a regulatory role of DNA supercoiling in virulence 
 

 
Fig. 3 . Regulatory networks within several pathogenicity islands. In all species, key virulence             
genes are either relaxation-activated (green), relaxation-repressed (red), or regulated via the           
transcription-SC coupling (blue). Arrows indicate an activating (arrow) and bars a repressing            
effect. For M. tuberculosis , this effect depends on the SC level (repression on a relaxed               
template, activation on a supercoiled template). In D. dadantii , pel genes are self- and              
mutually-inductive via pectin degradation relieving the repression of both genes by the TF             
KdgR 

Salmonella enterica is one of the most studied pathogens, and this is also true of the                
regulation of its virulence system by SC (mostly in C. Dorman’s laboratory). Several key              
virulence genes within its two largest PAIs (SPI-1 and SPI-2) are supercoiling-sensitive, as             
well as those of the central virulence regulators OmpR and LeuO located in the core genome                
(Fig. 3A). In this representative example, key virulence functions were thus integrated into the              
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pre-existing transcription regulatory network, whereby OmpR and LeuO, primarily devoted to           
other functions (the former is an abundant NAP-like protein), are specifically recruited at             
virulence promoters in a SC-dependent manner [5,91]. Interestingly, these regulators mostly           
target divergently oriented operons, and the same pattern is observed in Vibrio cholerae             
(tcpPH) [78] and Shigella flexneri (icsA , icsB ) [117]. While gene orientations are indifferent to              
classical regulatory models, divergent promoters are the ones most sensitive to the            
transcription-supercoiling coupling [45], which is also involved in LeuO recruitment at its own             
(divergent) promoter [108]. Gene orientations within the PAIs are thus likely not accidental,             
but rather reflect the evolved infrastructure of a local coordinated and SC-coupled gene             
expression. 

The virulence of E. coli EHEC (causing severe diarrhoea) depends on a secretion system              
encoded in the LEE operons (Fig. 3B), including many genes shared with other E. coli               
pathogenic strains, e.g. EPEC [114]. These operons are globally repressed by H-NS, whose             
binding is antagonised by the activator Ler encoded in LEE1 [118]. Ler itself belongs to the                
H-NS family and this competition may very well be affected by the topological state of the                
domain. Although such an effect was not investigated in detail, the expression of LEE4 was               
indeed found to be SC-sensitive [120], and the same could be true of the other operons.  

In the phytopathogen D. dadantii , pectinolytic enzymes are the main virulence factors,            
responsible for the soft rot symptoms [115]. These are encoded by pel genes scattered in               
several PAIs along the chromosome [20]. pelE and pelD, the two major members of this               
family, are paralogous genes that evolved from a unique ancestor but exhibit different             
expression patterns [130]. They are regulated by several NAPs (H-NS, FIS, IHF, Lrp) as well               
as many TFs (e.g., CRP, KdgR, PecT, PecS) but are also among the most SC-sensitive               
genes in the chromosome. We illustrated above how different regulatory proteins act in a              
complex combination, with SC modulating their relative affinities (Fig. 2B). Although no effect             
of locally generated SC was directly shown here, a divergent non-coding transcript (div) was              
recently identified upstream of the pelD promoter, which “feeds” the latter with RNAP with a               
strong dependence on the 3D conformation of the promoter [130], possibly involving a local              
transmission of SC (Fig. 3C).  

Finally, since topoisomerases are conserved among all bacteria, we may expect SC to play a               
role in the virulence of widely distant species. This was indeed recently demonstrated in the               
actinobacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis, where the gene of a new NAP (NapA) was            
identified in the same operon as major virulence factors/regulators (SodC, VirR) [128].            
Interestingly, NapA autoregulates its (divergently oriented) promoter in a SC-dependent          
manner (Fig. 3D): in this case, global SC variations induced by environmental conditions may              
act as a switch, turning the operon on or off with high specificity.  
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Conclusion 
The discussed examples show that SC plays a direct role in the regulation of virulence in                
many species, albeit with a remarkable variety of mechanisms involving a combination of             
additional regulatory actors, and these mostly remain to be characterised. A final and striking              
example is the remarkably small and poorly characterised tenericute Mycoplasma          
pneumoniae , which is able to infect the human respiratory tract despite being almost devoid              
of TFs; the ancestral regulatory action of SC is thought to play an even more cardinal role in                  
this case [37]. The increasing interest in SC in the genetic regulation community already              
results in new experimental techniques facilitating the mapping of supercoil distributions at            
higher resolution [1,2] as well as the development of computational models at various scales              
of detail [45,77,101,131], which together will help elucidating the pivotal regulatory action of             
SC in bacterial genetic regulation advocated here.  
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2.Characterizing Seconeolitsin and studying its effect on virulence        
genes 

a) Introduction 
Looking into the aspects of expression of virulence genes, the transcription factors are             
already studied in the previous chapters. Further, questioning the very process of            
virulence gene expression, we learn that their expression should be a very quick             
reaction to fight the host defense barrier and establish pathogenesis. The virulence            
action in bacteria has to be rapid and energy efficient. Thus, we advocate DNA              
supercoiling to be a suitable candidate to be a factor responsible in regulating virulence              
genes globally in response to stress caused by host defense mechanisms [1]. 
 
DNA supercoiling is the over or under-winding of DNA under the effect of torsional              
stress. Supercoiling is a fundamental property of DNA. DNA in its relaxed state adopts a               
right-handed helical coiled conformation, the detailed structure of which is dependent on            
the localized sequence [2]. Double-stranded DNA typically consists of a helix with a             
pitch of one turn per 10.5 base pairs. The number of turns varies with respect to the                 
level of supercoiling observed in the double-stranded DNA. Winding DNA around its            
axis introduces supercoils, winding in the same direction as the helix introduces positive             
supercoiling whereas winding in the opposite direction generates negative supercoiling          
[3]. Supercoiling is modulated by topoisomerase activities and NAPs (Nucleoid          
Associated Proteins). Changes in the action of DNA topoisomerases cause variation in            
global supercoiling level whereas NAPs help in organizing local superhelical structure of            
DNA around its position. Thus, DNA topoisomerases play a key role on varying global              
level superhelicity of DNA and studying modulation of supercoiling by them will enable             
us to understand the effect of change of supercoiling at the global scale and its effect on                 
transcription which results in alterations in gene expression. In order to understand DNA             
supercoiling and its role in virulence gene expression, it is important to study the              
modulation of superhelicity caused by topoisomerases. 
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Figure 3.1.1: DNA in it's supercoiled and relaxed state. DNA Gyrase facilitates            
supercoiling and DNA Topoisomerases relaxes the DNA 
 
Topoisomerases are classified into two types namely type I and type II. The type I               
topoisomerases cut on one of the two strands of DNA, relaxes the strand and reanneals               
it, whereas type II cuts both strands of the DNA helix simultaneously in order to remove                
tangles and supercoils. Unlike the type I topoisomerases, the type II topoisomerases            
derive their energy from ATP hydrolysis. In order to understand the dynamics of DNA              
supercoiling we choose to study the enzymes topoisomerase I, a type I topoisomerase             
and DNA gyrase, which is a type II topoisomerase [4]. DNA gyrase supercoils DNA by               
adding negative supercoils in DNA and DNA topoisomerase I relaxes DNA by removing             
negative supercoils. These two enzymes act in an antagonistic manner comprising the            
global supercoiling level of chromosome as shown in Figure 3.1.1. In order to study the               
effect of variation in superhelical state on gene expression, the mechanism of action of              
topoisomerases need to be studied. Inhibition of topoisomerase leads to variation in the             
level of supercoiling. Antibiotics are used to inhibit these enzymes and study their             
course of action. Commercially most used topoisomerase inhibiting antibiotics are          
Quinolones, the most studied examples are Ciprofloxacin and Norfloxacin [5]. They           
have DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV inhibitory property resulting in blocking the            
relaxation of supercoiled DNA. Relaxation of DNA is required for transcription and            
replication. In bacteria they act by the rapid inhibition of bacterial DNA synthesis,             
leading to cell death [6]. Aminocoumarins are also studied for their topoisomerase            
inhibition for example Novobiocin and Coumermycin. They Inhibit DNA gyrase enzyme           
involved in relaxing the supercoiled bacterial DNA [7]. In this study, we use             
seconeolitsin, an antibiotic known to inhibit topoisomerase I enzyme. Seconeolitsin, an           
alkaloid compound, is known to inhibit the relaxation activity of topoisomerase I enzyme             
in gram-positive bacterium Streptococcus pneumoniae [8]. Gyrase inhibitors like         
novobiocin result in DNA relaxation, whereas introduction of seconeolitsin should inhibit           
topoisomerase I and accumulate negative supercoils, resulting in increasing the level of            
DNA supercoiling as shown in Figure 3.1.1. What changes are brought about in the              
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bacteria due to the variation in the level of supercoiling caused by topoisomerase             
inhibitors? Do they affect virulence gene expression as we hypothesize? 
 
Though transcription factors are known to control the transcription, DNA supercoiling           
has been shown to play a vital role in transcriptional regulation in bacteria. In              
Escherichia coli, more than half of the genes are known to be sensitive to DNA               
supercoiling [9], advocating it to be a central regulatory factor [10]. Thus, DNA             
supercoiling functions as an important regulator of prokaryotic transcription [11]. To           
prove this, novobiocin, a gyrase inhibitor antibiotic, is usually used to study effects of              
variation in the level of superhelicity in Dickeya dadantii and its effect on gene              
expression. Any changes in gene expression in the presence of novobiocin is            
hypothesized to be the result of variation in global supercoiling levels caused by             
novobiocin [12]. There could also be other mechanisms playing a role in the variations              
caused. In transcriptomic analysis a large pool of genes were significantly activated or             
repressed in response to DNA relaxation. Thus, proving the sensitivity of genes to the              
supercoiling level and transcriptional regulation by the relaxation of the DNA.  
 
In our study, we look at the effect of Seceoneolitsin in the model organism Dickeya               
dadantii , a gram-negative pectin degrading plant phytopathogen studied vastly and is           
one of the major threats to plants [13]. As stated earlier, we know seconeolitsin is               
expected to supercoil the DNA by inhibiting the toposomerase I enzyme. Since we are              
interested in studying the effect of supercoiling on virulence genes we choose the pelE              
gene to be our model gene. pelE is a major virulence gene in the bacteria Dickeya                
dadantii which is essential for the pathogenesis and growth of the bacteria in pectin-rich              
environments. pelE is already known to be sensitive to superhelicity based on an in-vitro              
study of promoter sensitivity with respect to change in superhelicity. Figure 3.1.2            
demonstrates the pelE promoter activity sensitive to variation supercoiling level. The           
relative promoter activity of pelE gene increases with increase in superhelicity. The            
in-vivo novobiocin treatment studies in Dickeya dadantii has also proved the sensitivity            
of pelE to DNA supercoiling levels. The pelE expression decreases up on the             
novobiocin treatment, DNA relaxation has repressed the expression of virulence gene           
pelE which is coherent with the in vitro studies [12]. 
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Figure 3.1.2: Effect of supercoiling on the pelE promoter studied in vitro. The relative              
promoter activity increases with increase in the supercoiling levels [12] 
 
The effect of relaxed DNA on transcription in gram-negative bacteria has been studied             
using novobiocin as a gyrase inhibitor [14]. Seconeolitsin is previously studied only in             
gram-positive bacteria. This antibiotic is being tested on gram-negative bacteria for the            
first time in this work. Given the difference in the cell wall of gram-negative and gram                
positive bacteria, how efficiently will the antibiotic be able to get into the gram-negative              
cytoplasm crossing the thicker cell wall? Will the concentration of antibiotics required to             
inhibit DNA topoisomerases be the same as gram-positive bacteria? Upon answering           
these questions we can find out the effect of seconeolitsin on the supercoiling levels in               
bacteria. Once we are successful at modifying the supercoiling levels, we will be able to               
study the effect of increased supercoiling levels on transcription and expression of            
virulence gene pelE. 
 
We know negative supercoiling favors the unwinding of the DNA double helix that is              
required for formation of the open complex, it is expected to increase the rate of               
transcription [15]. The superhelical state of DNA depends on the growth phase of cells              
[16]. The level of negative supercoiling is known to be decreased in the stationary              
phase compared to exponential growth phase [17]. Thus, the study needs to be             
conducted during the exponential and stationary growth phase of bacteria to study the             
growth phase dependencies. DNA supercoiling is also known to change transiently           
during shock conditions [18]. The heat stress induced in Escherichia coli leads to rapid              
relaxation of negative super-coils and then DNA topology returns back to the original             
state with negative supercoiling [19]. Acidic and oxidative shocks reduced the           
superhelical density of the DNA in growing Dickeya dadantii cells [12]. In this study, we               
have looked into the effect of DNA Topoisomerases inhibitor during growth and in             
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antibiotic shock state during exponential phase around 5 hours through growth and            
stationary phase around 10 hours during growth. 
 
Using seconeolistin to study the  effect of supercoiling on virulence gene expression 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where R1 = H  
Figure 3.1.3: Molecular structure of seconeolitsin (patent number WO2011073479A1)         
[20] 
 
Seconeolitsin  
Seconeolitsin with molecular formula C9H17N04 is a phenanthrene alkaloid compound          
with molecular weight 323.3g/mol produced from boldine. The melting point is found to             
be between 111-113°C. Seconeolitsin has been effective in inhibiting topoisomerase I           
as the target molecule. In order to be qualified as a potential antibiotic the compound               
should not only have an effective inhibition activity against the target molecule but also              
an effective antibacterial activity reflected as a minimal value of minimal inhibitory            
concentration (MIC). Seconeolitsin is synthesized as a potential candidate to inhibit           
DNA topoisomerase I. It has been studied in the gram-positive bacterium Streptococcus            
pneumoniae for the same and the MIC was observed to be 8-17µM. Seconeolitsin is              
found effective in the inhibition of both topoisomerase I activity and of cell growth at               
17µM concentration [8]. Hyper-negative supercoiling was observed in an internal          
plasmid when treated with seconeolitsin. Seconeolitsin did not affect human cell           
viability. Hence, it qualifies as a good candidate for therapeutic drugs. In addition to              
studying the hyper-negative supercoiling caused by seconeolitsin, we also exploit the           
potential of seconeolitsin as an antibiotic to be used in gram-negative bacteria. The             
model organism studied is Dickeya dadantii, a plant pathogen. Since we already know             
about the gene responding to DNA relaxation in Dickeya dadantii we could also use the               
compound seconeolitsin to study the effect of hyper-negative supercoiling on gene           
expression. The combined strategy of studying the effect of probable antibiotic           
candidate seconeolitsin in gram-negative organisms and understanding the effect of          
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hyper-negative supercoiling on the gene expression level is being employed for the first             
time. This should be able to give us insight into using supercoiling variable antibiotics as               
drugs and their effect on the virulence gene expression which in turn will control              
pathogenesis process. 

b) Materials and Methods 
Process of synthesizing Seconeolitsin [20] 
The synthesis of seconeolitsin was carried out in the ICBMS laboratory by the Organic              
and Bioorganic chemistry team. I am sincerely thankful to Lucie, Laurent and Florence             
for their support and help. The following methodology described in the patent for             
seconeolitsin was used for synthesis. 
 
Boldine is the starting compound used for the synthesis of phenanthrenic alkaloid            
seconeolitsin. O-demethylation of 425mg of boldine is carried out by treating with 48%             
Hydrogen Bromide and glacial acetic acid under stirring condition and reflux at 130°C             
leading to the formation of 1,2,9,10-tetrahydroxy-N-methyl-aporphine bromide       
precipitates in the reaction crude. Then 850mg of this compound is dissolved in 15ml              
DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) with excess NaOH (700mg). This mixture is stirred for 90             
minutes under the N2 atmosphere at room temperature. After 90 minutes, add 0.32ml of              
dibromomethane and heat the mixture at 80°C for 4 hours. Then, allow it to cool and                
liquid/liquid extraction is carried out with dichloromethane (DCM) followed by washing           
with H2O to remove traces of DMSO. Compound is purified by column chromatography             
using ethyl acetate as the mobile phase. Finally, the product neolitsin is obtained which              
crystallizes in DCM in the form of yellow needles. In order to synthesize seconeolitsin,              
133mg of neolitsin is dissolved in dichloromethane and maintained at 0°C for 15             
minutes. Then 1 part equivalent of α-chloroethyl chloroformate (ACE-Cl) is added,           
heated to reflux for 1 hour. The reaction crude is concentrated in vacuum and then               
dissolved in MeOH. Following is heated again for 45 min at reflux leading to the               
production of dry concentrated protonated form of seconeolitsin. The product is basified            
in order to obtain pH 10-11 base state. It is then extracted with DCM and purified by                 
column chromatography using DCM / MeOH 9:1 mobile phase producing 80mg           
seconeolitsin. 
 
The procurement of seconeolitsin 
Seconeolitsin obtained in paste form initially was stored at -20°C. Aliquots of 10mM,             
5mM were prepared and stored for the antibiotic treatment on Dickeya dadantii. Stock             
solution was preserved in 4°C. Encountering precipitation problems with the paste form,            
in order to overcome this problem seconeolitsin was procured in powdered form.            
Required weight of seconeolitsin is weighed and dissolved in DMSO to prepare the             
stock solution. Stock solution is stored at -20°C. Suspecting the possibility of any             
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deterioration in the activity of seconeolitsin while storing in the solution form, we decided              
to prepare a fresh solution of seconeolitsin as and when required for the experiments.              
1.6 grams of seconeolitsin powder is dissolved in 1mL of DMSO solution to prepare              
5mM stock. The stock solution is further diluted with DMSO if needed as per the               
requirement of seconeolitsin concentration in the experiments. 
 
Since DMSO is toxic to the growth of bacterial cells, an attempt was made to reduce the                 
concentration of DMSO dispensed into the medium along with seconeolitsin. 50% v/v            
solution of DMSO in distilled water is used to dissolve seconeolitsin. This attempt was              
unsuccessful since seconeolitsin is insoluble in water and would not dissolve completely            
in DMSO water mixture. Eventually care was taken to optimize the amount of DMSO              
dispensed limiting its effect on cell viability, which is explained in the coming parts.  
 
Culture medium and bacterial strains 
Dickeya dadantii wild type strain A4922 was cultured using standard conditions in M63             
minimal medium supplemented with Glucose (0.2% v/v) and LB medium, when needed            
with the addition of PGA as the pectin source (8% v/v) and at 30°C. Gram-positive               
Bacillus subtilis strain B168 was used to test the procured seconeolitsin. NM522 is the              
Escherichia coli strain used for the study of the effect of seconeolitsin on DNA              
supercoiling level.  
 
Growth kinetics monitoring with absorbance spectroscopy 
The advanced absorbance microplate reader platform on the Tecan SPARK machine is            
used to study the growth kinetics of the bacteria. 96 well plates are used for the purpose                 
in order to accumulate multiple samples data in the same growth conditions in order to               
improve the quality of data with respect to the uniformity of the growth conditions. 96               
well plate plan is designed as per experimental need and the medium with required              
components are dispensed into these wells.16 hour old pre-culture of the organism is             
used to inoculate the media. The starting optical density (OD) is pre-calculated to be              
around 0.03 in each well. OD at 600nm wavelength and Luminescence (for pel             
expression study) is monitored every 5 min for a duration of 24 hours and recorded in                
the setup. The cultures are grown with agitation. The values are then obtained in the               
form of excel sheets. All the values are plotted with respect to time values to observe                
the variation in the values with respect to time and analyse the results. The              
experimental output data is processed to remove the noise and plots are generated by              
the self developed python tool. The details are discussed further in the method of data               
treatment section. 
Modeling the growth curve to deduce the growth parameters 
Bacterial growth often shows a pattern in which the specific growth rate starts at a value                
of zero and then accelerates to a maximal value in a certain period of time. In addition,                 
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growth curves contain a final phase in which the rate decreases and finally reaches              
zero, so that an asymptote is reached, the time taken by the bacteria to initiate growth                
called lag time. The number of organisms is proportional to the optical density (OD) or               
the absorbance of the cell culture which is measured by spectrophotometer generally at             
600nm wavelength. When the growth curve is defined as the logarithm of OD plotted              
against time, these growth rate changes result in a sigmoidal curve with a lag phase just                
after onset of growth. It is then followed by an exponential phase and then by a                
stationary phase. The Gompertz model is one of the most frequently used sigmoid             
models fitted to bacterial growth data [21]. The gompertz equation is rewritten with             
respect to growth rate, lag time and asymptote. The obtained experimental data is fit to               
the Gompertz equation using the least square method. This will enable us to deduce the               
growth parameters like maximum growth achieved (A), growth rate (µm) and lag time (λ).              
In our study, these parameters are dependent on the concentrations of antibiotic            
seconeolitsin used. The effect of seconeolitsin on the growth of the bacteria can be              
deduced by the variations on the maximum growth, growth rate and lag time.  
 
The Gompertz equation for the bacterial growth is shown below and Figure 3.2.1 shows              
the parameters on the growth curve. Figure 3.2.2 is an example of the fitting done               
during this study to deduce the parameters.  

exp  y = Α − xp[ e [ Α
μ em (λ )− t + 1]]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.1: An example of the curve fitting using the Gompertz model of the growth               
curve [21] 
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Figure 3.2.2: Experimental growth curve fit to the Gompertz growth curve model for the              
200µM concentration of seconeolitsin. The dotted line corresponds to the experimental           
data whereas the model curve is the continuous line 
 
Studying the effect of seconeolitsin on Supercoiling: Chloroquine gel         
electrophoresis 
Chloroquine gel electrophoresis is a method used to monitor the superhelicity of a             
reporter plasmid such as pUC18. Chloroquine intercalates between base pairs of DNA            
[22]. Chloroquine is mainly intercalated between the nucleotide bases of the relaxed            
DNA which is more accessible than the supercoiled DNA as shown in Figure 3.2.3. This               
intercalation causes the stretching of the DNA molecule. At chloroquine concentrations           
of 2.5μg/mL, more negatively supercoiled molecules migrate further through the gel and            
more relaxed molecules migrate slower. The reporter Plasmid pUC18 is transformed           
into the model organism Dickeya dadantii and Escherichia coli in order to study the              
effect of seconeolitsin on the DNA supercoiling levels. Dickeya dadantii and Escherichia            
coli harboring pUC18 plasmid is treated with seconeolitsin and the plasmids are            
extracted run on gel containing 2.5μg/mL concentrations of chloroquine.  

 
Figure 3.2.3: Intercalation of chloroquine between base pairs of DNA 
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The report gene system used to study the effect of Seconeolitsin on virulence gene pelE 

 
Figure 3.2.4: (A) A5720 construct with pelE promoter inserted in the chromosome in             
forward orientation fused with luciferase gene and chloramphenicol antibiotic resistance          
gene. (B) A5849 construct with pelE promoter inserted in the chromosome in reverse             
orientation used with luciferase gene and chloramphenicol antibiotic resistance gene 
 
In order to study the effect of supercoiling on the genes, the pelE gene of the plant                 
pathogen Dickeya dadantii is chosen. The pelE gene in Dickeya dadantii is studied             
since it is known already that it is sensitive to the changes in the supercoiling levels on                 
the gene [12]. A genetic reporter system consists of a promoter under analysis, joined              
to a reporter gene in an expression vector with an antibiotic resistance gene to indicate               
the integrity of the reporter system. Expression of the gene under study can be              
determined by measuring the expression of the luciferase gene fused to the promoter             
under study. We have used a construct of the pelE promoter followed by the luciferase               
gene and chloramphenicol resistance gene. This construct was already available in the            
lab which was built for experiments earlier. Luciferase enzymes from a variety of             
organisms have become popular in reporter systems. They have higher utility due to             
their inherent sensitivity and ease of measurement. Compared to GFP or other            
fluorescent proteins they yield better signals since the signal from luciferase enzyme,            
luminescence is faster and very specific to the promoter under study [23]. The medium              
supplemented with luciferin emits luminescence when the gene is expressed enabling           
us to record the real time gene expression level under various conditions. We are at               
ease as the TECAN spark growth recorder also equipped with real time luminescence             
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recording along with the recording of growth. 
 
Two constructs with a reporter gene on the chromosome located adjacent to the native              
pelE gene locus are used in the study. The construct A5720 is the modified wild type                
strain of Dickeya dadantii, consists of a pelE promoter fused with the luciferase gene              
and a chloramphenicol antibiotic resistance gene. Another construct A5849 with the           
reporter pelE promoter fused in the reverse orientation is also used in this study to               
check if the effect of change in the supercoiling levels on the gene varies with respect to                 
the orientation of the gene. In A5720 the promoter pelE and following luciferase gene is               
inserted next to the pelA gene in forward direction whereas in the reverse orientation              
construct A5849, the promoter pelE and the following luciferase gene is inserted next to              
the natural pelE gene of the chromosome but in reverse orientation as shown in Figure               
3.2.4. The advantage of this construct is it being on the chromosome, it reports the               
direct effect of change in supercoiling levels occurring in DNA along the chromosome             
and thus, its effect on the susceptible gene on the chromosome. 
 
The data treatment of tecan output file 
The Tecan SPARK machine records both absorbance and luminescence. The values           
are measured every 5 minutes and recorded. The plate consisting of the samples are              
shaken well before data recording to ensure uniform measurement. The data is            
obtained in the form of an excel data sheet. This data has to be verified for                
contamination and noise created by any possible interference. A Python script was            
written in order to automate the data analysis process. The script reads the excel data               
based on the wells and then looks for contamination, especially in the control wells. The               
negative control with just medium and antibiotic, but no inoculum is used to deduce the               
background noise value. Any significant increase in the negative control reading during            
the growth indicates a contamination problem, which needs to be analysed further            
before considering the results. The positive control is with medium and inoculum with no              
antibiotics added. The positive control sets the reference for the effect of antibiotics on              
the growth and gene expression. Once the data is processed, to get rid of the               
background noise and verified for no contamination, the base medium values are            
deducted from the corresponding bacterial samples. After complete processing the data           
for no abnormalities, the values of luminescence or optical density (OD) are plotted             
against the time along growth. All the values are plotted with respect to time values to                
observe the variation in growth and expression with respect to time and comparing them              
in various conditions. The effect of seconeolitsin on the reference gene expression is             
evaluated on the basis of fold change. The fold change refers to the increases in folds                
of the gene expression in the presence of antibiotic to the absence of antibiotic (positive               
control). 
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c) Results and Discussion 
Seconeolitsin is known to increase the level of negative supercoiling on Streptococcus            
pneumoniae DNA. Since we are studying the effect of this antibiotic on a gram-negative              
organism for the first time and it is necessary to have the characterization to obtain the MIC                 
and then proceed to study its effect on the DNA supercoiling, if so, later on the gene                 
expression. We are thankful for the Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry team from ICBMS             
laboratory for synthesizing seconeolitsin and providing us with the freshly prepared           
seconeolitsin. It is necessary to test it first on a gram-positive organism to ensure the efficacy                
of the antibiotic and then proceed to characterize it on our gram-negative model organism              
Dickeya dadantii. We chose Bacillus subtilis as a test gram-positive organism on the basis of               
ease of availability in the laboratory. 
 
Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations (MIC) are defined as the lowest concentration of an            
antimicrobial compound that will inhibit the visible growth of a microorganism after overnight             
incubation [24]. In some cases, it can be deduced from the level of inhibition of bacterial                
growth based on the decrease in maximum level growth reached. In other cases, the MIC is                
defined by the time required by the bacteria to onset the visible exponential growth. Thus, the                
quantification of MIC can be either in reference to the recorded maximum OD or the lag time                 
in the presence of different concentrations of antibiotics.  
 
In this study, we deduce the MIC on the basis of visible difference in lag time indicating the                  
lowest concentration of drug without visible growth. We hypothesize that the bacteria            
overcomes the toxicity caused by the antibiotics after sometime by expelling it out or counter               
reacting to it when the concentrations are in the tolerable range. So in order to define the                 
effect of antibiotics on the growth of bacteria we choose to define MIC on the basis of lag time                   
as time taken by bacteria to counter the antibiotics. Based on the previous reference              
organism Streptococcus pneumoniae, we choose 2 hours to be the acceptable delay in             
course of bacterial growth to have an inhibitory effect. Figure 3.3.1B shows the growth curves               
of Bacillus subtilis in the presence of various concentrations of seconeolitsin. In order to be               
able to visibly assign the MIC criteria, we considered a visible delay of about 2 hours to be                  
acceptable to have an inhibition to normal growth. On this basis, the MIC in gram-positive               
Bacillus subtilis was deduced to be below 20µM which is in agreement with the results in                
earlier study, Streptococcus pneumoniae which was found to be 17µM. The membrane outer             
layer of gram-negative bacteria comprises complex lipo-polysaccharide with lipid portion          
acting as an endotoxin. Compared to gram-positive bacteria it has an additional layer of              
resistance making it difficult for any drug to enter into the cytoplasm and to kill the bacteria                 
compared to gram-positive bacteria. Thus, we expected the MIC to be possibly higher than              
the effective value found in gram-positive bacteria. We tested much higher concentrations of             
seconeolitsin initially to ensure its effectiveness in gram-negative bacteria. Growth kinetics           
experiments were carried out in nutrient rich LB (Liquid Broth) medium and minimal M63              
media for understanding the effect of antibiotics depending on the varying growth conditions.             
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LB medium is nutrient rich and the Minimal M63 medium contains essential salts and limited               
glucose as sugar source. 
 A B

 

 
 
Figure 3.3.1: The growth curves of A) Bacillus subtilis and B) Dickeya dadantii grown at               
various concentrations of seconeolitsin in LB medium 
 
Figure 3.3.1 shows the growth of bacteria in the presence of Seconolitsin. The MIC on               
gram-positive was below 20µM (Figure 3.3.1B). As expected, the gram-negative growth delay            
was observed at higher concentrations. For example, at 20µM about a 2 hour delay is               
observed in Bacillus subtilis whereas in Dickeya dadantii the delay is around 2 hours for               
100µM. This confirms the hypothesis of higher MIC to be observed in gram-negative bacteria              
compared to gram-positive. The MIC of seconeolitsin in Dickeya dadantii causing visible delay             
of growth is deduced to be around 100µM. The MIC could vary based on the different                
conditions of growth the bacteria would be subjected to during the study. So for further               
characterization of seconeolitsin we chose 100µM, 200µM and 300µM concentrations.  
 
We wanted to study the growth of bacteria under various conditions. In this study, we chose                
LB and M63 medium and also with respect to the variation in sugar source, glucose and PGA.                 
Since the model organism Dickeya dadantii is a phytopathogen and flourishes in the presence              
of pectin source, PGA is chosen as the alternative sugar source. In order to completely               
visualize the effect of seconeolitsin, a known minimal medium M63 is chosen for the study.               
The study is individually carried out in LB with and without PGA and in Minimal M63 medium                 
in the presence of glucose or PGA+ glucose as sugar source. 
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Characterization of seconeolitsin with LB medium  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3.2: The growth curves of Dickeya dadantii (A5720) in LB media supplemented with              
various compounds. (A) LB medium in the presence of various concentrations of            
seconeolitsin. (B) LB medium supplemented with 8% v/v PGA and in the presence of various               
concentrations of seconeolitsin. (C) LB medium in the presence of various concentrations of             
DMSO corresponding to various concentrations of seconeolitsin. (D) LB medium          
supplemented with 8% v/v PGA and in the presence of various concentration of DMSO              
corresponding to various concentration of seconeolitsin 
 
The bacterial growth experiments with seconeolitsin in LB medium is carried out in the              
presence and absence of PGA. Figure 3.3.2 shows the growth curve of Dickeya dadantii in               
LB medium in the presence of various supplements. Figure 3.3.2A and 3.3.2B show no              
difference in growth is observed with respect to presence or absence of PGA. This might be                
because the medium is rich in carbohydrate source in itself so the presence of PGA did not                 
alter the growth kinetics. The presence of PGA did cause variations in the reading causing               
fluctuations in the curve as shown in Figure 3.3.2B. The medium with PGA was causing               
destabilization of absorbance measurements caused by turbidity. This did not affect the            
overall measurement but rather led to a technical difficulty in recording accurate absorbance             
value in the presence of seconeolitsin. We investigated the components of the growth culture              
to resolve the issue. We had the bacteria growing in LB medium along with DMSO               
seconeolitsin and supplemented with and without PGA.  
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Since DMSO is the solvent which is used to prepare seconeolitsin solution, a control              
experiment is carried out to check the effect of DMSO on the growth of the bacteria both in                  
the presence and absence of PGA (Figure 3.3.2Cand 3.3.2D) in LB medium. Under 5% v/v of                
DMSO, volume corresponding to 100µM of seconeolitsin, the growth was not significantly            
altered. Presence of DMSO alters the growth of the bacteria in terms of the growth rate. This                 
limit was considered in the next experiments as learning. The absence of perturbations in the               
absorbance reading in the DMSO PGA medium leads to the suspicion of seconeolitsin PGA              
mixture interfering with the absorbance value recording. 
 
To conclude, in the LB medium, addition of PGA did not make a visible difference in the                 
growth of the organism in the presence of antibiotic seconeolitsin. The limit of DMSO to be                
present in the culture broth was limited to 5% v/v to avoid any inhibition due to presence of                  
DMSO on bacterial cells. Possibly the presence of viscous PGA and seconeolitsin might raise              
uneven shaking behavior in the medium leading to the absorbance measurement fluctuation.            
Though there was difficulty observed with respect to the optical density recording in the              
presence of PGA, the overall reading was not altered causing no real problem with the               
recorded value and overall analysis. 
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Characterization of Seconeolitsin with M63 minimal medium 

Figure 3.3.3: The growth curves of stain A5720 in M63 media supplemented with various              
compounds. A) M63 medium in the presence of various concentrations of seconeolitsin. B)             
M63 medium supplemented with 8% v/v PGA and in the presence of various concentrations              
of seconeolitsin. C) M63 medium in the presence of various concentrations of DMSO             
corresponding to various concentrations of seconeolitsin. D) M63 medium supplemented with           
8% v/v PGA and in the presence of various concentrations of DMSO corresponding to various               
concentrations of seconeolitsin 
 
LB medium is excellent for the growth of bacteria but all the components of LB medium are                 
not exactly known. Since using a well studied medium with known components is better for               
characterizing a new antibiotic we decided to use a medium with known components. M63              
medium is mainly used to study the transcriptional effect of antibiotics in our lab, hence it is                 
well understood for this application and previous data has shown that the effect of antibiotics               
tend to be stronger in minimal medium. In order to minimize external interference of unknown               
media components and have best results, we chose M63 medium to study the transcriptional              
effect of seconeolitsin. So characterization was also carried out in minimum M63 media.             
Figure 3.3.3 shows the growth curve of Dickeya dadantii in M63 medium in the presence of                
various supplements. We encountered precipitation problems in the minimal media with           
seconeolitsin as observed in Figure 3.3.3. There is an up-shift in the OD curve due to the                 
precipitation which increases with increasing concentration of seconeolitsin added as          
observed in 3.3.3A and B. The growth was slightly more in PGA supplemented media              
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compared to media with no PGA. When compared to Figure 3.3.3C and D, culture medium               
supplemented with DMSO and DMSO+PGA this phenomenon was not observed. Again this            
confirms some possible precipitation interaction of seconeolitsin. The acceptable limit of           
DMSO in the medium was found to be less than 5 %v/v to ensure no inhibition of cell growth.                   
Under this limit the presence of DMSO did not affect the growth of bacteria Thus, enabling us                 
to study the effect by seconeolitsin alone. 
  
Minimal inhibitory concentration 
MIC was deduced observing the growth of bacteria in the presence and absence of              
seconeolitsin. Since seconeolitsin inhibitory action creates a delay in the lag time for the              
bacterial growth, we deduce the MIC for this particular antibiotic based on visual growth              
delay. In the gram-positive Streptococcus pneumoniae, the MIC was 17µM where a 2 hour              
delay on onset of bacterial growth is observed due to antibiotic inhibition independent of              
growth conditions. We analyse the growth study in nutrient rich LB medium as well as the                
minimal M63 medium to deduce the MIC. When we observe Figure 3.3.2 and Figure 3.3.3 the                
onset of growth under the influence of seconeolitsin was observed to be around the same               
time for both medium cultures. Due to the minimal glucose level available for the bacteria, the                
stationary phase is reached faster in the minimal M63 medium compared to nutrient rich LB               
medium. In the presence of seconeolitsin, the growth rate is lesser in M63 medium compared               
to LB medium. In order to estimate the MIC, the growth data was analyzed to study the effect                  
of seconeolitsin on the growth of the bacteria. The Gompertz equation is a popular              
mathematical model for describing bacterial growth in terms of growth rate, level of growth              
and lag time required for the onset of growth. Thus, the growth points from the experimental                
data fit to the Gompertz model of the growth curve in bacteria and in order to calculate the lag                   
time and growth rate. Considering the definition of MIC described earlier based on lag time               
and the assumption of 2 hours of lag time to have visible inhibition of onset of growth the MIC                   
was observed to be the same for both LB and M63 medium and it was deduced to be around                   
100µM.  
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Figure 3.3.4: A) Growth curve of A5720 strain with increasing concentration of Seconeolitsin             
in LB medium. B) Regression of the Delay time with respect to the concentration of               
seconeolitsin 
 
Figure 3.3.4A shows the growth of bacteria in the presence of 100µM, 200µM, 300µM              
seconeolitsin concentrations. The presence of antibiotic seconeolitsin causes a delay in the            
onset of bacterial growth. The following Figure 3.3.4B quantifies the growth delay observed             
due to the presence of seconeolitsin shown in the grown curve, a clear delay on the onset of                  
exponential phase is seen with the increase in the concentration of seconeolitsin. The             
regression analysis of the delay time with respect to increase in concentration is carried out to                
quantify the delay time with respect to the increase in the concentration of seconeolitsin. The               
possible reason for the delay caused can be due to the time taken by the bacteria to                 
overcome the inhibition of topoisomerase I by seconeolitsin, in-order to produce more            
topoisomerases I to facilitate the normal cause of growth. It can also be the time required by                 
the bacteria to work on overcoming seconeolitsin with the drug efflux systems. More the              
seconeolitsin more the inhibition of Topoisomerases and more the time required by the             
bacteria to produce required Topoisomerases. 
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Effect of seconeolitsin on DNA supercoiling level 
DNA supercoiling corresponds to the density of turns in the DNA. Mode of action of               
seconeolitsin is by inhibiting topoisomerase I, and the inhibition of topoisomerases causes a             
change of supercoiling level in the chromosome. To study the effect of seconeolitsin on the               
DNA supercoiling level the gel shift experiment of the plasmid in chloroquine gel is conducted.               
In the growth experiments seconeolitsin showed considerable inhibition in the growth of cells             
at higher concentration. The MIC of seconeolitsin in model organism Dickeya dadantii is             
100µM and concentrations reasonably below 100µM can be employed to study the effect of              
seconeolitsin on DNA supercoiling levels to ensure no cell inhibition. We choose            
concentrations of seconeolitsin to be 50µM to study its effect on DNA supercoiling.             
Experiments are conducted in M63 minimal media to visualize the most effect of antibiotic              
seconeolitsin 
 
We wanted to quantify the effect of Seconeolistin on DNA supercoiling. We employed the              
chloroquine gel shift experiment for the purpose. Since plasmid are isolated from bacteria             
subjected to seconeolitsin shock the results can be assumed true to the bacterial             
chromosome as well. We chose the well known Escherichia coli in addition to our model               
organism. The effect of seconeolitsin is quantified in Escherichia coli and Dickeya dadantii             
with chloroquine gel analysis tool with pUC18 Plasmids are extracted at exponential phase at              
OD=0.2 and stationary phase at OD=1.1 to study the growth phase dependencies on the              
effect of Seconeolitsin on DNA supercoiling.  
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Figure 3.3.5: Escherichia coli (top) and Dickeya dadantii (bottom). The left side of the image               
represents the exponential phase and the right side represents the stationary phase 
 
Figure 3.3.5 shows the gel electrophoresis of the extracted plasmid with chloroquine            
intercalation. Results clearly show the hyper-negative supercoiling effect of seconeolitsin.          
Lanes labeled Control refer to the plasmids without any treatment. The lane labeled SCN              
corresponds to the plasmids treated by 50µM seconeolitsin. The lanes labeled NOV refers to              
the novobiocin (DNA gyrase inhibitor) treated plasmids. 100µg/ml concentration of novobiocin           
is used. The lane labeled SCN+NOV refers to the plasmids treated with both seconeolitsin              
and novobiocin. In this treatment, 50µM of seconeolitsin and 50µg/ml of novobiocin is used. In               
Dickeya dadantii additional DMSO treatment is employed with treating the bacteria harbouring            
plasmid with the same concentration of DMSO as in the 50µM seconeolitsin sample. The less               
stability of exponential state plasmids compared to stationary phase plasmid can be observed             
in the intensities of bands in gel images.  
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In the chloroquine gel the supercoiled plasmids move further ahead compared to the less              
supercoiled plasmids. We can observe that the seconeolitsin treated plasmids have migrated            
further compared to the non-treated control plasmids. This proves that seconeolitsin induces            
hyper-negative supercoiling in the DNA. The novobiocin treated samples have migrated less            
indicating the relaxation induced by the antibiotic treatment. Interestingly as expected the            
cocktail mixture of novobiocin and seconeolitsin treated samples have found a compromise            
with respect to relaxation and hyper-negative supercoiling. The lanes are similar to the             
untreated control compound leading to the conclusion that the effect of inhibition of             
topoisomerase I is nullified by the inhibition of gyrase in Escherichia coli. In Dickeya dadantii,               
the relaxation effect of novobiocin is stronger, thus, with seconeolitsin and novobiocin            
together the relaxation effect of novobiocin is partially counterbalanced by seconeolitsin. 
 
The BioRad Image Lab software is used to quantify and analyze the above gel. The bands                
are manually detected and quantities of the DNA present in the bands are quantified based               
on the intensity detection using the software. The below graph shows the result of the               
analysis. Relative superhelicity is calculated assuming the top most band to be            
topoisomerase with no added turns, with the approximation that is level 0.  
 
Considering 10.5bp to make a turn in DNA structure, pUC18 plasmid with 2686bp size will               
have 255 turns at 0 level. We consider the next lanes to have consecutively added one turn                 
and then calculate average superhelicity to be the ratio of added turn and number of turns                
existing in natural state. 
Average superhelicity, Δσ = number of turns added / 255 
Relative superhelicity = relative weight of DNA in band * average superhelicity. 
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Figure 3.3.6: The result of the gel shift experiment in Escherichia coli. The quantity of different                
topoisomers is represented along the y-axis and primary x-axis represents the topoisomerase            
number and their numerical values of superhelicity are represented along the secondary x             
axis. Note that the superhelicity values are negative in this case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3.7: Chloroquine gel analysis based on the calculation of relative superhelicity by             
considering the intensity of the bands for Escherichia coli 
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The graphical representation of the result of the gel shift experiment is shown in Figure 3.3.6.                
The quantity of topisomers and superhelicity is depicted. The average superhelicity of the             
plasmids extracted in each condition is plotted in Figure 3.3.7. As we observe the average               
supercoiling is highest in seconeolitsin treated samples indicating the presence of           
hyper-negative supercoiling caused by the presence of antibiotics. We also observe the            
relaxing effect by Gyrase inhibiting antibiotic novobiocin. Interestingly, we also see a            
compensated effect when bacteria are treated with the mixture of seconeolitsine and            
novobiocin. We also observe a slight reduction in average super-helicities in the control             
samples in the stationary phase compared to exponential phase. The same analysis was also              
carried out on the model organism Dickeya dadantii. The results are described below. 

 
Figure 3.3.8: The result of the gel shift experiment in Dickeya dadantii. The quantity of               
different topoisomers is represented along the y axis and primary x axis represents the              
topoisomerase number and their numerical values of superhelicity are represented along the            
secondary x axis. Note that the superhelicity values are negative in this case 
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Figure 3.3.9: Chloroquine gel analysis based on the calculation of relative superhelicity by             
considering the intensity of the bands for Dickeya dadantii 
 
The effect observed in the presence of seconeolitsin could be partially contributed by the              
DMSO. Since we don't have any information on the effect on DNA supercoiling by DMSO               
alone, in Dickeya dadantii an additional condition with treatment of bacterial cells with DMSO              
was also incorporated. This helps us to be sure of the effect of seconeolitsine alone. The                
topoisomerase quantification is shown in Figure 3.3.8. The average superhelicity is the            
highest for seconeolitsin treated plasmids and lowest for the novobiocin treated sample as             
expected. Compared to the non-treated samples DMSO treated samples had a slight            
relaxation effect observed. In any case, this emphasizes more on the supercoiling effect of              
seconeolitsin since with the seconeoltsin treatment, the plasmids are more supercoiled           
anyway. Additionally, DMSO treated samples had the superhelicity similar to the mixture of             
seconeolitsin and novobiocin plasmids. Compared to the control the palmids from the bacteria             
treated with the mixture of seconeolitsin and novobiocin had more relaxing effect in Dickeya              
dadantii . This signified that the effect of novobiocin is stronger in Dickeya dadantii compared              
to Escherichia coli. In order to understand the effect more quantitatively the average             
superhelicity in each sample is calculated and plotted in Figure 3.3.9. We do observe a               
difference in the effect with respect to the growth phase. Seconeolitsin is more effective in the                
exponential phase compared to the growth phase. This can be correlated to the change in the                
global supercoiling state of DNA during the growth phase. 
 
The above analysis concludes that seconeolitsin increases the supercoiling by 40 percent in             
exponential phase and by 30 percent in stationary phase. Indicating that seconeolitsin is more              
effective in the exponential phase when compared to the stationary phase. Thus,            
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understanding that seconeolitsin causes a significant change in global DNA supercoiling level            
of bacteria, we further investigate if this effect will be observed in the level of gene                
expression, precisely virulent gene expression.  
 
From the above analysis it is evident that seconeolitsin indeed has an effect on both the                
organisms. Compared to Eschirichia coli, in Dickeya dadantii the supercoiling effect of            
seconeolitsin is found during both exponential growth and stationary phase. In Escherichia            
coli, the effect is not very strong in the stationary phase. It is evident that the effect is stronger                   
in the exponential phase in both organisms. It can be because the DNA is generally more                
supercoiled during the exponential growth face, indicating higher topoisomerase activity. Thus           
the inhibition effect of seconeolitsin is more strong during the exponential phase when the              
topoisomerase I activity is more prominent in maintaining the global supercoiling levels. In the              
transition phase, the reduced topoisomerase activity makes the supercoiling activity of           
seconeolistin by the inhibition of topoisomerase I less effective. 
 
Effect of seconeolitsin on the pel gene expression 
Seconeolitsin varied the supercoiling levels in the plasmids isolated from bacteria subjected to             
seconeolitsin shock. This led us to further questions if the same effect is observed on the                
bacterial chromosome? If yes, does the variation in the supercoiling level in chromosomes             
vary the gene expression pattern? SSince plasmid are isolated from bacteria subjected to             
seconeolitsin shock the results can be assumed true to the bacterial chromosome as well              
[25]. In order to study the variation of supercoiling in bacterial chromosomes and its effect on                
gene expression, further studies are carried out with pelE gene as the model promoter since               
its known to have a promoter activity sensitive to supercoiling [12]. The pelE gene is also                
crucial for pectin degradation which is a very important factor for the pathogenicity of the               
bacteria D.dadantii [13]. It makes the pelE gene an ideal choice for studying the effect of                
supercoiling on gene expression since it is a key virulence gene. A construct of D.dadantii               
with a fusion of pel E promoter with lux gene is used as a reporter for the gene expression                  
(see materials and methods). 
 
Under the application of novobiocin shock, the relaxation effect on the chromosome was             
dynamic. The relaxation effect of novobiocin prolonged for a duration of time and then the               
normal level of supercoiling of the bacteria was restored [12]. This arises a question if we use                 
seconeolitsin in shock to study the effect on pel expression. Is the effect dynamic? If so, how                 
long does the effect last? Does the expression level vary with the modification in supercoiling               
level caused by seconeolitsin? In order to answer these questions, knowing MIC of             
seconeolitsin and under MIC it has an effect on the supercoiling levels of plasmid extracted               
from the bacteria subjected to shock, the activity of pelE gene was studied under the               
influence of seconeolitsin. 
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Growth curves with different concentrations of seconeolitsin 
In order to study the effect of seconeolitsin on the pelE gene expression, different              
concentrations of seconeolitsin are used. 25µM, 50µM and 100µM were the chosen            
concentrations and forward orientation and reverse orientation of the reporter gene is studied             
in minimal M63 and nutrient rich LB media. The study is conducted in both exponential and                
stationary growth phase in order to study the effect of growth phase on the seconeolitsin               
action on the pelE  gene.  
 
Effect of seconeolitsin on the pelE expression at exponential phase 
The results of effect of seconeolitsin on the pelE expression in M63 and LB medium is                
described below. The effect of seconeolitsin is studied in both Shock condition and a control               
where bacteria is initially grown with the corresponding concentration of secoenolitsin. The            
effect is studied in forward (A5720) and reverse (A5489) orientation of gene promoter (as              
described in methodology). 
 
The bacteria growing in corresponding media is shock treated with the antibiotic at             
predetermined time 5h during the exponential growth phase. The following Figure 3.3.10            
shows the growth curve of the bacterium shocked by different concentrations of seconeolitsin             
at exponential growth phase in minimal M63 medium.  
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Figure 3.3.10: Growth curves corresponding to the experiments to study the effect of             
seconeolitsin shock of pelE gene expression in M63 medium. Parts A and B represent growth               
curve in M63 medium with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without             
shock respectively in forward orientation construct A5720 and C and D representing growth             
curve in M63 medium with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without             
shock respectively in reverse orientation construct A5489 
 
Figure 3.3.10 shows the growth curve for the seconeolitsin shock experiment. Given that             
growth is not significantly affected by addition of antibiotics in the shock mode, the effect               
observed in the expression of the genes is due to the effect created by seconeolitsin.               
Knowing pelE gene is susceptible to supercoiling, the expression for the same is expected to               
increase soon after the shock effect is observed. The following figure shows the real time               
luminescence quantification corresponding to the pelE expression for the same bacterial           
growth.  
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Figure 3.3.11: The real time luminescence recorded in the M63 medium with various             
conditions. Parts A and B represent luminescence observed in M63 medium and 25µM, 50µM              
concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock respectively in forward orientation           
construct A5720 and C and D representing real time luminescence recorded in M63 medium              
with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock respectively in            
reverse orientation construct A5489 
 
Figure 3.3.11 shows the real time data of luminescence resulting from the expression of the               
pelE promoter in minimal M63 medium. In order to make sure this is an effect of the process                  
of shock by seconeolitsin we have a control sample, where bacteria is grown in the presence                
of the same concentration of seconeolitsin from the onset of the growth in the same               
experimental set up. There is an increase in expression observed at 5h observed in these               
graphs proving that seconeolitsin has activated the pelE promoter. The experiments are            
carried out in both orientation of the reporter genes to study the effect of orientation on the                 
gene expression triggered by change in supercoiling levels. 
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Figure 3.3.12: The bar charts representing the luminescence and OD recorded in the M63              
medium just before the time of shock and 10, 15 and 30 minutes after the shock treatment                 
with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin and control with no seconeolitsin treatment.            
Parts A and C represent luminescence recorded in strain A5720 and A5849, respectively and              
B and D Show the variation in OD in strain A5720 and A5849, respectively along the shock                 
treatment 
 
Figure 3.3.12 shows the bar charts showing the increase in the expression level observed              
with the difference concentrations of seconeolistin at the time of shock and at 15 and 30                
minutes after shock. In M63 medium we observe about 3 times increase in pelE expression               
level at 15 and 30 minutes after shock respectively. The same experiment also was carried               
out in LB medium.  
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Figure 3.3.13: Growth curves corresponding to the experiments to study the effect of             
seconeolitsin shock of pelE gene expression in LB medium. Parts A and B represent growth               
curve in LB medium with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock              
respectively in forward orientation construct A5720 and C and D representing growth curve in              
LB medium with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock            
respectively in reverse orientation construct A5489 
 
As we observe in Figure 3.3.13 growth in LB medium is not significantly affected by addition                
of antibiotics in the shock mode, the effect observed in the expression of the genes is due to                  
the effect created by seconeolitsin. Knowing pelE gene is susceptible to supercoiling, it’s             
expression is expected to increase soon after the shock effect is observed. 
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Figure 3.3.14: The real time luminescence recorded in the LB medium with various             
conditions. Parts A and B represent luminescence observed in LB medium and 25µM, 50µM              
concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock respectively in forward orientation           
construct A5720 and C and D representing real time luminescence recorded in LB medium              
with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin with and without shock respectively in            
reverse orientation construct A5489 
 
The following Figure 3.3.14 shows the real time data of luminescence resulting from the              
expression of the pelE promoter in nutrient rich LB medium. In order to make sure this is an                  
effect of the process of shock by seconeolitsin we have a control sample, where bacteria is                
grown in the presence of the same concentration of seconeolitsin from the onset of the growth                
in the same experimental set up. There is a slight increase in expression observed at 5h                
observed in these graphs proving that seconeolitsin has activated the pelE promoter. The             
experiments are carried out in both orientation of the reporter genes to study the effect of                
orientation on the gene expression triggered by change in supercoiling levels. 
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Figure 3.3.15: The bar charts representing the luminescence and OD recorded in the LB              
medium just before the time of shock and 10, 15 and 30 minutes after the shock treatment                 
with 25µM, 50µM concentrations of seconeolitsin and control with no seconeolitsin treatment.            
Parts A and C represent luminescence recorded in strain A5720 and A5849, respectively and              
B and D Show the variation in OD in strain A5720 and A5849, respectively along the shock                 
treatment 
 
The expression levels of various concentration shock treated bacteria are recorded. Just after             
the shock to be time 0 and the after 10, 15 and 20 minutes respectively. Figure 3.3.15 depicts                  
the variation observed in pelE expression up on seconeolitsin treatment. Compared to the             
control samples a slight variation in the gene expression is observed. The increase in              
expression level is not very statistically significant. This could be an artifact of the medium.               
The difference is not significant enough to be identified as an effect on expression level due to                 
variation in supercoiling caused by the seconeolistin treatment. 
A clear differentiation can be observed in minimal medium when it comes to the effect on                
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gene expression. The level of expression is also higher when compared to LB medium.              
Control experiments in M63 medium show significant changes in the pelE expression level             
when the bacterial growth is onset with seconeolitsin. In order to document the induction              
effect of seconeolitsin by altering the DNA supercoiling levels the activation factors are             
calculated as a ratio of level of expression in the non-treated to the treated samples.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3.16: The pel activation factor with respect to time after the shock in M63 and LB                 
medium 
 
The Figure 3.3.16 shows the activation factors for both the mediums when the model              
organism is treated with the antibiotic seconeolitsin. The concentrations of seconeolitsin used            
for this study was 25µM and 50µM where no effect on growth was observed. The above                
Figure 3.3.16A depicts the seconeolitsin activation factor in the M63 medium for the             
concentration of 25µM and 50µM where maximum effect is observed 15 minutes aftershock             
and further you can infer from the expression graph that the effect reduces in an hour. The                 
same for LB medium is shown in Figure 3.3.16B with same concentrations but here no               
prominent activation of the gene is observed. As expected, we observed an increase in the               
activity level of the pelE gene in the presence of seconeolitsin inhibitor in Dickeya dadantii. At                
the concentration where no effect on growth was observed, a three-fold increase (p value              
.00005) in the pelE expression level was observed within 30 minutes of the shocking process               
in minimal medium and in the energy rich LB medium, no significant activation was observed.               
The effect of antibiotic inhibition lasted for about one hour as observed in Figure 3.3.11,               
where the deviation in the expression due to activation by seconeolitsin shock treatment             
returned to the expression pattern of the non-treated control curve. This Indicates that the              
effect of seconeoltsin lasted for a period on pelE gene expression was temporary until the               
drug inhibition lasted. 
 
 
Seconeolitsin binding to the Topoisomerases increases the level of supercoiling increasing           
the pelE expression levels, but this state is soon reversed by the additional DNA relaxation               
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caused in bacteria returning the pelE gene to the normal level of expression. It can be                
hypothesized that the process is easier in energy-rich media. As a result, we do not observe a                 
strong activation factor in LB medium whereas in the minimal energy M63 medium the effect               
is more prominent.  
 
Since we observed the variation in the gene activity with changes in supercoiling level of               
DNA, would change in orientation of the gene affect the variation caused in the gene activity?                
To answer this question we analysed results with respect to forward and reverse oriented              
pelE gene. We used specific constructs with onward and reverse orientation of promoter             
fused with luciferase gene (refer material and methods). The pel expression level of forward              
orientation strain A5720 is about 10% higher than the reverse orientation strain A5849. But              
the activation factor for both the orientations remains the same. The growth curve for the two                
strains also shows a difference in the final growth OD which explains the difference in the pel                 
expression levels. Thus, this difference in the level of expression may not be caused by               
seconeolitsin and possibly it is the characteristic of the individual strain. With this reference, it               
can be hypothesized that the change in supercoiling levels induced by the antibiotic is not a                
local effect but has a global effect on the chromosome. Figure 3.3.17 shows the expression               
level of pel  genes in forward strain A5849 and reverse strain A5720.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3.17: pel   expression 
curves during the shocking in the M63 medium. A5720 and A5849 are the forward and               
reverse orientation pelE construct, respectively 
 
The effect of seconeolitsin on pelE expression at stationary phase 
This study is carried out by the shock treating the bacteria at a stationary phase that is around                  
10 hours after the growth when the optical density reaches around transition and then              
stationary phase is reached. Since at exponential phase the significant difference is observed             
only in minimal medium M63, we perform this study in M63 medium. From the              
characterization growth curves we observe that the bacteria reaches a stationary phase            
around 10 hours, so we shock the bacteria at 10 hours with three different concentrations of                
seconeolitsin 25µM, 50µM and 100µM.  
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Figure 3.3.18: The effect of seconeolitsin on pelE expression at stationary state. A represents              
the luminescence recorded along the growth period represented in B. The bacteria is grown in               
M63 medium. C represents the luminescence recorded after seconeolitsin shock treatment 
 
The above Figure 3.3.18 shows no significant difference observed in the levels of pelE              
expression after shock treatment. It can be concluded that since the pelE gene has already               
set expression at this period. Due to this state of the gene after about 10 hours of growth, the                   
change in supercoiling levels created by the treatment of seconeolitsin may not have been              
effective in increasing level of pelE expression. The DNA is generally less supercoiled in              
stationary phase compared to exponential growth phase, this indicates that the           
topoisomerase activity is lesser in stationary phase. Hence, the inhibition of topoisomerase I             
may not be as significant as in the exponential growth phase on the expression of the gene.                 
Looking at the expression pattern of the gene, the pelE gene has essentially already been               
expressed and triggering the expression again is not in favour of energy conservation during              
the stationary phase when the nutrients have been exhausted by the bacteria. In conclusion,              
the seconeolitsin shock treatment is found to be more effective in the exponential growth              
phase compared to the stationary phase.  
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Gene expression analysis 
In order to study the effect of supercoiling on gene expression of Dickeya dadantii, RNA               
sequencing analysis is the widely proposed method. The antibiotic seconeolitsin is used to             
modify the level of DNA supercoiling. The wild type strain of Dickeya dadantii A4922 is grown                
in the minimal M63 medium supplemented with sucrose. The concentration of seconeolitsin            
used for shock is 50 µM as per observations recorded in chloroquine gel experiments.              
Bacterial culture undergoing seconeolitsin treatment procedure but not 
subjected to seconeolitsin is designated as the control for the study.  
 
The experiment is carried out in two growth phases, exponential at OD = 0.2 and stationary                
phase at OD = 1.1. The wild type strain A4922 is grown in the minimal M63 medium                 
supplemented with sucrose, when the growth reaches the OD of 0.2, one portion is shocked               
with 50µM seconeolitsin and is grown for 15 more minutes. Same process is repeated for the                
culture grown until the stationary phase. All the samples are frozen and stored in -80°C until                
the extraction of the RNA is carried out using the cold phenol method. Extracted RNA is                
quantified using Nanodrop Quantification. A PCR experiment is carried out to check the             
quality of extracted RNA. The integrity of RNA is checked on the Electrophoresis gel Post               
PCR. Sample is subjected to repeated DNases to ensure purity of RNA. Purified RNA is               
subjected to quality control and used for cDNA synthesis to test the effect on the model genes                 
using qRT PCR experimentation before proceeding with the sequencing analysis. 
 
qRT-PCR analysis 
The real-time recording is performed with the equipment Light cycler LC480. The experiment             
is carried pAW as external normalizers. lpxC, hemF, and yafS are used as internal              
normalizers. gyrB and pelE are used as model genes to know the effect of supercoiling. pelE                
expression is susceptible to variation in supercoiling as is known in earlier studies.  
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Figure 3.3.19: The standard curve for the quantification of pAW, pelE and gyrB external              
normalizer 

Figure 3.3.19 shows the standard curve of quantification for pAW external normalizer, pelE             
and gyrB for the experiment.The external normalizer had a stable expression level indication             
of the quality of the experiment. Not all the internal normalizers have stable expression levels.               
It could be due to the variation in the level of supercoiling caused by the antibiotic. Since the                  
antibiotic is studied for the first time in this organism, no further information on internal               
normalizer is known, making the interpretation of the data more difficult. Thus, the results              
could not be inferred quantitatively rather the external normalizers could give qualitative            
assurance in the experiment results. 
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Figure 3.3.20: Quantification of the level of genes expression with qRT-PCR method. The             
expression of pelE, gyrB and topA genes are shown in the figure. Calculations carried out               
based on standard curve estimation method. The obtained result is proportional and hence             
multiplied by an arbitrary constant to obtain a meaningful number. The results can be              
compared based on their levels and are not absolute 
 
As per out preliminary analysis shown in Figure 3.3.20, pelE expression was increased with              
Seconeolitsin treatment as expected. The gyrB expressions were inconclusive as the results            
do not follow a trend and no replicates were performed to support the results. The standard                
curve for quantification of gyrB was not very accurate. Problems were also encountered with              
interna normalizers questioning the validity of results. Difficulties in being able to find a stable               
internal normalizer leads to problems in replications of the experiment. 
  
RNA sequence analysis was performed but there was not enough time to validate the results               
obtained. Currently PCR validation experiments are being repeated to validate the results.            
Since, there was a discrepancy in the results obtained earlier and a problem on internal               
normalizer the complete analysis of the transcriptomic analysis would need more time.            
Considering the limitation of time at disposal, and the thesis focuses on the modeling of               
regulation of virulence genes with respect to transcription factors and transcriptomic analysis            
is not very significant for the modeling part choice was made to focus on transcription factors. 
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Chapter IV: Conclusion and Future scope 

1.Conclusion and Future Scope 

We have successfully modeled the transcriptional regulation of pelE/D genes with respect to             
the KdgR regulator and CRP activator. Quantification of the metabolites KDG and cAMP             
proved very important for the development and validation of the model. Although KDG             
quantification methodology was accurate, we encountered problems in quantifications of          
internal cAMP concentration. The discrepancy was posed by the protocol of cell separation             
from medium. We employed slow centrifugation techniques for the separation of cells. Since             
cAMP is a very dynamic molecule, slight disturbance in the cell membrane causes an              
inaccurate distribution of the metabolite due to the import-export mechanism. Since the            
external medium is in large quantities, this dynamics of import export did not affect the               
quantification of external cAMP. Thus, to overcome this erroneous internal cAMP           
measurement problem we used a model to deduce the internal concentration using the             
external concentration measurement. The future scope of this work would be to obtain a              
methodology to accurately measure the internal concentration of cAMP. The currently           
employed HPLC quantification can be employed with precision if we could filter the bacterial              
cells from medium without disrupting the distribution dynamics of cAMP inside and outside the              
cell during culture harvest. Sophisticated filtration techniques can be used to achieve this cell              
separation from the medium [1]. All the methods have their own advantages and             
disadvantages. Filtration methods are most promising given the sensitivity of mobile cAMP            
molecules on the bacterial cell wall. Nucleopore filters are most efficient in separating cells              
without much disturbance to the cell structure [2]. It would be worthwhile to develop a               
customized methodology to separate the bacterial cells to ensure accurate measurement of            
internal cAMP. This could enable us to integrate directly the internal cAMP kinetics into the               
model intern improving the cogency of the model.  
 
We have observed minor discrepancies in replicating the pel gene expression peak by 30              
minutes or so when compared to the experimental peak timing. We know pel genes are               
regulated by various transcription factors as discussed in chapter I. Another future            
perspective would be to extend the model to other regulatory factors to further improve the               
credibility. We nominate the nucleoid associated protein and well known pel regulator FIS to              
be the next most probable candidate. Integration of FIS might help us reproduce the              
experiments to a higher extent. The concentration of FIS in bacteria is known to vary to a                 
large extent with respect to bacterial growth stage. Since pel expression is also linked to the                
metabolic state of the cell which is determined by the growth stage, FIS could explain the                
peak of expression better. We already know the binding affinities of FIS to the pel sites                
obtained from the experiments conducted by our lab earlier. The binding affinities of FIS at               
pelE is estimated to be about 10nM and at pelD is estimated to be around 50nM [3]. We also                   
know that the binding sites for FIS in pelE and overlap with the KdgR binding site [3]. This                  
points towards a possible competition between the FIS and KdgR molecules at the respecting              
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gene binding site. We will have to incorporate this competitive binding in the model. We will                
have to measure the kinetics of available FIS molecules in the bacterial cell in order to                
deduce the extent of binding and the regulation effect on pel  genes.  
 
We have substantially studied the effect of supercoiling levels on the pelE gene expression.              
DNA supercoiling levels vary with respect to growth of the bacteria. In order to completely               
elucidate the effect of growth stage on virulence genes we have to understand the              
dependency of virulence gene expression on the DNA supercoiling levels [4]. In the future we               
could incorporate the supercoiling mediated regulation into the transcriptional regulation          
model. It will give a new dimension to the model and integrate the chromosomal architecture               
mediated regulation with the transcription factors mediated regulation. There has been active            
work understanding and modeling the relationship between DNA supercoiling levels and gene            
expression [5]. We could utilize this data to develop a strategy to integrate the thermodynamic               
model of gene expression regulation incorporating the torsional energy factors associated           
with supercoiling levels. New techniques are being reported to measure the levels of DNA              
supercoiling levels in vivo along the bacterial growth [6]. This could be utilized to draw a                
relationship between the supercoiling measured along the growth and pel expression.  
 
As discussed earlier the proposed extended regulator FIS and supercoiling levels are strictly             
related to the bacterial growth. The DNA supercoiling levels are mediated through the NAPs              
like FIS. Inclusion of these two factors would reveal more information on mechanism of gene               
virulence regulation by NAPs organizing the chromosomal structure in relation to bacterial            
growth. This leads to the ultimate scope of modeling work, elucidating the link between              
metabolism and virulence genes regulation. We describe a transcriptional regulatory model in            
light of bacterial cell metabolism. Virulence genes are regulated in accordance with metabolic             
shifts acting as a signal. We depict the pel genes to be an instance of catabolite repression                 
where the depletion of glucose causes metabolic energy depletion thus the virulence genes             
are boosted to enhance the uptake of alternate glucose sources to provide for the energy               
requirement in the cell. CCR helps bacteria derive energy in the new environments             
encountered during their life cycle and proves very important for pathogens to switch their              
energy source. CCR helps the pathogens obtain sufficient energy in the host environment and              
successfully infect the host organism. Metabolic switch from glucose to pectin acts as a signal               
activating the pel expression. The pectin degradation also destroys the host defense layer,             
i.e. the plant cell wall making it easier to infect the host. This example in the model organism                  
strongly advocates for the regulatory link between energy requirements for the pathogen via             
metabolism and virulence gene regulation. Thus, pathogenesis is a process of metabolism            
leading to virulence gene expression overcoming the host defense and propagation of            
disease in the host.  
The approach to tackling pathogenesis in plants is time efficient. It also enables us to utilize                
all the known experimental information to deduce new learning and save time in terms of               
running redundant experiments. Compared to the canonical approach of pathogen          
management involving traditional experimentation to understand the infection process and          
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develop measures against it, one can integrate all the information at disposal from previous              
studies and bibliography and develop the model to obtain meaningful inferences which can be              
validated with significant little experimentations. This tool can be extended to other            
pathogenic organisms facilitating development of disease control strategies and pathogen          
management. Thus, we aim to develop a sustainable approach to develop a tool to fight the                
pathogens with minimal time and resources.  
 
Transcriptional regulation of virulence pel genes are modeled with respect to transcription            
factors based on an affinity binding thermodynamics studied in the model organism model             
Dickeya dadantii. This model is simple and easy to be extrapolated. It can be extended to                
other virulence genes in different pathogens. The model can be used to study the virulence               
genes in different pathogens and understand the process of infection with respect to             
pathogens. Having a functional and relational understanding of the virulence genes, the key             
strength of pathogens will help us tackle them. This model is developed to be employed to                
aid in developing a strategy to fight pathogens. This could help the world hunger by stopping                
croploss mediated by microbial pathogens. In this era of growing food insecurity around the              
world, I dedicate this work to the scientific community constantly trying to come up with               
strategies to feed the growing population.  
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